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Abstract 

The Parastacidae is a family of freshwater crayfish restricted to the southern 

hemisphere, reaching its highest diversity in Australia, specifically the southeastern 

mainland and Tasmania.  There are major knowledge gaps in relation to the diversity 

and phylogenetic relationships of burrowing species in southeastern Australia including 

the speciose genus Engaeus.  This study examines aspects of the phylogeography and 

evolutionary history of burrowing crayfish species in southeastern Australia at a range 

of evolutionary scales. 

The first research chapter focuses at the intraspecific phylogeographic level by 

examining patterns of genealogical variations in the widespread Engaeus sericatus 

using mt16S rDNA sequences to investigate the influence of historical sea level changes 

on the diversification of this species.  This study presents a novel integration of GIS and 

phylogeography within an NCPA framework by reconstructing ancient shorelines and 

river drainages and discovers that palaeodrainages and local geomorphological effects 

have influenced geographical diversification of this species. 

The second research chapter examines deeper intra- and inter-generic perspectives 

focusing on the genera Geocharax and Engaeus and tests existing biogeographic 

hypotheses using 16S sequences.  Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus are included in 

the analyses.  Geocharax and Gramastacus are monophyletic genera.  Geocharax 

contains two additional cryptic species and Gramastacus containing one additional 

species.  Engaeus is non-monophyletic with E. lyelli most likely representing an 

undescribed genus. 

The third research chapter adds nuGAPDH to the 16S alignment and increases the 

taxon sampling to test a priori phylogenetic hypotheses.  The analysis strongly supports 
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the inclusion of Engaewa in the lineage containing Engaeus, Geocharax, Gramastacus 

and Tenuibranchiurus and that generic-level diversification among these genera 

coincides with the mid Miocene aridification.  Overall, the results of this thesis make a 

significant contribution to the understanding of parastacid diversity through the 

discovery of cryptic diversity at generic and species levels and by establishing new 

hypotheses of relationships and geographic diversification. 
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Freshwater crayfish: the study taxon 

A brief history of the study of freshwater crayfish 

In 1758, Linneaus provided the practical framework for the study of biodiversity – a 

system for describing, cataloguing and classifying the natural world, which we still use 

today.  His work included describing and naming the first freshwater crayfish, Astacus 

astacus Linneaus, 1758.  Approximately 101 years later Charles Darwin, together with 

Alfred Wallace, introduced the world to the concept of organic evolution and a 

plausible mechanism by which the world’s extraordinary biodiversity could have been 

generated. 

In this 100-year period, it was becoming apparent that the world had a diverse and 

widespread freshwater crayfish fauna with strange and exotic specimens turning up in 

British and European collections from as far afield as South America, Madagascar, 

Australia and Asia to add to a highly diverse fauna from the Americas.  This intriguing 

group of animals caught the attention of none other than Thomas Huxley, otherwise 

known as Darwin’s bulldog for his vociferous defence of the newly developed theory of 

evolution.  Huxley (1878; 1880) published the first treatises on freshwater crayfish that 

included detailed morphological and taxonomic studies and accounts of their 

biogeography and evolution. In fact, he was one of the first to attempt to place a 

taxonomic classification of any group of organisms into an evolutionary schema.  

Huxley’s (1880) diagram (Figure 1) is clearly informed by Charles Darwin’s 

generalised schema for evolutionary diversification, as a branching diagram – the only 

figure used in The Origin of Species (Darwin 1859). 

Within the context of evolution theory, Huxley realised that the wide distribution and 

freshwater dependency of crayfish required a special explanation.  Huxley based his 
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estimate of the systematic relationship of all freshwater crayfish on morphology as was 

standard at the time.  However, in an era predating formalised phylogenetic 

methodologies for reconstructing evolution, and the theory of plate tectonics, 

parsimoniously explaining the evolutionary origins of the disjunct northern and 

southern hemisphere freshwater crayfish families was done by inferring independent 

origins of the families.  That is, since freshwater crayfish are distributed globally but do 

not occur on continental Africa, the Indian subcontinent and Antarctica, Huxley (1878; 

1880) concluded that the northern and southern hemisphere freshwater crayfish families 

must have arisen from two independent invasions into freshwaters from marine 

ancestors of Protoastacine form (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1.  Diagram of the morphological relations of the Astacina (from Huxley 1880). 
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Later attempts to resolve the origins of the northern and southern hemisphere 

crayfishes lead Ortmann (1902) to refine earlier models of Faxon (1885) and Huxley 

(1880), postulating a single (monophyletic) origin out of Australasia (“Sino-Australia”), 

subsequently followed by global dispersal and diversification. However, without 

establishment of the plate tectonics model until the 1960s, corroboration of this 

hypothesis was a difficult task.  Riek (1959) reverted to the idea of multiple freshwater 

invasions from marine ancestral stock to explain the distribution of southern hemisphere 

crayfish and Hobbs’ (1974) did the same to explain the distribution of the northern 

hemisphere crayfish. 

 

An ancient and globally distributed monophyletic fauna 

The wealth of information now available, including molecular DNA sequence data, 

geographical, morphological and palaeontological evidence provides strong support for 

the monophyletic origin of freshwater crayfish (e.g. Scholtz 1993; Crandall et al. 2000; 

Sinclair et al. 2004; Porter et al. 2005).  So far, independent lines of enquiry show that 

freshwater crayfish diverged from their marine ancestor approximately 278 million 

years ago (Ma), thereafter exploiting the freshwater environment on the Pangean 

supercontinent.  After dispersing broadly during the Triassic (185-225 Ma), the 

ancestral lineage was geographically divided at the break-up of Pangea, approximately 

185 Ma, giving rise to the northern and southern hemisphere superfamilies, Astacoidea 

Latreille, 1802 and Parastacoidea Huxley, 1878, respectively (Sinclair et al. 2004; 

Porter et al. 2005; Crandall and Buhay 2008). Astacoidea contains two families: the 

Astacidae Latreille, 1802 and Cambaridae Hobbs, 1942; and the Parastacoidea contains 

one family: the Parastacidae Huxley, 1878.   
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A globally threatened fauna 

Of approximately 640 globally recognised extant species, 156 freshwater crayfish 

species (~25%) are on the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 

Resources (IUCN) red-list as threatened, vulnerable or endangered.  Within Australia 

alone, approximately 23% of the 150 species are red-listed (IUCN 2008).  Not 

surprisingly, major threats to crayfish are largely anthropogenic and include, for 

example, translocation causing genetic introgression (Horwitz 1990b; Nguyen et al. 

2002; Nguyen 2005) and transfer of disease (Edgerton et al. 2004), habitat destruction 

(Zeidler and Adams 1990; Honan and Mitchell 1995) and over-fishing (Horwitz 1994b; 

Crandall and Buhay 2008).  As threats to crayfish occur globally, there is a need to 

ensure a concerted global conservation effort.   

Molecular data have proven extremely useful for directing conservation efforts in 

terms of recovering information on heredity and historical biogeography, for dating 

divergences among lineages, for quantitatively measuring levels of genetic diversity, for 

resolving taxonomic statuses of species and for detecting endangerment (Frankham et 

al. 2002).   

A review of the literature and National Center for Biotechnology Information 

(NCBI) GenBank shows Parastacoidea to be the least studied of the two crayfish 

superfamilies from the molecular genetic perspective.  There is a need, therefore, to 

further develop our understanding of this superfamily, especially for species from the 

southeast of Australia where morphological diversity is highest and anthropogenic 

threats are greatest. 
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Southeastern Australia – the centre of diversity for Parastacoidea 

In the present day, there are two global centres of freshwater crayfish diversity: one 

for the extant Astacoidea in southeastern United States and one for the extant 

Parastacoidea in southeastern Australia (Riek 1972; Hobbs 1988).  Both of these regions 

have high human populations.   

Of the fourteen extant Parastacoidean genera, ten occur in Australia.  Eight are 

endemic to southeastern Australia including the island of Tasmania.  An additional 

genus and species, Palaeoechinastacus australianus Martin et al., 2008, and an 

ichnogenus, Loloichnus Bedatou et al., 2008, have been documented from the fossil 

record.  That Palaeoechinastacus is recorded from southeastern Australia at 

approximately 106 to 116 million years before the present indicates that southeastern 

Australia has been a long-time locus for Parastacoidea (Martin et al. 2008).   

Of the ten extant Australian genera, Cherax Erichson, 1846, Euastacus Clark, 1936b 

and Engaeus Erichson, 1846 make up the majority of Australia’s freshwater crayfish 

biodiversity, comprising approximately 42, 49 and 35 species, respectively (Horwitz 

1990a; 1994a; Morgan 1997; Crandall et al. 1999; Austin and Ryan 2002; Coughran 

2005a; Coughran 2005b; Hansen and Richardson 2006; Lukhaup and Pekny 2006).  The 

distributions of these three genera overlap in the southeast.  Due primarily to the overall 

size of individuals and importance from a fisheries and farming perspective, the 

majority of research on Australian freshwater crayfish using molecular genetic methods 

has focused on Cherax and Euastacus.  In contrast, Engaeus, a group of smaller, 

burrowing and often cryptic (secretive) species, has received far less attention. 
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Engaeus: an endangered, little studied, and ecologically unique burrowing 

crayfish genus 

It is perhaps surprising that Engaeus has received so little attention.  The genus may 

have economic importance due to the endangered status of several species and because 

of its very strong burrowing habit (sometimes undermining foundations of infrastructure 

and agricultural land (Clark 1936a)).  Approximately 14 of 35 currently recognised 

Engaeus species are listed as vulnerable or endangered (Department of Primary 

Industries and Water 2002; Department of Sustainability and Environment 2007; IUCN 

2008).  Many of them occur throughout populated regions; therefore, current 

legislations on endangered species will likely lead to their presence becoming an issue 

to be dealt with in commercial and residential development proposals.  Further, many 

Engaeus species are found in suburban gardens (Horwitz 1990a; Museum Victoria 

2005), constructing “chimneys” at the top of their burrows from earth, which may be up 

to approximately 40cm high (Doran 1999).  

Although it is likely that all freshwater crayfish species are capable of constructing 

some form of burrow for shelter (Riek 1969; Hobbs 1981; Berrill and Chenowith 1982), 

Engaeus are distinctive in that some species are able to place their burrows independent 

of the water table (Horwitz and Richardson 1986).  In fact, Hobbs’ (1942b; 1981) 

classification of freshwater crayfish burrows needed to be re-written to accommodate 

Engaeus as burrows of several species in this genus did not fit the pattern shown by any 

other crayfishes.  At least seven Engaeus species are known to construct burrows 

independent of the groundwater table, deriving water solely from surface runoff, and 

this type of burrow (“type 3”) is not known to occur outside of Australia (Horwitz and 

Richardson 1986).   
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Morphologically, species of Engaeus are distinct because they are small and often 

brightly coloured, they possess disproportionately enlarged, vertically oriented, 

dimorphic or isomorphic great chelae, the carapace of the cephalothorax is dorso-

ventrally ballooned (vaulted), the first abdominal somite is extremely narrow and the 

abdomen size is reduced overall (Figure 2).  These features are thought to have arisen as 

adaptations to the extreme burrowing habit (Riek 1969; Hobbs 1974; Suter 1977a; 

Horwitz 1988b; 1990a).  Most notably, the genus is distinctive from a global 

perspective in that mature females offset reduced abdomen size by possessing an 

anterolateral flap on the second abdominal pleonite, which is thought to provide a 

greater shielding capacity for the eggs (Figure 3).  Only four other genera possess the 

abdominal anterolateral flap, and these are all from the burrowing Australian 

Parastacidae: Engaewa Riek, 1967, Geocharax, Clark, 1936b, Gramastacus Riek, 1972 

and Tenuibranchiurus Riek, 1951 (Horwitz 1988b).   
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Figure 2.  Three of the many Engaeus specimens sampled during this study.  Clockwise 

from top: Engaeus strictifrons (Clark, 1936b) from Crawford River, Victoria; E. 

sericatus Clark, 1936b from Lake Gnotuk, Victoria; and E. urostrictus Riek, 1969 from 

Sherbrooke Forest, Victoria. 
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Figure 3.  Ventral view of the first three pleonites (syn. abdominal somite) of a 

reproductively active female, showing the sub-calcified flap of the pleura of pleonite 2, 
and the reduced width of pleonite 1 (top of figure – anterior) (reproduced with 

permission from Horwitz 1990a).  Not drawn to scale. 

 

The phylogenetic position of Engaeus 

Since Huxley (1880), various phylogenies of the Australian freshwater crayfish have 

been constructed.  The two most comprehensive and authoritative studies that included 

Engaeus are from Riek (1972), which examined all of the then recognised genera and 

based the phylogeny on morphological characters, and Crandall et al. (1999), who 

reassessed the relationships among the Australian and New Zealand genera from a 

molecular genetic perspective.  These two studies disagreed on the relationships among 

the Australian genera and, notably, their placements of Engaeus were quite different.   

Riek (1972) placed Engaeus as a monophyletic lineage with Engaewa and 

Tenuibranchiurus, sister to the remaining parastacid genera.  The groupings were based 

on orientations of the great chelae, with the Engaeus lineage containing the strong 
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burrowers and the sister lineage containing the so-called weak and moderate burrowers.  

Crandall et al.’s (1999) molecular phylogenetic investigation placed Engaeus with 

Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus.  Engaewa was placed in a lineage of 

its own, basal to the remaining Australian genera.   

Horwitz (1988b) hypothesised that Engaeus, Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus 

and Tenuibranchiurus are a monophyletic lineage, which was based on their sharing the 

putative synapomorphic anterolateral flap; however, this hypothesis was ignored by 

Crandall et al. (1999).  Therefore, it is clear that there remain uncertainties with regard 

to the true genealogical relationship among these five genera and molecular data are 

ideal for resolving and testing such uncertainties.  

 

Background on molecular systematic methods 

A brief background on subject areas relevant to the methods implemented in this thesis 

is provided below.  These subject areas include molecular systematics using DNA 

sequences, historical biogeography, molecular phylogenetic and phylogeographic 

methods, molecular taxonomy, the species problem and the genealogical species 

concept, and selection of molecular markers.  

 

Molecular systematics using DNA sequences 

Systematics is the science of the diversity of organisms and of the relationships 

between them (Mayr 1969).  Linneaus’ (1758) hierarchical classification scheme 

provided the platform for evolutionists to conceptualise systematic relationships as a 

branching phylogenetic tree (e.g. Darwin 1859; Haeckel 1866; Huxley 1880).  These 
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initial estimates of phylogeny were largely subjective and based on few, if any, 

objective criteria, and it was not until the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s that biologists began 

to develop objective methods for recovering evolutionary history (Zimmerman 1930; 

1931; 1934; 1943; Hennig 1950; 1966; in Hillis et al. 1996).  These early attempts at 

phylogenetic classification saw the application of morphological and palaeontological 

characters as the means to determine evolutionary relationships.  In the 1960s, the 

methods of Hennig and Zimmerman were refined and implemented in computer 

programs that allowed analysis of large and complex character datasets (Hillis et al. 

1996).  

Ever since identification of DNA in the cell nucleus by Friedrich Miescher in 1869 

(Lagerkvist 1998; Wolf 2003), DNA had been suspected of playing a role in heredity  

(Chambers 1995).  At the turn of the twentieth century, the field of genetics was 

growing rapidly and Mendel’s theory that discrete elements (later becoming known as 

“genes”) controlled heredity was “rediscovered”.  Research began to focus directly on 

this area, and Avery et al. (1944) confirmed earlier suspicions by finding that genes are 

embodied in DNA, but at this stage it was believed that DNA had purely a structural or 

physiological role and it was too difficult to conceptualise that DNA itself was the 

carrier of hereditary information (Chambers 1995).  Eleven years later, Watson and 

Crick (1953) published the structure of the DNA double helix; thus, they paved the way 

to development of the understanding that hereditary information is encoded in the gene 

as a string of nucleotides, which is transmitted down the ancestor-descendent pathway.  

Because it allowed systematists to go back to the very basis of evolutionary 

relationships, DNA as a character became a focus of research (Mayr 1969).  In the early 

1960s, quantitative evaluations of genetic relatedness became possible through the 

analysis of DNA-DNA and RNA-DNA interactions, and it was proposed that such 
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analyses of genetic homology could be used to study evolutionary relationships (Hoyer 

et al. 1963; McCarthy and Bolton 1963; Hoyer et al. 1964).  

Invention of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Kleppe et al. 1971; Mullis and 

Faloona 1987) and the development of universal primers allowed researchers to perform 

targeted in vitro amplification of DNA fragments.  In combination with the invention of 

thermal cycle sequencing (Murray 1989; Craxton 1991), researchers were able to read 

the sequence of nucleotides in targeted DNA strands.  Patterns of genetic homology 

(inferred common ancestry) could then be deduced directly from nucleotide sequences.  

Thus, sequencing increased the suite of character data available to the systematist (Hillis 

et al. 1996).  The examination of nucleotide character data is now a standard method in 

molecular systematics and second generation sequencing technologies such as 

pyrosequencing (e.g. 454/Roche FLX system) (Parameswaran et al. 2007) are further 

easing the collection of data (Huang and Marth 2008).  

 

Historical Biogeography 

Biogeography is the study of the distribution of organisms across geographical space.  

The first person to formally study biogeography was Georges Buffon, in 1761, who 

documented that organism groupings coincide with geographical regions (Cox and 

Moore 2005).  The first person to apply this biogeographical thinking to the study of 

freshwater crayfish evolution was Huxley (1878; 1880).  Biogeography is closely tied 

to, and partly overlapping with, the fields of ecology, evolution, taxonomy and 

molecular systematics.   
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Historical biogeography is phylogenetically informed biogeography that aims to 

explain past and present geographic distributions of organisms as deduced by biological 

data and geological data (Wiens and Donoghue 2004; Ebach and Tangney 2007).   

 

Phylogenetics: a molecular genetic perspective 

Phylogenetics is concerned with recovering the history of organismal lineage 

diversification and the use of this information in biological classification and the study 

of evolution (Abercrombie et al. 1992).  Molecular phylogenetics involves, therefore, 

the construction of diagrammatic trees from molecular data, which represent inferred 

ancestor-descendent relationships (Hillis et al. 1996; Page and Holmes 1998; Nei and 

Kumar 2000; Holder and Lewis 2003).  In this thesis, molecular data are DNA 

nucleotide sequence strings obtained from mitochondrial and nuclear genes.   

To infer ancestor-descendent relationships from the data, nucleotide sequences are 

aligned in data matrices with rows representing samples and columns representing 

nucleotide-sites (characters).  The process of alignment aims to maximise similarity 

across taxa.  There are numerous algorithms for achieving the best alignment but, 

typically, there are many possibilities for what the true alignment might be (Thompson 

et al. 1994; Edgar 2004; Suchard and Redelings 2006).  Knowledge of the underlying 

chemical and structural characteristics of DNA sequences, such as the position of stem 

and loop structures for ribosomal sequences (Machado et al. 1993; Hofacker et al. 1994; 

Kjer 1995) or the position of start and stop codons for protein coding sequences, can be 

used to inform or guide the alignment.  After alignment, phylogenetic relationships 

among the sequences are estimated and presented as a tree(s) that summarise the 

ancestor-descendent relationships.  Phylogenetic reconstruction assumes that the 
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alignment is without error even when there is considerable uncertainty associated with 

the alignment (Wong et al. 2008).   

All phylogenetic methods make assumptions about the process of DNA evolution 

(Felsenstein 1988); therefore, after alignment, the available mathematical model that 

best describes the process of DNA evolution within the alignment is identified.  Given 

the model of DNA evolution, various tree-building methods may then be used to 

estimate the bifurcating ancestor-descendent relationship among sequences (Hillis et al. 

1996; Nei and Kumar 2000; Felsenstein 2004).   

 

Bayesian phylogenetic inference 

Bayesian approaches to phylogenetic inference are relatively new but are now widely 

accepted as some of the most powerful and up-to-date tree searching methods.  

Bayesian inference produces an estimate of phylogeny with associated measures of 

uncertainty for nodes in the tree (posterior probabilities).  From Bayes’ Rule, the 

posterior probability is the probability of the hypothesis (the tree) given the data and 

prior probability (Lewis 2001).  Usually all trees and substitution model parameters are 

given an equal prior probability.  Posterior probabilities are interpreted as the 

probabilities that the tree is correct (Huelsenbeck et al. 2001).  Calculation of the 

posterior probability involves summation and integration over all possible combinations 

of tree, branch length and substitution model parameters; however, for large datasets 

this is computationally impossible as the posterior distribution of trees is too large 

(Huelsenbeck et al. 2001).   

The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (Metropolis et al. 1953; 

Hastings 1970) is used for approximating probability distributions.  A variant of 
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MCMC called Metropolis-coupled MCMC (MCMCMC) has now been implemented in 

the phylogenetic context to approximate, via sampling, the posterior distribution of tree 

probabilities, without requiring complete exploration of approximately infinite 

parameter space (Huelsenbeck et al. 2001; Holder and Lewis 2003).  Using MCMCMC, 

computationally less-intense phylogenetic inference of ever more complex models and 

datasets is now possible.   

 

Maximum parsimony and the bootstrap 

Parsimony analysis was one of the earlier numerical methods applied to inference of 

phylogeny (Sokal and Sneath 1963; Farris 1970).  It remains one of the most widely 

implemented methods for estimating phylogenies directly from character data (Hillis et 

al. 1996).  Parsimony seeks to recover the tree that has the minimum number of 

evolutionary events leading to the data and maps the evolution of gene sequences onto 

the inferred tree (Felsenstein 2004).  By assessing the number of mutations that a 

particular tree would require to explain the data, a score is assigned to each tree that 

represents the number of mutations that would be required to produce the data (Holder 

and Lewis 2003).  The preferred tree is the one requiring the smallest number of 

mutational steps.  The method performs well when taxon sampling is dense (Hillis 

1996). 

Parsimony methods do not provide an inherent measure of statistical support.  

Therefore, the bootstrap is typically employed to place confidence intervals on 

parsimony-inferred phylogenies.  This procedure creates pseudoreplicate datasets of the 

same size as the original by sampling randomly, with replacement, from the original 

alignment.  The proportion of the trees resulting from analysis of pseudoreplicates that 
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include a given node is the bootstrap support for that node.  The bootstrap proportions 

on the consensus tree then provide an overall measure of support for the original 

phylogeny (Felsenstein 1985).  

 

Phylogeography 

As a sub discipline of biogeography, phylogeography is the study of the principles 

and processes governing the geographic distributions of genealogical lineages, 

especially among and within closely related species.  Within phylogeography, 

vicariance and dispersal are the two principal hypotheses that compete to explain the 

origins of spatially disjunct taxa (Avise 2000).  In this thesis, phylogeographic analysis 

is implemented using a rooted parsimony-network-based method to recover intra-

specific ancestor-descendent relationships among mitochondrial DNA haplotypes.  This 

network approach is used as the basis to explore the history of diversification of the 

study taxon using a variety of phylogeographic procedures.  Assuming that 

environmental tolerances of the study taxon have remained similar over time, the 

combination of spatial and genetic data makes it possible to recover dispersal pathways 

between areas that are no longer connected by suitable habitat (Wiens and Donoghue 

2004).   

 

Molecular taxonomy, the species problem and the genealogical species 

concept 

Taxonomy is a niche discipline that has a history stemming from the time of 

Linneaus (1758).  Through formal demarcation of previously undefined biological 
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entities, taxonomy seeks to identify taxonomic units that can be described, referred to, 

studied and spoken about.  Taxonomy, because it uses a hierarchical classification 

scheme, contains phylogenetic information and places every described organism in a 

specific part of the tree of life.  The field is all-important to biological sciences and is 

fundamental to informing decision-making, especially in an era of anthropogenic 

endangerment of organisms where there is risk of losing biodiversity that has never 

been detected or documented.   

Traditionally, taxonomy is conducted by observing and documenting morphological 

features, which are used to classify the organism into a species, genus, family and so on.  

Patterns of morphological character states are used to estimate the systematic 

relationship; however, when characters arise via homoplasy (e.g. parallel evolution, 

convergent evolution, secondary loss) then the method of morphological taxonomy is 

confounded. 

The addition of nucleotide data provides an alternative line of evidence for 

determining the systematic relationship of organisms that can be used to assign 

taxonomic rank to an organism (Nei and Kumar 2000).  Molecular taxonomy is, 

therefore, this genomic approach to taxon diagnosis.  Advantages of the molecular 

technique are in the greater speed of application than morphological taxonomy and the 

method can be used to identify cryptic species that may not immediately be evident 

from morphological characters alone (Hebert et al. 2003; Stoeckle 2003); however, one 

disadvantage is that molecular data can not readily be obtained from very old samples.  

Molecular markers have long been applied to addressing taxonomic questions in 

freshwater crayfish (Clark and Burnet 1942; Austin 1996; Austin and Knott 1996; 

Austin and Ryan 2002).  Molecular taxonomy plays an important role in conservation 

biology by helping to ensure accurate definitions of species boundaries, facilitating 
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detection of cryptic species and providing boundaries for management units within 

species (Moritz 1994; Frankham et al. 2002).  

Species are regularly used as the basic unit of analysis in biogeography, ecology and 

conservation biology and a large body of literature focuses on the conceptual definition 

of species (Sites and Marshall 2004).  The definition of “species” has been a contentious 

topic since inception of the idea (see Mayden 1997; Hey 2006).  No definition yet exists 

that is universally accepted and it is unlikely that any one concept ever will be (Abbott 

et al. 2008).  Mayr’s (1942; 1963) biological species concept (BSC) has been the most 

widely applied (Shaw 2001; Coyne and Orr 2004).  The BSC defines species as groups 

of interbreeding natural populations that are reproductively isolated from other such 

groups.  More recently though, a genealogical definition of species has been proposed, 

which is based on shared historical relationship (Baum and Shaw 1995; Shaw 1998).  A 

genealogical species is a basal group of organisms whose members share exclusive 

genealogical relationship.  Genealogical speciation is not dependent on any particular 

evolutionary force, does not predict any particular class of genes that would be labelled 

speciation genes, and no matter what the process that produces species under the 

genealogical view, species can be identified in any geographical mode (i.e. in sympatry 

or allopatry) (Shaw 2001).  Genealogical relationship refers to how far back in time 

group members must trace their ancestry before a recent common ancestor connects 

them (Shaw 2001).  For the purposes of this thesis, I apply the genealogical species 

concept to infer species boundaries from gene-genealogies.  The genealogical species 

concept has elsewhere been applied to addressing species boundaries in freshwater 

crayfish (e.g. Buhay et al. 2007; Buhay and Crandall 2008). 
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Choice of molecular markers. 

The circular mitochondrial genome (mtDNA) generally has a higher substitution rate 

than the nuclear coding genome (nuDNA), which makes mtDNA an important study 

tool for examining shallower (e.g. intra- and inter-specific level) systematic 

relationships.  As mtDNA (usually) has a maternal mode of inheritance and does not 

generally undergo recombination, it represents the evolutionary history of the maternal 

lineage (Hillis et al. 1996; Page and Holmes 1998; Ballard and Whitlock 2004).  

The nuclear coding genome exhibits lower substitution rates than mtDNA so is ideal 

for resolving deeper systematic relationships.  Recombination does occur in the nuclear 

genome so nuDNA represents a mixture of heredity from paternal and maternal lineages 

(Hillis et al. 1996; Page and Holmes 1998; Tsang et al. 2008). 

Recently, the mitochondrial protein-coding cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI) gene 

has been touted as a potential universal, stand-alone barcode marker for molecular 

taxonomy that can simultaneously provide organismal identity and phylogeny (Hebert 

et al. 2003).  However, during developmental laboratory work for this thesis, COI was 

found to be less than ideal for defining taxonomic units in freshwater crayfish – 

ambiguous peaks were detected in nearly all COI sequences suggesting multiple, 

paralogous copies of COI in the crayfish genome (i.e. pseudogenes or numts).  Other 

authors have also noted ambiguities or pseudogenes in COI of crayfish (Gouws et al. 

2006; Buhay and Crandall 2008), other invertebrate (Williams and Knowlton 2001; 

Williams et al. 2002) and human (Mishmar et al. 2004) genomes, to name but a few.  In 

a study specifically examining the consequences of amplifying COI pseudogenes in 

freshwater crayfish, Song et al. (2008) conclude that ignoring the pseudogene can be 

disastrous.  Based on these findings, COI was not analysed in this thesis, despite having 
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designed primers and sequencing a partial fragment of this gene for approximately 80 

individuals.   

The mitochondrial large ribosomal RNA gene (16S rDNA) provides an alternative 

marker.  Although it is more conservative than COI, it has been proven to have 

sufficient nucleotide variation in freshwater crayfish for examination of both inter- and 

intra-specific relationships (Munasinghe et al. 2003).  Nucleotide sequences from 16S 

rDNA have been successfully utilised to examine taxonomy, phylogenetic relationships 

(systematics) and phylogeography of freshwater crayfish (Fetzner and Crandall 2003; 

Nguyen et al. 2004; Sinclair et al. 2004; Buhay et al. 2007; Buhay and Crandall 2008; 

Crandall et al. 2008).   

In this thesis, mitochondrial 16S rDNA is used to examine the finer scale intra- and 

inter-specific relationships and to generate taxonomic hypotheses.  Sensu lato Moritz 

(1994), nuclear nucleotide data are added to cross-examine species boundaries proposed 

by mitochondrial 16S rDNA analyses.  The nuclear gene used in this thesis is the 

protein-coding glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) gene.  Tsang et 

al. (2008) recommended that nuclear protein-coding genes be used to examine deeper 

relationships in the Decapoda.  Primers for GAPDH were developed for this thesis and 

found to be very useful for species- and generic-level molecular taxonomy and 

phylogenetics (refer to Chapter 4).  

 

Research problem statement and aim 

The centre of diversity for the Parastacidae is southeastern Australia.  The majority of 

this biodiversity is made up by the genera Cherax, Engaeus and Euastacus.  From a 

modern day molecular phylogenetic perspective, there has been a fair degree of research 
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into Cherax and Euastacus but Engaeus has been only little studied.  This is of concern, 

as Engaeus comprises approximately 23% of the Australian crayfish biodiversity and 14 

of the 35 recognised Engaeus species are listed as vulnerable or endangered 

(Department of Primary Industries and Water 2002; Department of Sustainability and 

Environment 2007; IUCN 2008).  If we learn nothing of Engaeus from a molecular 

phylogenetic and biogeographical perspective, we are at risk of ill managing and 

ultimately losing this important fauna.   

Engaeus is one of only two parastacid genera that are distributed on the Australian 

mainland and the island of Tasmania, which are the landmasses either side of the marine 

divide known as Bass Strait.  Horwitz (1988a) hypothesises that the present-day disjunct 

distribution of freshwater crayfish circum-Bass Strait is the result of widespread 

ancestral lineages being recently fragmented by rising sea levels during inter-glacial 

periods (Figure 4).  The mode of diversification of freshwater crayfish trans-Bass Strait  

and the influence of sea levels on the present day distribution of this genus have not 

been quantitatively investigated using nucleotide sequence data or Geographical 

Information Systems (GIS).  Such an investigation would allow us to further our 

understanding of the biogeography of the southeastern region and would facilitate 

management predictions in an era of rising sea levels, as is the present (Glikson 2008).   

Geocharax is the other of the two parastacid genera that are distributed trans-Bass 

Strait.  Two of four species originally described as Geocharax were transferred to 

Engaeus – E. lyelli Clark, 1936b and E. laevis Clark, 1941a – leaving two species in 

Geocharax.  Geocharax has an overlapping distribution with Engaeus lyelli and 

Gramastacus, and the three genera share morphological affinities with each other and 

also with Engaewa and Tenuibranchiurus (Horwitz 1988b; 1990a; Zeidler and Adams 

1990).  Nearly every author who has dealt with the taxonomy of E. lyelli has struggled 
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Figure 4.  A probable sequence for the post-glacial marine intrusion in the Bass Strait 
region of southeastern Australia and its effect on a hypothetical coastal population 

(hatched) of Engaeus (E. cunicularius (Erichson, 1846)).  P, present-day sea levels with 

existing depth contours in metres; A to E, displacement effect on the population because 

of the marine intrusion through King Island-Cape Otway pass.  The solid black line 
represents the coastline at the time.  The thin line represents the coastline, as it exists 

today.  1, Victoria; 2, Tasmania; 3, King Island; 4, the Furneaux Group (including 
Flinders Island) (reproduced with permission from Horwitz 1988a). 
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with its taxonomic placement and relationships (Clark 1936b; Kane 1964; Riek 1969; 

Horwitz 1990a), and E. laevis is the only species of Engaeus that has an external male 

genital morphology (i.e. penes) similar to Gramastacus (Horwitz 1990a).  Using the 

morphological characters in Riek’s (1969) diagnoses, the two species that remain in 

Geocharax – G. gracilis Clark, 1936b and G. falcata Clark, 1941a – are difficult to 

distinguish from one another.  In addition, juvenile Geocharax are difficult to 

distinguish from juvenile Gramastacus.  In a review of Gramastacus using allozyme 

and morphological data (Zeidler and Adams 1990), doubts were raised regarding the 

need to recognise more than a single species in Geocharax, and Gramastacus was 

collapsed to a monotypic genus.  Since Zeidler and Adams’ (1990) review, an 

undescribed crayfish with morphological affinities to Gramastacus was discovered on 

the central east coast of New South Wales, Australia (P. Horwitz and C. M. Austin, 

unpubl. data), but this is yet to be assessed using molecular data.  Within the southeast 

(the centre of diversity of Parastacidae), the peak in morphological diversity occurs in 

the mountainous Grampians National Park (Gariwerd), which is where Engaeus lyelli, 

Geocharax and Gramastacus occur in sympatry.  Five species in five genera occur 

within the Grampians district.  None of these issues have been assessed 

comprehensively using nucleotide sequence data.   

Biogeographical relationships among the species of Engaeus are of interest as 

species in the genus show a high degree of endemicity and the genus occurs on 

landmasses on both sides of Bass Strait.  Allozyme data indicate that the taxonomic 

status of a number of species within Engaeus is questionable (Horwitz et al. 1990).  

Nucleotide data are ideal for resolving species status and for investigating 

biogeographical relationships.  In terms of resolving the origins of the Engaeus genus, a 

putative synapomorphic morphological character (an abdominal anterolateral flap in 
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mature females that serves to shield the eggs) indicates that Engaeus might be closely 

related to Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus (Horwitz 1988b), 

but some studies have recovered phylogenies that are inconsistent with this hypothesis 

(Riek 1972; Crandall et al. 1999).  Furthermore, the extant geographical distributions of 

these genera are at odds with this hypothesis because extreme geographical divisions 

separate Engaewa in the southwest and Tenuibranchiurus in the northeast from 

Engaeus, Geocharax and Gramastacus in the southeast.  An examination of the 

hypothesis that the anterolateral flap is a synapomorphic trait in these five genera has 

never been made using both mitochondrial and nuclear nucleotide data. 

Therefore: 

The overarching aim of this thesis is to use nucleotide 

sequence data to examine the historical biogeography, 

molecular taxonomy and evolution of Engaeus in the context 

of closely related burrowing freshwater crayfish genera. 

 

Thesis format 

To achieve the above aim, this thesis is divided into three research chapters.  The focus 

of the thesis starts out narrow, from an intra-specific phylogeographic perspective, and 

then expands through the chapters to the broad inter-specific and inter-generic 

phylogenetic perspective.    

Chapter 2 uses Engaeus sericatus as the model to examine the influence of historical 

sea levels on the present-day geographical distribution of freshwater-crayfish genetic 

diversity.  The study area for this examination includes exorheic freshwater habitats on 

the northwestern coastal flank of Bass Strait and GIS are used to incorporate into the 
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analyses a model of freshwater palaeodrainage networks when sea levels were 150 

metres below the present, which is a level sufficient to link Victoria and Tasmania via a 

land bridge containing numerous freshwater habitats.  This chapter is used to 

demonstrate a novel approach to Nested Clade Phylogeographic Analysis (NCPA) that 

combines the fields of genetics and Geographical Information Systems (GIS).  The aim 

of Chapter 2 is to resolve the history of phylogeographic diversification of E. sericatus 

in the context of the geomorphology and geological history of the study area, using 

mitochondrial 16S rDNA. 

Chapter 3 is a comprehensive phylogenetic study of Geocharax and Gramastacus 

that uses samples from the entire geographic ranges of these genera.  The study also 

includes 20 of 35 species of Engaeus to test whether E. laevis and E. lyelli are 

appropriately placed within Engaeus rather than Geocharax or Gramastacus.  

Specimens of the undescribed freshwater crayfish from coastal New South Wales with 

morphological affinity to Gramastacus are included to examine their appropriate 

taxonomic placement, and samples of Tenuibranchiurus are included for comparative 

purposes.  Nucleotide sequence data from the mitochondrial 16S rDNA are examined 

using Bayesian and maximum parsimony phylogenetic methods.  Information regarding 

16S rDNA secondary structure is included in the analyses.  Expanding on Chapter 2, 

specimens of E. laevis and Geocharax gracilis are included from landmasses on either 

side of Bass Strait and Bayesian relaxed molecular clock dating methods are employed 

to determine the timing of divergence of these specimens trans-Bass Strait.  The relaxed 

dating method is also used to determine the time to the most recent common ancestor 

for all Geocharax species.  The aims of Chapter 2 are to examine whether Geocharax, 

Gramastacus and Engaeus are monophyletic genera, to determine whether currently 

accepted species boundaries within Geocharax and Gramastacus are appropriate, and to 
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determine the taxonomic affinities of the undescribed specimens from coastal New 

South Wales.  

Chapter 4 adds nuclear nucleotide data to explore some of the findings from Chapter 

3 and to test phylogenetic hypotheses of Horwitz (1988b), Riek (1972) and Crandall et 

al. (1999).  Chapter 4 is the first study to utilise the nuclear GAPDH gene for examining 

phylogenetic relationships among the southern hemisphere Parastacidae.  In Chapter 4, 

combined mitochondrial 16S rDNA and nuclear GAPDH nucleotide data are analysed 

using Bayesian and maximum parsimony methods to recover relationships among 

Engaeus, Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus.  Using 16S rDNA 

and a Bayesian relaxed molecular dating method, an examination is made of the 

biogeographical diversification of these genera.  As the above analyses use only a sub-

sampling of Engaeus species, a more comprehensive analysis is performed focusing on 

Engaeus and Engaewa using 16S rDNA and a near-complete taxon sample.  The aim of 

Chapter 4 is to determine phylogenetic relationships among and within Engaeus, 

Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus.   

Before this study representations of Engaeus, Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus 

and Tenuibranchiurus in publicly available DNA databases (i.e. NCBI GenBank) were 

minimal: a total of four 16S sequences were available for the two recognised species of 

Geocharax; eleven sequences were available for ten of 35 recognised species of 

Engaeus; two sequences were available for two of five recognised species of Engaewa; 

four sequences were available for the single described species of Gramastacus and for 

one undescribed species with morphological affinities to Gramastacus, and; one 

sequence was available for the monotypic Tenuibranchiurus.  These 16S sequences did 

not represent the entire geographical ranges of these genera and no sequences were 

available for any of the IUCN red-listed Engaeus species.  GenBank sequence data were 
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available for these genera from mitochondrial 12S and COI, or nuclear 28S, but the 

representation of these genera was even more sporadic and incomplete than that of 16S. 
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Introduction 1 

Phylogeographic studies using molecular data have provided useful insights into 2 

historical biogeographic processes and are relevant to both conservation and 3 

evolutionary biology (Avise 2000).  For species that display significant 4 

phylogeographic structure, a challenge often arises in seeking plausible explanations for 5 

the observed geographic patterns of genetic variation.  Freshwater-dependent species 6 

generally show strong phylogeographic structure; therefore, existing river system and 7 

river basin connectivity provide a logical framework for interpreting phylogeographic 8 

relationships.  There are often strong correlations between contemporary riverine 9 

structure and phylogeography of freshwater species (Murphy and Austin 2004); but 10 

frequent exceptions imply ancient riverine connections or drainage re-arrangements 11 

(Jerry and Woodland 1997; McGlashan and Hughes 2001; Nguyen et al. 2004; Waters 12 

et al. 2007).  Understanding such discrepancies between phylogeographic structure and 13 

contemporary drainage systems (e.g. Burridge et al. 2007) is often limited by an absence 14 

of supporting palaeo-geographic or palaeo-climatological evidence (see Waters et al. 15 

2007)  16 

Australia has an old and ecologically diverse freshwater crayfish fauna, which 17 

includes both the world’s largest and one of the world’s smallest species (Crandall et al. 18 

1999; Crandall et al. 2000).  Of special note are a group of ecologically distinctive land 19 

crayfish placed in the genus Engaeus, which are characterized by a diminished life- 20 

history requirement for surface water compared to other groups of freshwater crayfish 21 

(Horwitz and Richardson 1986; Crandall et al. 1999).  Engaeus are strongly burrowing 22 

freshwater crayfish endemic to the southeast of Australia, principally southern Victoria 23 

and northern and western Tasmania (Horwitz 1990a; 1994a).  The genus represents a 24 

substantial portion of Australia’s crayfish diversity and contains 35 species, 13 of which 25 
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are listed as vulnerable or endangered (IUCN 2008).  Short-range endemism is a feature 1 

of species in the genus (Horwitz 1990a).  The range of the genus is subject to large- 2 

scale anthropogenic change and includes zones identified as conservation priorities for 3 

freshwater crayfish (Whiting et al. 2000).  4 

Southeastern Australia is geographically and geologically complex, characterised by 5 

volcanism, uplift, subsidence and sedimentation (e.g. Douglas and Ferguson 1976; Bird 6 

1993).  The area is a mosaic of lowlands, swamps, plains and highlands, with a 7 

vegetation cover ranging from grasslands to temperate rainforest.  Since European 8 

settlement, just over 200 years ago, the landscape has undergone anthropogenic change 9 

resulting in extensive drainage of wetland systems and deforestation for agricultural 10 

enterprises (e.g. Ierodiaconou et al. 2005).  Adding to the complexity of this area are 11 

historical sea level changes driven by glacial cycling leading to the uniting and 12 

disjoining of the Victorian and Tasmanian coastlines across Bass Strait (Horwitz 1988a; 13 

Bird 1993; Lambeck and Chappell 2001; Unmack 2001).  Bass Strait is now a shallow 14 

seaway approximately 350 kilometres wide and 500 kilometres long with an average 15 

depth of 60 metres (Harris et al. 2005).   16 

During marine lowstand, Victoria and Tasmania were linked through a terrestrial 17 

landscape containing freshwater habitats and during marine highstand this land bridge 18 

was flooded, dividing contemporary mainland Australia and Tasmania (Jennings 1959; 19 

Horwitz 1988a; Bird 1993; Lambeck and Chappell 2001).  Based on present day 20 

bathymetric data, lowstands large enough to link Victoria and Tasmania were likely 21 

restricted to within the last 10 million years.  Levels as low as 150 metres below the 22 

present day sea level occurred at least twice in the past 500,000 years, perhaps more 23 

often and of even larger magnitude within the last 10 million years (Haq et al. 1987; 24 

Rohling et al. 1998; Lambeck and Chappell 2001; Rabineau et al. 2006).  Highstands up 25 

to 20 metres above the present day sea level occurred at least three times in the last 26 
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500,000 years (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001 and references therein) and up to 80 1 

metres between 500,000 and 5.5 million years (Haq et al., 1987).  Developments in 2 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and marine benthic mapping data (e.g. Harris et 3 

al. 2005; Ierodiaconou et al. 2007; Heap and Harris 2008) allow the construction of 4 

palaeocoastline and corresponding drainage models, enabling tests of hypotheses of 5 

faunal contractions and migrations across present-day shallow seas (Lambeck and 6 

Chappell 2001).   7 

Engaeus sericatus and the closely related E. merosetosus Horwitz, 1990a are 8 

distributed on the northwestern landmass bordering Bass Strait with a largely “coastal” 9 

(i.e. on a continental scale) distribution.  The taxonomic validity of E. merosetosus is 10 

uncertain and will be treated elsewhere (Chapter 4 and Schultz et al, unpublished data); 11 

thus, for the purposes of this study I refer to Engaeus sericatus and E. merosetosus as 12 

the E. sericatus species-complex, or simply as E. sericatus.  Given its distribution, a 13 

phylogeographic study of this species-complex provides an opportunity to investigate 14 

the extent to which ancient sea levels have shaped its present day distribution and, 15 

potentially, the distribution of other similarly distributed aquatic species.  Engaeus 16 

species represent a useful model for investigating the complex historical biogeography 17 

of southeastern Australia due to their freshwater-limited coastal distribution on the 18 

landmasses surrounding Bass Strait and their expected low dispersal capacity (Horwitz 19 

1988a; 1990a).  If environmental tolerances of coastally distributed Engaeus have 20 

remained similar over time, it is likely that historical coastlines and freshwater 21 

palaeodrainage networks have significantly influenced phylogeographic patterns within 22 

the genus (and within other similarly distributed freshwater-dependent species).  These 23 

patterns are likely to have included contractions of distributions into higher elevations 24 

or protected areas during phases of marine transgression, as well as expansions during 25 

marine regressions (see Horwitz 1988a).   26 
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A commonly used analytical tool for the study of phylogeography is Nested Clade 1 

Phylogeographic Analysis (NCPA) (Templeton et al. 1995; Templeton 1998; 2004; 2 

Posada et al. 2006; Petit 2008).  NCPA seeks to explain population history by 3 

examining the geography of population structure and genealogical divergence.  4 

Frequently, the NCPA procedure is carried out using the program GeoDis (Posada et al. 5 

2000), which automatically calculates inter-locality distances in the form of great-circle 6 

distances; however, for freshwater-dependent, riparian or coastal species with 7 

constrained dispersal routes (e.g. Engaeus spp), inter-locality distances are better 8 

described as a matrix of riverine or coastal distances (Posada et al. 2000).  Fetzner and 9 

Crandall (2003) demonstrated the advantages of using river distances over standard 10 

great circle distances in NCPA but researchers continue to predominantly use great 11 

circle distances for freshwater-restricted species (e.g. Daniels et al. 2006; Gouws et al. 12 

2006; Ponniah and Hughes 2006; Alexander et al. 2007).  This probably stems from the 13 

fact that river distances are laborious to calculate, or sometimes indeterminable when 14 

drainages are connected sub-surface or submerged due to sea level rise (e.g. Buhay and 15 

Crandall 2005; Finlay et al. 2006; Buhay et al. 2007).  16 

Hitherto, no study (to my knowledge) has used NCPA to explicitly examine 17 

phylogeographic patterns in the context of GIS-calculated palaeo-rivers in a palaeo- 18 

landscape now submerged by marine waters.  The novelty of this approach is that 19 

bathymetric sea-floor data are employed in addition to the more widely used terrestrial 20 

topographical data.  The bathymetric data allow reconstruction of an ancient terrestrial 21 

landscape during times of lowered sea levels, facilitating the calculation of pairwise 22 

inter-locality distances through palaeodrainage systems which are now components of 23 

the marine seascape.  Fetzner and Crandall (2003) and Turner et al. (2000) used river 24 

distances within an NCPA framework but did not use marine-inundated palaeodrainage 25 

distances.  Burridge et al. (2007) investigated the phylogeographic significance of 26 
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palaeodrainages but did not use river network distances in a NCPA framework.  Funk et 1 

al., (2005), Hankison and Ptacek (2008) and Vignieri (2005) incorporated inter-locality 2 

distances as riverine distances, and Spear et al. (2005) used wetland likelihood 3 

distances, but none of these studies incorporated the geographical distances into NCPA 4 

(see Storfer et al. 2007).  And while Kozak et al. (2006) used NCPA to investigate 5 

palaeodrainage connections, they used great circle distances rather than river distance 6 

measures.  In this study, the first of a series, I present an approach to estimating river 7 

distances for incorporation into phylogeographic analysis of freshwater organisms.  8 

Using GIS procedures, I simulate former coastlines and delineate palaeodrainages in the 9 

northwest Bass Strait region.  I then present a phylogeographic analysis of the 10 

burrowing freshwater crayfish E. sericatus species-complex as an example to show how 11 

different modes of population connectivity can be investigated using a spatial 12 

framework.  Specifically, I attempt to discriminate between cross-catchment migration, 13 

dispersal via present day drainage connections, and dispersal via reconstructed 14 

palaeodrainage systems when coastlines were 150 metres below the present-day sea 15 

level.  The mitochondrial 16S rDNA gene region has been successfully utilised to 16 

examine phylogeography, evolution and taxonomy of crayfish and invertebrates 17 

(Fetzner and Crandall 2003; Munasinghe et al. 2003; Nguyen et al. 2004; Ponniah and 18 

Hughes 2004; Buhay and Crandall 2005; Ponniah and Hughes 2006; Buhay et al. 2007), 19 

and I utilise sequences of a fragment of this gene to: 1) resolve the history of 20 

phylogeographic diversification of the Engaeus sericatus species-complex in the 21 

context of the geomorphology and geological history of the Victorian western district 22 

and western Bass Strait using NCPA; 2) compare and contrast the utility of 23 

palaeodrainage, present day riverine and great-circle overland geographical distance 24 

measures as models to explain phylogeographic patterns 25 
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Materials and methods 1 

Sampling, laboratory procedures and data collection 2 

Specimens of Engaeus sericatus were collected throughout the geographic range of 3 

the species-complex in southwestern Victoria (see Horwitz 1990a), mostly by 4 

excavating burrows, but sometimes with a dip-net or bait-trap.  Live specimens or 5 

pereopod tissue samples were placed in labelled plastic vials or zip-lock bags, chilled on 6 

ice during transport and then frozen at -80˚C on return to the laboratory.  Tissue samples 7 

from private, university and museum collections, preserved in either a mixture of 75% 8 

ethanol and 5% glycerol (Horwitz 1990a), or 70 to 75% ethanol, were used to 9 

supplement field collections.  One GenBank sequence was included in the data set.  10 

Positional data were recorded at all field sites using hand-held GPS, or locality 11 

descriptions were made GIS-compatible through retrospective georeferencing (using 12 

Geoscience Australia [www.ga.gov.au], Google Maps [www.maps.google.com] and 13 

Google Earth [version 4.2.0198.2451 beta]).  Table 1 and Figure 5 give details of all 14 

samples used in this study. 15 

Total genomic DNA was isolated from frozen and ethanol-only preserved specimens, 16 

using a modification of Crandall et al.’s (1999) protocol.  The modified protocol used 17 

420 !L instead of 900 !L of cell lysis solution (10 mM Tris, 100 mM EDTA di-Sodium 18 

salt dihydrate, 2% w/v SDS, pH 8.0) and 5 !L instead of 9 !L Proteinase-K (20 mg/mL; 19 

final concentration 0.24 mg/mL).  Museum-preserved specimens (typically older 20 

samples) were washed twice with PBS buffer and extracted using Qiagen DNeasy blood 21 

and tissue kits (www.qiagen.com, verified October 2008) following manufacturer’s 22 

instructions.  Care was taken to exclude exoskeleton, as PCR inhibitors were found in 23 

the exoskeleton, and, to minimise contamination, I avoided hindgut material.   24 
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PCR amplification of part of the mitochondrial 16S rDNA, using total genomic DNA 1 

as template, was conducted using the following reaction concentrations: 1 ! reaction 2 

buffer (Scientifix Pty Ltd; Clayton, Victoria, Australia); 2 mM MgCl2  (Scientifix); 3 

0.2 mM total dNTPs (Scientifix); 0.5 !M each of primers 1471 (5’- 4 

CCTGTTTANCAAAAACAT-3’) and 1472 (5’-AGATAGAAACCAACCTGG-3’) 5 

(Crandall et al. 1995; Crandall and Fitzpatrick 1996); and, 0.5 U Taq DNA polymerase 6 

(Scientifix).  Thermal cycling was:  94˚C for 3 minutes; 40 cycles of 94˚C for 30 7 

seconds, 50˚C for 30 seconds, 72˚C for 30 seconds; final extension of 72˚C for 5 8 

minutes.   9 

Purified 16S rDNA PCR products were gel-quantified, cycle-sequenced using the 10 

Big Dye Terminator v3.1 protocol (Applied Biosystems; www.appliedbiosystems.com, 11 

verified October 2007), and analysed using an ABI 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (with KB 12 

base-caller; Applied Biosystems).  Most samples were sequenced with only one primer, 13 

but poor quality reads were checked using the reverse primer.  MEGABLAST (Zhang et 14 

al. 2000) and neighbour-joining (NJ) analyses were used to detect contamination. 15 

 16 

Sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis 17 

Raw nucleotide sequence data were edited and assembled in Codoncode Aligner 18 

v2.0.4 (Codoncode Corporation; Dedham, MA, USA).  Taxa were ordered randomly 19 

with MacClade v4.08 (Maddison and Maddison 2005) and aligned with Clustal X 20 

1.83.1 (Thompson et al. 1997) using default settings (gap opening: 15; gap extension: 21 

6.66; delay divergent sequences: 30%; and DNA transition weight: 0.50).  Ambiguously 22 
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Figure 5.  Collection localities for samples used in this study.  Sample codes are described in Table 1. 2 



 

 

Table 1.  Specimen collection localities and NCBI GenBank Accession Numbers.  All specimens are from Victoria, Australia. *Sequences obtained 1 
from NCBI GenBank, not generated by this study.  Specimens with ID number “–” were not included in the phylogeographic study, but were used in 2 

the Bayesian analysis. 3 

ID N
o
 Locality Sample Identification Haplotype N

o 
  GenBank 

Accession N
o
 

Latitude, S Longitude, E 

1 Merri Cutting, Dennington MRC1_1 0 EU313341 -38.374201 142.439743 

2 Merri Cutting, Dennington MRC1_H5 0 EU313342 -38.374201 142.439743 

3* Merri Cutting, Dennington – 0 AY223713 -38.374201 142.439743 

4 Drysdale Creek, Gordons Lane DRY1_1 0 EU313370 -38.148927 142.655159 

5 Drysdale Creek, Gordons Lane DRY1_2 0 EU313371 -38.148927 142.655159 

6 Mt Emu Creek, McKinnons Bridge EMU1_1 0 EU313375 -38.215904 142.985903 

7 Glenfyne, southwest of Cobden GLE1_1 0 EU313380 -38.404636 143.000567 

8 Gnotuk, Lake Colongulac southernmost inflow creek GNO1_1 0 EU313381 -38.210382 143.144117 

9 Gnotuk, Lake Colongulac southernmost inflow creek GNO1_2 0 EU313382 -38.210382 143.144117 

10 Hopkins River, Deakin Uni HOP2_1 0 EU313387 -38.397727 142.539006 

11 Lubra Creek, N of Caramut LBR1_1 0 EU313389 -37.946080 142.505975 

12 Lubra Creek, N of Caramut LBR1_3 0 EU313390 -37.946080 142.505975 

13 Lubra Creek, N of Caramut LBR1_4 0 EU313391 -37.946080 142.505975 

14 Lake Pertobe, Warrnambool LPE1_1 0 EU313395 -38.394481 142.476213 

15 Lake Pertobe, Warrnambool LPE1_H94 0 EU313396 -38.394481 142.476213 

16 Lake Pertobe, Warrnambool LPE1_H96 0 EU313397 -38.394481 142.476213 

17 Lake Pertobe, Warrnambool LPE1_H98 0 EU313398 -38.394481 142.476213 

18 Lake Pertobe, Warrnambool LPE1_H99 0 EU313399 -38.394481 142.476213 

19 Panmure, Mt Emu Creek PAN1_3 0 EU313402 -38.336897 142.727216 

20 Panmure, Mt Emu Creek PAN1_4 0 EU313403 -38.336897 142.727216 

21 Union Creek, E of Woolsthorpe UNN1_1 0 EU313410 -38.173601 142.517928 

22 Moyne R. trib., 6 km E Willatook WHM1_2 0 EU313415 -38.146768 142.324684 

23 Moyne R. trib., 6 km E Willatook WHM1_3 0 EU313416 -38.146768 142.324684 

24 Warrnambool, stormwater drain at Wollaston Bridge WNB1_2 0 EU313419 -38.363497 142.492342 

25 Aire River, Great Ocean Road AIR1_1 1 EU313343 -38.764167 143.473056 

26 Aire River, Great Ocean Road AIR1_2 1 EU313344 -38.764167 143.473056 

27 Aire River, Great Ocean Road AIR1_3 1 EU313345 -38.764167 143.473056 

28 Aire River, Hordern Vale AIR3_1 1 EU313346 -38.801258 143.480266 

29 Barwon River, S of Stonehaven BAR1_1 2 EU313347 -38.135927 144.264229 

30 Barwon River, S of Stonehaven BAR1_2 2 EU313348 -38.135927 144.264229 



 

 

ID N
o
 Locality Sample Identification Haplotype N

o 
  GenBank 

Accession N
o
 

Latitude, S Longitude, E 

31 Cargerie Creek, 12 km E of Meredith CRG1_1 2 EU313365 -37.845199 143.948766 

32 Waurn Ponds Creek, approx 2 km N Devon WPC1_1 2 EU313420 -38.194389 144.221133 

33 Waurn Ponds Creek, Deakin Uni WPC2_1 2 EF493153 -38.203327 144.302672 

34 Waurn Ponds Creek, Deakin Uni WPC2_3 2 EU313422 -38.203327 144.302672 

35 Birregurra Creek, Princes Hwy BIR1_1 3 EU313349 -38.301443 143.770808 

36 Birregurra Creek, Princes Hwy BIR1_2 3 EU313350 -38.301443 143.770808 

37 Colac, Barongarook Creek, N of Princes Hwy COL2_1 3 EU313362 -38.339935 143.593355 

38 Colac, Barongarook Creek, N of Princes Hwy COL2_2 3 EU313363 -38.339935 143.593355 

39 Brucknell Creek, Halls Bridge, S of Laang BRC1_1 4 EU313351 -38.392735 142.810371 

40 Brucknell Creek, Halls Bridge, S of Laang BRC1_2 4 EU313352 -38.392735 142.810371 

41 Brucknell Creek, S of Panmure BRC2_1 4 EU313353 -38.388333 142.777778 

42 Curdies River tributary, E of Brucknell CUR1_1 4 EU313366 -38.469211 142.925623 

43 Curdies River tributary, E of Brucknell CUR1_2 4 EU313367 -38.469211 142.925623 

44 Hopkins River, under Hopkins Falls HOP1_1 4 EU313385 -38.334601 142.617315 

45 Hopkins River, under Hopkins Falls HOP1_2 4 EU313386 -38.334601 142.617315 

46 Bryant Creek, W of Devondale BRY1_1 5 EU313354 -38.652948 143.233037 

47 Burchetts Creek, 2 km E of Caramut BUR1_1 6 EU313355 -37.968327 142.538275 

48 Burchetts Creek, 2 km E of Caramut BUR1_2 7 EU313356 -37.968327 142.538275 

49 Caramut wetland CAR1_1 7 EU313358 -37.963876 142.517106 

50 Camperdown, N of town CAM1_H21 8 EU313357 -38.215796 143.147959 

51 Gnotuk, Lake Colongulac middle latitude inflow creek GNO2_1 8 EU313383 -38.193525 143.160845 

52 Gnotuk, Lake Colongulac northernmost inflow creek GNO3_1 8 EU313384 -38.188359 143.177792 

53 Unnamed creek, 16.5 km S of Lismore NNA1_1 8 EU313401 -38.073852 143.238146 

54 Chapple Creek, 5 km W of Chapple Vale CHC1_1 9 EU313359 -38.626598 143.277179 

55 Kennedy Creek, just N of Kennedy Creek town, Otways KCR1_1 9 EU313388 -38.595539 143.240291 

56 Carlisle River, E of bridge CLS2_1 10 EU313360 -38.557592 143.398160 

57 Chapple Vale (wetland 4 km N) CPV1_1 10 EU313364 -38.611906 143.328234 

58 Floating Islands Reserve, on S of Princes Hwy FIR1_1 10 EU313377 -38.349140 143.419890 

59 Gellibrand River, 3 km E of Gellibrand GEL2_1 10 EU313379 -38.532005 143.563363 

60 Loves Creek, Kawarren Picnic Ground LOV1_1 10 EU313394 -38.480198 143.582360 

61 Barongarook Creek, Wallace St, Colac COL1_1 11 EU313361 -38.341494 143.595617 

62 Curdies River trib, 3 km W of Timboon CUR2_1 12 EU313368 -38.479549 142.950586 

63 Curdies River trib, 3 km E of Curdie Vale CUR3_1 13 EU313369 -38.523771 142.858886 

64 Fenton Creek, W of Timboon West FEN1_1 13 EU313376 -38.506660 142.899338 



 

 

ID N
o
 Locality Sample Identification Haplotype N

o 
  GenBank 

Accession N
o
 

Latitude, S Longitude, E 

65 Mosquito Creek, 4 km W of Lower Heytesbury MSQ1_2 13 EU313400 -38.555470 142.878710 

66 Duttons Creek, Portland DUT1_H1 14 EU313372 -38.378319 141.636475 

67 Wattle Hill Creek, Portland WHC1_1 14 EU313413 -38.341817 141.562006 

68 Wattle Hill Creek, Portland WHC1_2 14 EU313414 -38.341817 141.562006 

69 Ellerslie, Stony Creek  ELL1_1 15 EU313373 -38.160035 142.689850 

70 Ellerslie, Stony Creek ELL1_2 15 EU313374 -38.160035 142.689850 

71 Gnarkeet Chain of Ponds, 8.5 km SW of Wallinduc GCP1_2 16 EU313378 -37.909813 143.447161 

72 Lake Gillear, creek under Buckleys Road LGC1_1 17 EU313392 -38.424167 142.583889 

73 Lismore, Browns Waterholes LIS1_1 18 EU313393 -37.952362 143.347721 

74 Penshurst, wetland park PEN1_3 19 EU313404 -37.873010 142.290512 

75 Penshurst, wetland park PEN1_4 19 EF493125 -37.873010 142.290512 

76 Pirron Yallock, 5 km S of Nalingil PIY1_1 20 EU313406 -38.339936 143.457309 

77 Port Campbell, 9 km SE of Lower Heytesbury PTC1_1 21 EU313407 -38.612200 142.993094 

78 Spring Creek, 2 km W of Lower Heytesbury SPC1_5 22 EU313408 -38.563929 142.901673 

79 Spring Creek, 2 km W of Lower Heytesbury SPC1_6 22 EU313409 -38.563929 142.901673 

80 Wallaby Creek, 2 km S of Lower Heytesbury WAL1_1 23 EU313411 -38.583870 142.916886 

81 Wallaby Creek, 2 km S of Lower Heytesbury WAL1_2 23 EU313412 -38.583870 142.916886 

82 Winchelsea, Barwon River, Princes Hwy WIN1_1 24 EU313417 -38.242588 143.992018 

83 Winchelsea, Barwon River, Princes Hwy WIN1_2 24 EU313418 -38.242588 143.992018 

84 Yan Yan Gurr, 9.5 km W of Birregurra YYG1_2 25 EU313423 -38.328669 143.869343 

85 Yan Yan Gurr, 9.5 km W of Birregurra YYG1_4 26 EU313424 -38.328669 143.869343 

 1 
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aligned sites were fine-tuned through manual alignment and all nucleotide sites were 1 

included in the analysis.   2 

Phylogenetic analyses of E. sericatus 16S rDNA haplotype sequences were 3 

performed using Bayesian phylogenetic inference, implemented in MrBayes v3.1.2 4 

(Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003).  Haplotypes were 5 

determined using TCS (see below), treating gaps as missing data.  Outgroup taxa were 6 

determined from a phylogenetic analysis of mitochondrial 16S rDNA taken from a near- 7 

complete taxon-sample of Engaeus (Chapter 4).  The outgroup taxa were E. 8 

quadrimanus Clark, 1936b (GenBank accession number EU977376), E. fultoni Smith & 9 

Schuster, 1913 (GenBank EU977356), E. karnanga Horwitz, 1990a (GenBank 10 

EF493105) and E. tayatea Horwitz, 1990a (GenBank EU977388).  The most 11 

appropriate model of evolution was selected using the Akaike Information Criterion 12 

(AIC; Akaike, 1974), as implemented in MrModeltest v2.2 (Nylander 2004).  The best- 13 

fit model of evolution was GTR+I+G.  To decrease the chance of reaching apparent 14 

stationarity on local optima, the Bayesian analysis was set to perform four searches 15 

(nruns=4; after Wiens et al., 2005; and Brandley et al., 2005).  Four Markov chains 16 

were used for each search.  The analysis ran for 2 ! 10
6
 generations and the posterior 17 

probability distribution was sampled every 1000 cycles.  The analysis was started from 18 

a random tree, with flat default priors.  To improve mixing between the cold and heated 19 

chains, a temperature setting of 0.1 was applied (after Ronquist et al. 2005).  Runs were 20 

stopped only after the standard deviation of split frequencies fell below 0.01.  Plots of 21 

log-likelihoods were examined graphically, using Excel (Microsoft) and Tracer v1.3 22 

(Rambaut and Drummond 2008), and all trees generated prior to reaching stationarity 23 

were discarded as burnin.  The phylogeny was estimated from the majority-rule 24 

consensus of the pooled post-burnin trees from the four runs, and was illustrated using 25 
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Treeview X v0.5.0 (Page 2005), Mesquite v1.12 (Maddison and Maddison 2006) and 1 

Treegraph v1.0rc4 (Müller and Müller 2004). 2 

 3 

Nested Clade Phylogeographic Analysis 4 

Excluding the outgroup taxa, Nested Clade Phylogeographic Analysis (NCPA) 5 

(Templeton 1993; Templeton et al. 1995; Templeton 1998; 2001; 2004) was performed 6 

on all 16S rDNA sequences, using the programs TCS ver. 1.21 (Templeton et al. 1992; 7 

Clement et al. 2000), GeoDis ver. 2.5 (Posada et al. 2000) and Templeton’s inference 8 

key dated November 11, 2005.  Firstly, TCS was used to create the haplotype network, 9 

treating gaps in the nucleotide alignment as missing data (see Hillis et al. 1996) and 10 

using a 95-percent connection limit.  Loops in the network were then resolved, 11 

according to the predictions of coalescent theory outlined in Posada and Crandall 12 

(2001).  Haplotypes in the network were then hierarchically nested into clades 13 

(Templeton et al. 1987; Templeton and Sing 1993; Crandall 1996; Templeton 1998; 14 

2002; Panchal 2007).  The root of the haplotype network was determined, so that the 15 

interior-tip (I-T) status of nested clades could be defined in the GeoDis input file, by re- 16 

calculating the TCS network in the presence of the outgroup taxa whilst allowing 17 

connections outside of the 95-percent connection limit.  The point of coalescence 18 

between the outgroup and ingroup was deemed the root (i.e. the most interior, or oldest, 19 

node) of the ingroup.  After determining the root, nested clades showing both genetic 20 

and geographical variation were examined by GeoDis (Posada et al. 2006).  GeoDis 21 

NCPA was run for 1 ! 10
6
 random permutations to test the null hypothesis of no 22 

association between haplotype distributions and geography (i.e. panmixia).  As part of 23 

NCPA, GeoDis performs Chi-square ("2
) exact permutational contingency tests in 24 
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which rows are nesting clades and columns are geographical locations.  These are the 1 

simplest assessments of geographical association of clades as they do not include 2 

information on geographical distances between localities (Posada et al. 2000; 2006).  A 3 

more sophisticated analysis that does incorporate geographical distances between 4 

localities is also performed by GeoDis.  For that part of the analysis, geographical 5 

distances were input as user-defined, GIS-calculated pairwise distances between sample 6 

localities (see below for method of distance calculation).  The geographical distance 7 

NCPA is used to calculate four main statistics for each clade in the nesting hierarchy 8 

(i.e. Dcl, Dnl, I-Tcl and I-Tnl), with values being either significantly small or significantly 9 

large.  Significant Dnl values indicate significant inter-clade pairwise geographical 10 

distances, significant Dcl values indicate significant pairwise within-clade distances, and 11 

significant I-Tcl or I-Tnl indicate significant values for average interior distance minus 12 

average tip distance for both types of distances (Posada et al. 2000; 2006).  For any 13 

clade with at least one statistically significant Dcl, Dnl, I-Tcl or I-Tnl value, H0 is rejected 14 

and Templeton’s inference key is applied (i.e. inferences of demographic history are 15 

made). 16 

 17 

Statistical correction of false-positive NCPA inferences 18 

In the recent literature, there have been a number of criticisms made of NCPA 19 

(Knowles and Maddison 2002; Petit and Grivet 2002; Panchal and Beaumont 2007; 20 

Petit 2008).  Many of these criticisms have been neutralised by follow-up responses 21 

(Templeton 2004; Garrick et al. 2008; Templeton 2008); however, debate continues 22 

over the elevated rate, causes and means of avoidance of false-positive inferences 23 

(Beaumont and Panchal 2008; Templeton 2008).  Panchal and Beaumont (2007) stated 24 
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that the chance of wrongly rejecting H0 and making a false-positive inference (i.e. 1 

making a Type-I error) increases with increasing number of summary statistics within a 2 

clade, since various correlations exist among the summary statistics that make them 3 

non-independent.  Templeton (2008) responded to this statement by pointing out that 4 

each nesting clade yields only a single inference in NCPA, so no multiple test correction 5 

is actually needed for tests within clades.  Instead, Templeton (2008) suggested that for 6 

tests within clades a Bonferroni corrected P value should be applied (i.e. #/k) rather 7 

than the  5% criterion.  This is calculated using #/k, where # is 0.05 and k is the total 8 

number of nesting clades analysed by GeoDis.  Beaumont and Panchal (2008) 9 

responded by stating that correction for multiple tests is not straightforward because 10 

each clade yields many statistics, only one of which needs to be significant to make an 11 

inference.  They show that the relationship between the probability of obtaining at least 12 

one significant test statistic in any clade tested and the number of summary statistics 13 

within that clade is not as would be predicted by simple mathematical expectations: 14 

Templeton’s (2008) Bonferroni method is conservative when there are less than 14 test 15 

statistics within a clade but inadequate when the number of statistics within a clade is 16 

greater than or equal to approximately 15 (Panchal and Beaumont 2007; Beaumont and 17 

Panchal 2008).  In this study, the maximum number of test statistics within any of the 18 

clades analysed by GeoDis was 14 (see results, clade 2-2: Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6), 19 

which is within the “conservative” region presented by Beaumont and Panchal (2008).  20 

For this particular clade, a Bonferroni corrected significance cut-off value would be P = 21 

0.05/14 = 0.0036.  If I were to apply Templeton’s (2008) Bonferroni correction, the 22 

significance cut-off would be even more conservative: a total of 18 clades were 23 

analysed by GeoDis so the cut-off would be P = 0.05/18 = 0.0028.  Hence, I applied 24 
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Templeton’s (2008) Bonferroni method so there was no danger of making false-positive 1 

inferences in my analyses.  2 

Despite my over-conservative approach to determining significant clade statistics, I 3 

chose also to heed the recommendations of Garrick et al. (2008) by employing a range 4 

of supplementary procedures.  I cross-examined NCPA inferences (after Buhay et al. 5 

2007; Crandall et al. 2008; Garrick et al. 2008) for the total cladogram and the highest- 6 

level clades before the total cladogram as outlined below in the section titled “Cross- 7 

examinations of NCPA inferences (genetic diversity and demography), p49”.  8 

 9 

Calculation of geographical distance measures 10 

The Engaeus sericatus species-complex is distributed in freshwater systems.  The 11 

species constructs “type 2-3” burrows (connected to the groundwater-table), and is 12 

expected to have a low dispersal capacity (Horwitz and Richardson 1986; Horwitz 13 

1988a; 1990a).  Therefore, a present-day wetland-river-coastline network may more 14 

realistically represent inter-locality distances than pairwise great circle geographical 15 

distances (Posada et al. 2000; Fetzner and Crandall 2003).  Engaeus sericatus are 16 

distributed within an approximately 150 km wide band following the southwestern 17 

Victorian coastline, on the northwest of the marine Bass Strait divide.  This coastline, 18 

confining the southern extent of the present-day distribution (Horwitz 1990a), has been 19 

enormously variable on a geological time-scale (Bird 1993) and historical migration 20 

routes were probably lost, fragmented or altered, by sea-level change (Horwitz 1988a).  21 

The closely related Engaeus cunicularius, E. laevis and Geocharax gracilis all have 22 

trans-Bass Strait distributions (Horwitz 1988a; 1990a) so it is very likely that 23 

palaeodrainages now submerged by Bass Strait have been influential in shaping 24 
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freshwater crayfish distributions.  Thus, marine-inundated palaeodrainage networks 1 

could be a significant predictor of present-day phylogeographic structure.  To 2 

investigate these possibilities, three NCPAs were performed, using palaeodrainage 3 

distances, present-day riverine distances and great circle distances.  This approach 4 

extends the methodology of Posada et al. (2000), Turner et al. (2000) and Fetzner and 5 

Crandall (2003).  6 

Pairwise geographical distances through the reconstructed palaeodrainage network 7 

when sea levels were 150 metres lower than today were determined for all sample 8 

locations (56 localities, resulting in 1596 combinations).  The Australian Bathymetry 9 

and Topography 9 Arc Second Grid (0.0025°or 250m grid cell size at the equator) was 10 

used to model the palaeodrainage network (Webster and Petkovic 2005).  This provides 11 

the highest resolution dataset available for the submerged Bass Strait region.  The 12 

negative 150-metre (relative sea level) contour was identified and used to define the 13 

palaeocoastline.  Palaeodrainages were calculated using the Stream Order extension in 14 

ESRI ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI Inc., Redlands, CA, USA; http://arcscripts.esri.com; verified 15 

October 9, 2008).  This script uses the Elevation dataset to determine flow direction and 16 

accumulation and identifies the most likely path for palaeodrainages.  For comparison, 17 

the stream network was also modelled for current land drainages.  A high degree of 18 

uniformity was observed between the spatial alignment of the predicted and actual land 19 

stream networks.  Further, the predicted palaeodrainage stream networks were highly 20 

concordant with those presented by Harris et al. (2005).  This gives confidence in the 21 

continuity and connectivity of the modelled palaeodrainage network within the limits of 22 

the resolution of the ocean bathymetry data available for model input.  An assumption 23 

was made that migration between drainage systems would be along the coastline if 24 

individuals were to traverse between populations in independent basins (after Horwitz 25 
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1988a; Fetzner and Crandall 2003).  Therefore, the negative 150-metre contour, 1 

representing the palaeo-coastline, was incorporated into the network to allow coastal 2 

distance calculations between independent basins.  The assumption of migration along 3 

the coastline is justified for two reasons.  Firstly, coastal regions are generally lower and 4 

flatter than other areas of the catchment and, though even more so during times of pre 5 

European settlement, dominated by coastal wetlands.  Secondly, although freshwater 6 

crayfish are not found in estuaries they are likely to have some capacity to tolerate 7 

elevated saline conditions over short periods (Mills and Geddes 1980; Pinder et al. 8 

2005).  A study of Engaeus fossor (Erichson, 1846) and E. cisternarius Suter, 1977a 9 

showed salinity tolerances of up to 29 ‰ without mortality, and mortalities of only 13 10 

and 25%, for each species respectively, at the salinity of seawater (~35 ‰) within 48 11 

hours (Suter 1975).  A species closely related to Engaeus – Geocharax gracilis 12 

(Crandall et al. 1999) – shows a degree of salinity tolerance, with 50% mortality at 13 

approximately 35 ‰ (Kefford et al. 2003).  14 

Present-day river distances were calculated between sample localities using a 15 

1:25,000 digital drainage network.  Before analysis, the drainage layer used as the 16 

network was scrutinised with the addition of 1:100,000 digital elevation data to ensure 17 

connectivity of the network dataset and to ensure no false holes or sinks were included, 18 

which could result in an alternative longer route.  The assumption was again made that 19 

migration between drainage systems would be along the current coastline.  Therefore, a 20 

1:25,000 coastline layer was incorporated into the network to allow coastal distance 21 

calculations between sample locations in independent basins.  Network calculation for 22 

distance between sample locations using the current and palaeodrainage networks were 23 

automated using ArcView GIS Network analyst (ESRI Inc.) and Shortest Network Path 24 
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V.1 extension available at ESRI Arcscripts (http://arcscripts.esri.com; verified October 1 

9, 2008). 2 

Great circle distance between sample localities (i.e. the shortest path on the surface 3 

of a sphere) was calculated using the Distance and Azimuth Matrix V.2 extension 4 

(Jenness 2005) in ArcView GIS 3.3 (ESRI Inc.; http://arcscripts.esri.com; verified 5 

October 9, 2008).   6 

Mantel tests for Matrix Correspondence (Mantel 1967) following the methods of 7 

Smouse and co-workers (Smouse et al. 1986; Smouse and Long 1992) were performed 8 

with the program GenAlEx ver. 6 (Peakall and Smouse 2006), using 99 random 9 

permutations, to test for correlations between the three geographical distance matrices.  10 

I also tested for significant differences between the means of the matrices; however, as 11 

the locality-set is identical across the three matrices there was a problem of non- 12 

independence of observations.  Therefore, I randomly sub-sampled the distance matrices 13 

by assigning each pairwise comparison a random number between zero and one.  The 14 

matrices were filtered to retain values assigned a random number between 0.5 and 1.  15 

Sample sizes (n) of the filtered matrices were: Palaeodrainages=766, present-day 16 

riverine=770, and great-circle distances=799.  ANOVA was used to test for significant 17 

differences between the means of the three sub-sampled matrices.  Two-sample t-tests 18 

were used with a Bonferroni corrected cut-off value (P=0.0167) to perform post-hoc 19 

comparisons of the means of the three sub-sampled matrices. 20 

 21 

Geographic mapping of nested clade-boundaries 22 

Based on the results of the nesting design of the TCS haplotype network, the 23 

locations of the clades were plotted geographically.  A tab-delimited text layer was 24 
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compiled, containing locality names and corresponding clade allocations, and locality 1 

co-ordinates in decimal degrees.  Using ESRI ArcGIS 9.2, the three layer types were 2 

assembled and clade boundaries digitised. 3 

 4 

Cross-examinations of NCPA inferences (genetic diversity and demography) 5 

Using 16S haplotypes, Tajimas’s D (Tajima 1989) statistic was used to examine 6 

deviations from neutrality.  Significantly negative values of D are consistent with 7 

bottlenecks.  Mismatch analysis (Rogers and Harpending 1992; Rogers et al. 1996; 8 

Harpending et al. 1998) of 16S rDNA haplotypes was also performed to look for 9 

signatures of range expansion events.  Coalescent simulations using 1000 replicates 10 

were used to determine a raggedness index of mismatch distributions (Harpending et al. 11 

1993).  Coalescent simulations using 1000 replicates were also used to calculate Fu and 12 

Li’s F* and D* (Fu and Li 1993), and Fu’s Fs (Fu 1997).  Non-significant values of F* 13 

and D* in combination with significant Fs is indicative of recent population growth (Fu 14 

1997).  Nucleotide diversity (!; Nei and Li 1979) was also estimated from 16S rDNA 15 

sequences, which is a measure of the average number of nucleotide differences between 16 

two sequences that does not depend on sample size (Nei and Kumar 2000).  The above 17 

tests were performed using the program DnaSP ver. 4.50.3 (Rozas et al. 2003).  18 

Tests for isolation by distance were made using Mantel tests for Matrix 19 

Correspondence, which assessed the correlation between the within-clade pairwise 20 

genetic distance matrices and the palaeodrainage, present-day riverine and great circle 21 

geographical distance matrices.  Genetic distances were calculated using the maximum 22 

likelihood criterion in PAUP*, using the HKY+I best-fit model of evolution, with 23 

settings: lset base=0.3418, 0.0877, 0.2168; nst=2; tratio=9.8393; rates=equal; 24 
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pinvar=0.7451.  Model parameters were selected using the Akaike Information 1 

Criterion (AIC; Akaike 1974) in MrModeltest ver. 2.0 (Nylander 2004), implemented in 2 

PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford 2003). 3 

Population dynamics over time were explored using the Bayesian Skyline Plot model 4 

(Drummond et al. 2005), implemented in BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut 2006; 5 

2007) using the raw 16S rDNA sequence data.  The Bayesian Skyline Plot uses 6 

sequence data and an MCMC sampling procedure to generate a posterior distribution of 7 

effective population size through time (Drummond et al. 2005).  The outgroup taxa 8 

were excluded from this analysis.  The sample sequences were deemed suitable for 9 

coalescent analysis because they were from a geographically diverse selection (nearly 10 

the entire range of the species), samples were approximately random, population 11 

subdivision was not extreme (see results) and an independently estimated rate of 12 

nucleotide substitution is available (Drummond et al. 2005).  Performing eight 13 

independent runs, MCMC chains were run for 2 ! 10
7
 cycles, sampling every 1000 14 

cycles.  Outputs were analysed using Tracer ver. 1.4 (Rambaut and Drummond 2008) to 15 

ensure that runs were performing correctly and that each run was sampling from the 16 

same distribution.  Burnin was 2 ! 10
6
 cycles of each run.  Analyses employed the best- 17 

fit nucleotide substitution model HKY+I (as selected with AIC).  Using a strict 18 

molecular clock model, the clock (substitution) rate was calibrated using a normally 19 

distributed prior, with the mean equal to 0.009 (i.e. 0.9% per m.y.; Sturmbauer et al, 20 

1996) and the standard deviation of the mean (0.0045) chosen to reflect the 0.5 m.y. 21 

uncertainty in this estimate (after Ho 2007).  The underlying constant skyline model 22 

used a group size set of 21, which represents one-quarter of the sequences in the dataset.  23 

The Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) was used to 24 

construct a starting tree for the analyses and operators were auto-optimised.  25 
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Results 1 

I amplified an approximately 541 base-pair fragment of the mitochondrial 3’ 16S rDNA 2 

from 85 samples of the Engaeus sericatus species-complex.  After sequence editing, an 3 

alignment of 464 characters (including gaps) was analysed.  Sequences are deposited in 4 

NCBI GenBank under accession numbers: EU313341-EU313404, EU313406- 5 

EU313420 and EU313422-EU313424 (Table 1).  6 

Of the 464 aligned characters, 428 were constant, and 30 of 36 variable characters 7 

were parsimony-informative.  Twenty-seven haplotypes were identified (labelled 0 to 8 

26) from the 56 sampled localities.  The Bayesian phylogenetic analysis showed strong 9 

support for monophyly of all samples but the resolution among haplotypes was low 10 

(Figure 6).   11 

 

Figure 6. Phylogeny (majority-rule consensus tree) of Engaeus samples, recovered 12 

from Bayesian analysis of 464 nucleotide sites of the mitochondrial 16S rDNA.  13 
Numbers above branches are Bayesian posterior probabilities (Pp).  Haplotype numbers 14 

are described in Table 1.   15 
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One individual was sampled from each of 33 localities.  More than two individuals 1 

were sampled from each of the remaining 23 localities:  two individuals were sampled 2 

from each of 19 localities, three individuals were sampled from each of three localities, 3 

and five individuals were sampled from one locality.  Genetic variation between 4 

individuals within localities was minimal: haplotypes were identical within 21 of 23 5 

multi-sample localities and haplotypes differed by only one base pair (bp) within two of 6 

23 multi-sample localities (Table 1, Figure 7).  Given the repeated sampling of zero 7 

within-locality variability (i.e. in 21/23, or 91.3%, of cases), increasing sample-sizes 8 

within localities is unlikely to dramatically alter my estimate of within-locality 9 

diversity; thus, I expect that my sampling design has captured a good representation of 10 

within-locality variability.  In pairwise comparisons of 16S sequences from the 85 11 

sampled individuals, the mean number of nucleotide differences was 5.47 ±s.e. 1.15 and 12 

the mean proportion of nucleotide differences (p-distance) was 0.01 ±s.e. 0.00.  13 

The root of the haplotype network (Figure 7) is an inferred haplotype that is 14 

positioned one mutational step from haplotype 10 and three mutational steps from 15 

haplotypes 3 and 13.  Geographically, this implies that the oldest haplotype should be 16 

found in the Gellibrand River with closely related, and perhaps slightly younger, 17 

haplotypes to be found in the Curdies River and upper Barwon River.  These three 18 

rivers are in the central part of the range for the species complex and all rivers have 19 

headwater tributaries in the Otways Ranges.   20 

A single haplotype network connected all samples with one ambiguous loop that was 21 

resolved by applying predictions of coalescent theory (see Posada and Crandall 2001) – 22 

Figure 7.  Haplotypes separated by up to nine mutational steps had a probability "0.95 23 

of being connected under parsimony.  Nesting of clades resulted in 16 one-step clades, 24 

seven two-step clades, three three-step clades and one four-step clade (total cladogram).  25 
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Figure 7. TCS network of 16S rDNA haplotypes showing nesting design as used in the 1 
NCPA.  Haplotypes (numbers in circles) and numbers of individuals per haplotype are 2 

described in Table 1.  Circles indicate haplotypes and circle sizes are proportional to the 3 
number of individuals contained within.  Larger circles indicate more individuals.  4 

Empty circles represent inferred intermediate haplotypes.  Rectangles are nesting clades 5 
and numbered to reflect hierarchy.  For example, “1-4” indicates the fourth level-1 6 

nesting clade, with level-1 being the first nesting category above haplotype.  Nesting of 7 

clades continues until the total cladogram is reached (level 4).  Clades with significant 8 

Dcl, Dnl, I-Tcl or I-Tnl values for great circle, present-day and palaeodrainage distance 9 

measures are denoted with *, whereas clades with significant values for great circle and 10 

present-day but not palaeodrainage distance measures are denoted with 
†
; clades 1-1, 2- 11 

1, 2-2, 3-3 and 4-1 were significant for the Chi-square ("2
) permutational contingency 12 

test.  The dashed line represents the ambiguous loop, which was removed, and the root 13 
of the network is marked with arrows. 14 

 15 

At the highest nesting level before the total cladogram, the network shows three 16 

geographically distinct clades (Figure 8).  These correspond to a southwestern clade 17 

(clade 3-1), a central clade (3-2) and a southeastern clade (3-3).  The southwestern clade 18 

(3-1) is geographically widespread and situated primarily over low-lying, swampy, 19 

exorheic terrain.  It comprises five haplotypes (Figure 7) that differ by up to eight bp.  20 

The central clade (3-2) is situated in the higher elevation, typically endorheic 21 

“Corangamite lakes district” and comprises eight haplotypes that differ by up to seven 22 

bp.  The southeastern clade (3-3) is situated around the foothills of the mountainous, 23 
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exorheic Otways district, containing 14 haplotypes that differ by up to nine bp.  If the 1 

root of the haplotype network is the oldest haplotype then the southeastern clade is the 2 

oldest clade.   3 

Predominantly, the three higher-level clades (southwestern 3-1, central 3-2 and 4 

southeastern 3-3) are allopatrically distributed (Figure 8) but contact zones between the 5 

clades do occur at regions of both high and low levels of genetic divergence.  Low-level 6 

genetic divergences occur between the southwestern and southeastern clades across the 7 

Hopkins River / Curdies River catchment-divide, specifically between haplotypes 0 or 8 

15 and haplotype 13 (four bp difference).  Low-level divergences between the 9 

southeastern and central clades occur across the Lake Corangamite / upper Barwon 10 

River catchment-divide, between haplotypes 20 and 3 (one bp difference).  High-level 11 

genetic divergences (8-10 bp divergence) occur between the southwestern clade and the 12 

central clade along the northeastern boundary of the southwestern clade 3-1 (Figure 8).  13 

Between the southeastern and central clades, high-level divergence (five bp) occurs at 14 

the southern margin of the central clade 3-2.   15 

The nesting algorithm produced 18 clades with both genetic and geographical 16 

variation that could be examined by GeoDis.  Chi-square ("2
) exact permutational 17 

contingency tests detected significant geographical associations for clades 1-1, 2-1, 2-2, 18 

3-3 and 4-1 (Table 2).  Of the three high-level clades, the Chi-square statistic for the 19 

southwestern clade (3-1) was non-significant.   20 

 21 



 

 

 1 
Figure 8.  Level-3 clades from the haplotype network (Figure 7) and stream networks (bold) used to calculate geographical distance matrices.  Marine- 2 
inundated palaeodrainages (stream networks) are shown in the blue region.  Bathymetry shows 150 m below present-day sea level.  Land elevation less 3 
than +80m is stippled purple to highlight likely areas of historical marine transgression. Red triangles indicate clade 3-1 (the southwestern clade), yellow 4 
circles indicate clade 3-2 (the central clade) and green squares indicate clade 3-3 (the southeastern clade). 5 



 

 

Table 2.  Summary of clades with significant geographic associations grouped by geographical distance measure.  An asterisk (*) indicates significance 1 

of the Chi-square (!2
) permutational contingency test at the P<0.05 level.  Inferences were made by manually applying the inference key dated 2 

November 11, 2005.  AF, allopatric fragmentation, CRE, contiguous range expansion; IBD, isolation by distance; IGS, inadequate geographical 3 
sampling; I-T, interior-tip; LDC, long-distance colonisation; LDD, long-distance dispersal; RE, range expansion; RGF, restricted gene flow; PF, past 4 

fragmentation; SF, subsequent fragmentation.  5 

Distance measure Clade !
2
 Probability Chain of inference Inference 

Palaeodrainage Haplotypes in 1-1 27.0000 0.0178* H0 cannot be rejected – 

 One-step clades in 2-1 35.0000 0.0002* H0 cannot be rejected – 

 One-step clades in 2-2 120.0000 0.0000* 1, 19, 20, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 RGF/Dispersal but with some LDD 

 Two-step clades in 3-1 37.0000 0.0560 H0 cannot be rejected – 

 Two-step clades 3-2 13.0000 0.2355 1, 19, 20, 2, 11, 12 CRE 

 Two-step clades 3-3 70.0000 0.0003* 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 RGF/Dispersal, with some LDD 

 Three-step clades in 4-1 170.0000 0.0000* 1, 2, 11, 12 CRE 

Present-day Haplotypes in 1-1 as above as above H0 cannot be rejected – 

 One-step clades in 2-1 as above as above H0 cannot be rejected – 

 One-step clades in 2-2 as above as above 1, 19, 20, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 RGF/Dispersal but with some LDD 

 Two-step clades in 3-1 as above as above H0 cannot be rejected – 

 Two-step clades 3-2 as above as above 1, 19, 20, 2, 11, 12 CRE 

 Two-step clades 3-3 as above as above 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7  RGF/Dispersal but with some LDD 

 Three-step clades in 4-1 as above as above 1, 2, 3, 5, 15 

PF and/or LDC.  Since TCS-network branch lengths are short, 

colonisation is inferred, perhaps with a recent expansion 

Great circle Haplotypes in 1-1 as above as above 1, 19, 20 IGS 

 One-step clades in 2-1 as above as above H0 cannot be rejected – 

 One-step clades in 2-2 as above as above 1, 19, 20, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 RGF/Dispersal but with some LDD 

 Two-step clades in 3-1 as above as above H0 cannot be rejected – 

 Two-step clades 3-2 as above as above 1, 19, 20, 2, 11, 12 CRE 

 Two-step clades 3-3 as above as above 1, 2, 11, 12 CRE 

 Three-step clades in 4-1 as above as above 1, 2, 3, 4, 9 AF 

 6 

 7 
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Comparison of palaeodrainage, present-day and great circle distance 1 

treatments 2 

Pairwise inter-locality distances ranged from 0.26 km to 1025.55 km (mean 387.33 3 

km) for palaeodrainages, 0.26 km to 855.24 km (mean 237.24 km) for present-day 4 

rivers, and 0.26 km to 240.31 km (mean 68.95 km) for great-circle measures.  Mantel 5 

tests showed the three distance matrices to be significantly correlated, especially the 6 

palaeodrainage and present-day riverine distance matrices (Table 3).  ANOVA showed 7 

highly significant differences between the means of the three sub-sampled matrices 8 

(Fdf1=2, df2=2332=787.35, P<0.0000).  Two-sample t-tests (Bonferroni corrected cut-off 9 

P=0.0167) showed that the mean sub-sampled palaeodrainage distance was 10 

156.60 km greater than the mean sub-sampled present-day riverine distance 11 

(Tdf=1424=15.49, P<0.0000), which, in turn, was 169.11 km greater than the mean sub- 12 

sampled great-circle distance (Tdf=860=26.98, P<0.0000).  The mean sub-sampled 13 

palaeodrainage distance was 325.71 km greater than the mean sub-sampled great circle 14 

distance (Tdf=816=39.70, P<0.0000).  15 

 16 

Table 3.  Mantel test results, testing for correlations between geographical distance 17 

matrices.  * indicates significance at Bonferroni corrected P<0.016. 18 

  [1] [2] 

Great circle [1] – – 

Present-day [2] Rxy=0.519, P=0.010* – 

Palaeodrainage [3] Rxy=0.566, P=0.010* Rxy=0.926, P=0.010* 

 19 

 20 

The geographical distance analyses identified similar but not identical geographical 21 

associations to those described for the Chi-square tests.  The measure of geographical 22 

distance and the application of a Bonferroni corrected P-value affected the frequency 23 
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and outcome of inferences.  Using the widely accepted significance cut-off of P<0.05, 1 

demographic inferences could be made for six clades for the palaeodrainage distance 2 

analysis (Table 4), seven clades for the present-day riverine analysis (Table 5) and 3 

seven clades for the great circle distance analysis (Table 6).  But after applying a 4 

Bonferroni corrected P-value (Templeton 2008) of 0.0028, the number of inferences 5 

was reduced to four for the palaeodrainage analysis, four for the present-day riverine 6 

analysis and five for the great circle distance analysis. There were 15 significant 7 

Bonferroni corrected Dcl, Dnl, I-Tcl or I-Tnl values for palaeodrainage distances, 15 for 8 

present-day distances and 19 for great circle distances, with more significantly small 9 

values for great circle distances than for present-day riverine and palaeodrainage 10 

distances (Table 7).  There was one more significantly large Dnl statistic for  11 

palaeodrainage and present-day riverine matrices than there was for great circle 12 

distances.  With the increase in distance from great circle to present-day riverine 13 

distances, the number of significant values decreased, but with the increase from 14 

present-day riverine to palaeodrainage distances, the number of significant values 15 

remained constant.   16 

Of the three highest-level clades before the total cladogram the geographical distance 17 

analysis showed that, regardless of the distance treatment, there was no significant 18 

association between haplotype distributions and their geographic localities for the 19 

southwestern clade (3-1); however, significant associations were found for the central 20 

(3-2) and the southeastern (3-3) clades.  Contiguous range expansion was inferred for 21 

the central (3-2) clade, regardless of distance measure.  Restricted gene flow or 22 

dispersal (with some long distance dispersal) was inferred for the southeastern clade 23 

(3-3) using palaeodrainages and present day riverine distances, but contiguous range 24 

 25 
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Table 4.  Results of the NCPA of the Engaeus sericatus-complex 16S rDNA haplotypes 1 
based on 1 ! 10

6
 permutations and using the palaeodrainage network as the pairwise 2 

distance matrix between populations.  Significantly large (L*) or small (s*) Dcl, Dnl and 3 
I-Tcl or I-Tnl values are indicated using a Bonferroni-corrected significance value 4 

(P<0.0028, see text for details).  Tip, (tip); interior, (int).  Bold-font test statistics 5 
indicate significantly small values before Bonferroni correction and bold-font italic 6 

statistics indicate significantly large values before correction.  Chains of inference are 7 
given below I-T values.  See caption in Table 2 for abbreviations used in inferences. 8 

 

 9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

Haplotypes 1-step clades 2-step clades 3-step clades

Clade Dcl Dnl Clade Dcl Dnl Clade Dcl Dnl Clade Dcl Dnl

14 (tip) 4.70 285.99

0 (int) 203.24 215.43

I-T 198.53 -70.56 1-1 (int) 223.41 218.78

17 (tip) 0.00 117.38

4 (int) 196.59 184.53

I-T 196.59 67.16 1-2 (tip) 175.66 198.56

I-T 47.74 20.22 2-1 (tip) 214.11 210.51

15 1-6 2-4 (int) 0.00 148.36

I-T -214.11 -62.15 3-1 (tip) s*207.13 s*345.86

13 1-16 (int) 9.10 204.98

2 (tip) 38.81 44.49

24 (int) 0.00 53.29

I-T -38.81 8.80 1-3 (tip) s*46.65 L*323.53

5 (tip) 0.00 15.87

9 (int) 7.90 11.88

I-T 7.90 -3.98 1-8 (tip) 13.21 225.49

1 1-9 (tip) s*2.84 229.35

23 (tip) 0.00 23.02

22 (int) 0.00 23.02

I-T 0.00 0.00 1-12 (tip) 23.02 206.41

12 (tip) 0.00 68.49

21 (int) 0.00 68.49

I-T 0.00 0.00 1-11 (tip) 68.49 211.91

I-T -22.01 -53.67 2-2 (tip) s*251.84 s*274.20

10 1-7 2-5 (int) 243.55 300.82

3 1-18(int) 25.72 28.65

25

26 1-4(tip) 0.00 28.73

I-T 25.72 -0.08 2-3 (tip) s*28.68 L*328.48

I-T 36.34 15.76 3-3 (int) s*287.29 377.54

8 (tip) 13.58 34.96

16 (tip) 0.00 76.41

20 (int) 0.00 58.71

I-T -10.87 15.46 1-5(int) 45.82 64.55

18 (tip) 0.00 142.74

11 (int) 0.00 142.74

I-T 0.00 0.00 1-10(tip) 142.74 115.84

I-T -96.91 -51.29 2-6 (int) s*77.37 s*382.63

19 1-13(int) 0.00 550.46

6 (tip) 0.00 2.82

7 (int) 5.64 4.23

I-T 5.64 1.41 1-14(tip) 4.51 352.34

I-T -4.51 198.12 2-7 (tip) 429.39 L*691.88

I-T -352.01 s*-309.24 3-2 (tip) 499.10 L*485.21

I-T 4.25 -4.55

1,19,20,2,3,5,6,7,RGF/Dispersal but with some 

LDD

1,2,3,5,6,7,RGF/Dispersal, with some LDD

1,2,11,12,CRE

1,19,20,2,11,12,CRE
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Table 5.  Results of the NCPA of the Engaeus sericatus-complex 16S rDNA haplotypes 1 
based on 1 ! 10

6
 permutations and using the present-day river network as the pairwise 2 

distance matrix between populations.  Significantly large (L*) or small (s*) Dcl, Dnl and 3 
I-Tcl or I-Tnl values are indicated using a Bonferroni-corrected significance value 4 

(P<0.0028, see text for details).  Tip, (tip); interior, (int).  Bold-font test statistics 5 
indicate significantly small values before Bonferroni correction and bold-font italic 6 

statistics indicate significantly large values before correction.  Chains of inference are 7 
given below I-T values.  See caption in Table 2 for abbreviations used in inferences. 8 

 

Haplotypes

Clade Dcl Dnl Clade Dcl Dnl Clade Dcl Dnl Clade Dcl Dnl

14 (tip) 7.26 151.99

0 (int) 128.28 132.30

I-T 121.02 -19.69 1-1 (int) 134.53 125.86

17 (tip) 0.00 37.45

4 (int) 53.14 50.75

I-T 53.14 13.30 1-2 (tip) 48.99 88.76

I-T 85.53 37.10 2-1 (tip) 117.30 115.86

15 1-6 2-4 (int) 0.00 90.67

I-T -117.30 -25.19 3-1 (tip) s*114.49 s*200.01

13 1-16 (int) 9.10 122.43

2 (tip) 38.81 44.49

24 (int) 0.00 53.29

I-T -38.81 8.80 1-3 (tip) 46.65 L*190.51

5 (tip) 0.00 15.87

9 (int) 7.90 11.88

I-T 7.90 -3.98 1-8 (tip) 13.21 125.64

1 1-9 (tip) s*2.84 112.46

23 (tip) 0.00 10.42

22 (int) 0.00 10.42

I-T 0.00 0.00 1-12 (tip) s*10.42 120.19

12 (tip) 0.00 37.32

21 (int) 0.00 37.32

I-T 0.00 0.00 1-11 (tip) 37.32 122.29

I-T -16.64 -24.05 2-2 (tip) s*143.48 s*163.80

10 1-7 2-5 (int) 168.67 193.84

3 1-18(int) 25.72 28.65

25

26 1-4(tip) 0.00 28.73

I-T 25.72 -0.76 2-3 (tip) s*28.68 L*216.29

I-T 48.16 19.54 3-3 (int) 177.08 220.98

8 (tip) 13.58 34.96

16 (tip) 0.00 76.40

20 (int) 0.00 58.71

I-T -10.87 15.46 1-5(int) 45.83 64.55

18 (tip) 0.00 142.74

11 (int) 0.00 142.74

I-T 0.00 0.00 1-10(tip) 142.74 115.84

I-T -96.91 -51.29 2-6 (int) s*77.37 s*307.41

19 1-13(int) 0.00 444.07

6 (tip) 0.00 2.82

7 (int) 5.64 4.23

I-T 5.64 1.41 1-14(tip) 4.51 284.64

I-T -4.51 159.43 2-7 (tip) 346.64 L*541.70

I-T -269.26 s*-234.28 3-2 (tip) L*395.65 L*346.63

I-T -10.51 -17.15

1,2,3,5,15,PF and/or LDC.  Since TCS-

network branch lengths are short, 

colonisation is inferred, perhaps with a 

recent expansion.

1,19,20,2,11,12,CRE

1,19,20,2,3,5,6,7,RGF/Dispersal but with 

some LDD

1-step clades 2-step clades 3-step clades

1,2,3,5,6,7, RGF/Dispersal but with some 

LDD
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Table 6.  Results of the NCPA of the Engaeus sericatus-complex 16S rDNA haplotypes 1 
based on 1 ! 10

6
 permutations and using great-circle distances as the pairwise distance 2 

matrix between populations.  Significantly large (L*) or small (s*) Dcl, Dnl and I-Tcl or 3 
I-Tnl values are indicated using a Bonferroni-corrected significance value (P<0.0028, 4 

see text for details).  Tip, (tip); interior, (int).  Bold-font test statistics indicate 5 
significantly small values before Bonferroni correction and bold-font italic statistics 6 

indicate significantly large values before correction.  Chains of inference are given 7 
below I-T values.  See caption in Table 2 for abbreviations used in inferences. 8 

 

 9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

Haplotypes

Clade Dcl Dnl Clade Dcl Dnl Clade Dcl Dnl Clade Dcl Dnl

14 (tip) 6.14 L*85.64

0 (int) s*33.90 s*40.73

I-T 27.77 s*-44.91 1-1 (int) 45.81 44.45

17 (tip) 0.00 19.83

4 (int) 16.20 16.75

I-T 16.20 -3.08 1-2 (tip) 17.16 35.63

I-T 28.65 8.81 2-1 (tip) 42.41 41.96

15 1-6 2-4 (int) 0.00 33.89

I-T -42.41 -8.07 3-1 (tip) s*41.52 66.61

13 1-16 (int) 4.55 59.02

2 (tip) 20.98 23.36

24 (int) 0.00 26.67

I-T -20.98 3.13 1-3 (tip) s*24.17 L*83.54

5 (tip) 0.00 5.62

9 (int) 4.71 5.16

I-T 4.71 -0.45 1-8 (tip) 5.31 s*50.59

1 1-9 (tip) s*2.77 59.22

23 (tip) 0.00 2.06

22 (int) 0.00 2.06

I-T 0.00 0.00 1-12 (tip) s*2.06 58.21

12 (tip) 0.00 15.18

21 (int) 0.00 15.18

I-T 0.00 0.00 1-11 (tip) 15.18 55.81

I-T -7.79 -7.71 2-2 (tip) L*65.74 L*62.56

10 1-7 2-5 (int) s*19.40 s*44.72

3 1-18(int) 12.88 14.55

25

26 1-4(tip) 0.00 14.80

I-T 12.88 -0.24 2-3 (tip) s*14.63 49.84

I-T s*-36.12 s*-15.29 3-3 (int) 57.82 76.99

8 (tip) 9.11 19.16

16 (tip) 0.00 39.15

20 (int) 0.00 34.73

I-T -7.28 11.57 1-5(int) 25.09 27.31

18 (tip) 0.00 48.35

11 (int) 0.00 48.35

I-T 0.00 0.00 1-10(tip) 48.35 35.08

I-T -23.26 -7.77 2-6 (int) s*29.25 51.73

19 1-13(int) 0.00 20.22

6 (tip) 0.00 0.96

7 (int) 1.92 1.44

I-T 1.92 0.48 1-14(tip) 1.54 13.57

I-T -1.54 6.65 2-7 (tip) s*16.15 62.40

I-T 13.10 -10.67 3-2 (tip) 55.75 70.48

I-T 12.60 9.38

1,19,20,2,11,12,CRE

1,19,20,2,3,5,6,7,RGF/Dispersal but with some 

LDD

1,2,11,12,CRE

1,2,3,4,9,AF

1-step clades 2-step clades 3-step clades

1,19,20,IGS
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Table 7.  Summary of Dcl, Dnl and I-T values for clades showing a significant 1 
Bonferroni-corrected P-value (Bonf. P="/k, where "=0.05 and k=number of statistics 2 

within a nesting clade), grouped by distance measure.  (S/L), the number of values that 3 
were significantly small and significantly large, respectively.  Summaries calculated 4 

from Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6. 5 

Statistic Great circle (S/L) Present-day (S/L) Palaeodrainage (S/L) 

Dcl 10 (9/1) 7 (6/1) 7 (7/0) 

Dnl  6 (3/3) 7 (3/4) 7 (3/4) 

I-T 3 (3/0) 1 (1/0) 1 (1/0) 

Total 19 (15/4) 15 (10/5) 15 (11/4) 

 6 

expansion was inferred for this clade using great circle distances.  At the total 7 

cladogram (4-1), contiguous range expansion was inferred from palaeodrainage 8 

distances, long distance colonisation perhaps with a recent range expansion was inferred 9 

from present-day riverine distances, and allopatric fragmentation was inferred from 10 

great-circle distances.  11 

 12 

Cross-examinations of NCPA inferences 13 

Cross-examinations of inferences for the southwestern (3-1), the central (3-2), the 14 

southeastern (3-3) and the total-cladogram (4-1) helped to clarify demographic histories 15 

of the 16S rDNA fragment.   16 

For the southwestern clade (3-1), Tajima's D (-0.8554) was non-significant (P>0.10), 17 

which suggests that the clade did not recently experience a bottleneck.  The mismatch 18 

analysis for the southwestern clade (initial #=0, final #=1000, expansion parameter 19 

$=2!t=3.800) showed a ragged bi-modal distribution (Figure 9).  The raggedness index 20 

(r) was 0.1600.  Higher values of r are consistent with stationary populations and lower 21 

values of r are consistent with expanding populations (Harpending et al. 1993; 22 

Harpending 1994).  The probability that r simulated from a stationary population 23 
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(expected) was less than the r observed from the data was high (Pr-expected<r- 1 

observed=0.2043); therefore, r for clade 3-1 is consistent with a stationary population.  Fu 2 

and Li's D* (-0.8554) and F* (-0.8993), and Fu’s Fs (-1.8053), were non significant 3 

(P>0.10), which, in combination, do not indicate population growth.  Nucleotide 4 

diversity (") was low (0.0026 ±s.d. 0.0009).  Mantel tests did not support isolation by 5 

distance in clade 3-1 (R=-0.0670 to 0.0530; P= 0.2300 to 0.4200).  These tests were in 6 

support of the NCPA, which did not reject H0. 7 

For the central clade (3-2), Tajima's D (-0.3204) was non-significant (P>0.10).  The 8 

mismatch analysis (initial #=0, final #=1000, expansion parameter $=2!t= 3.607)  9 

 10 

  

  

Figure 9. Mismatch distribution for 16S rDNA haplotypes in clades 3-1 (southwestern 11 

clade), 3-2 (central clade), 3-3 (southeastern clade) and 4-1 (total cladogram).  The 12 
frequency of pairwise nucleotide differences between samples in each clade is 13 
represented by diamonds (blue), whereas the frequency of expected pairwise differences 14 

under the expansion model is represented by squares (red).  15 

 16 
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showed a slightly ragged bi-modal distribution (Figure 9).  However, the raggedness 1 

index (r) was significantly low (r=0.0485; Pr-expected<r-observed=0.0493), indicating a 2 

distribution that is largely consistent with an expanding population.  Fu and Li's  3 

D* (-0.2019) and F* (-0.2543) were non-significant (P>0.10) and Fu’s Fs (-4.9581) was 4 

highly significant (P=0.0020), which is a pattern of significance that is consistent with 5 

population growth.  Nucleotide diversity (") was 0.0071 ±s.d. 0.0009, which is larger 6 

than that for clade 3-1.  Mantel tests showed that some isolation by distance has 7 

occurred in clade 3-2 (R=0.6870 to 0.7550; P=0.0100).  For this clade, the Mantel test 8 

value for R increased with the increase from great circle to present-day to 9 

palaeodrainage distances, meaning larger geographical distance matrices gave stronger 10 

correlations with genetic distance.  In summary, these statistics support the NCPA 11 

inferences of “contiguous range expansion” for the central clade (3-2), perhaps 12 

expanding from a source region. 13 

For the southeastern clade (3-3), Tajima's D (-0.9625) was non-significant (P>0.10).  14 

The mismatch analysis (initial #=0, final #=1000, expansion parameter $=2!t= 4.593) 15 

showed a smooth uni-modal distribution (Figure 9).  The raggedness index (r) was 16 

significantly low (r= 0.0198; Pr-expected<r-observed= 0.0140), indicating expansion.  Fu and 17 

Li's D* -0.3765) and F* (-0.6135) were non-significant (P>0.10) and Fu’s Fs (-11.2842) 18 

was highly significant (P= 0.0000), which, in combination, indicate population growth.  19 

Nucleotide diversity (") was 0.0095 ±s.d. 0.0006, which was the higher than the 20 

nucleotide diversity of clades 3-1 and 3-2.  Mantel tests indicated the presence of 21 

isolation by distance within clade 3-3 (R=0.2740 to 0.3310; P=0.0100).  The Mantel test 22 

value for R increased with the increase from great circle to present-day to 23 

palaeodrainage distances, meaning larger geographical distance matrices gave stronger 24 

correlations with genetic distance.  In summary, the combination of these statistics with 25 
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the NCPA inferences of “restricted gene flow or dispersal, with some long distance 1 

dispersal” (palaeodrainage and present-day riverine), and “contiguous range expansion” 2 

(great circle), suggest expansion from a source region, perhaps followed by isolation. 3 

At the scale of the total cladogram (4-1), Tajima's D (-1.24373) was non-significant 4 

(P>0.10).  The mismatch analysis (initial #=0, final #=1000, expansion parameter 5 

$=2!t= 5.869) showed a smooth uni-modal distribution (Figure 9).  The raggedness 6 

index (r) was significantly low (r= 0.0154; Pr-expected<r-observed= 0.0350), indicating 7 

expansion.  Fu and Li's D* (-0.7270) and F* (-1.0481) were non-significant (P>0.10) 8 

and Fu’s Fs (-28.7558) was highly significant (P= 0.0000), which, together, are 9 

consistent with population growth.  Nucleotide diversity (") was 0.0118 ±s.d. 0.0005.  10 

Mantel tests indicated that some isolation by distance has occurred within the total 11 

cladogram (R=0.4120 to 0.4440; P=0.0100).  The Mantel test value for R remained 12 

relatively constant with the increase from great circle to present-day to palaeodrainage 13 

distances.  The mean of the 95% HPD of Bayesian Skyline Plot (Figure 10) suggests 14 

gradual population expansion since 25,000 years before the present; however, the error 15 

associated with this estimate is considerable, especially within the time frame of the 16 

detected expansion.  In summary, the cross-examinations combined with the NCPA 17 

inferences of “contiguous range expansion” (palaeodrainage), “long distance 18 

colonisation perhaps with recent expansion” (present-day riverine) and “allopatric 19 

fragmentation” (great circle) suggest a complex demographic history at the finer scale 20 

with a recent, gradual population expansion at the broad-scale. 21 

 22 
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Figure 10. Bayesian Skyline Plot showing population size as a function of time before the 1 
present.  The solid black line depicts the mean population size, the grey line depicts the median 2 
population size and the light blue lines indicate the upper and lower bounds of the 95% highest 3 
posterior density (HPD) interval.  The 95% HPD is the shortest interval that contains 95% of all 4 
values sampled from the posterior.  Population size is in units of effective population size (Ne) 5 
multiplied by generation time (tau, $).   6 
 7 
 8 

Discussion 9 

Geographic distance measures and phylogeography of Engaeus sericatus 10 

species-complex 11 

Advancements in data extraction techniques using GIS, in particular semi-automated 12 

methods to calculate pairwise river network distances, are now feasible for much larger 13 

datasets than has previously been possible using less-exact and time-consuming manual 14 

approaches.  GIS methods can be used to simulate ancient coastlines and infer 15 

submerged palaeodrainages from bathymetric data, providing a powerful framework for 16 

interpreting contemporary phylogeographic patterns.  Fetzner and Crandall (2003) 17 

demonstrated the utility of river distances in the phylogeographic study of freshwater- 18 

dependent species and recommended that river distances be used in addition to great- 19 
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circle distances in NCPA.  My study heeds the recommendations of Fetzner and 1 

Crandall (2003) but takes the analysis one step further, being the first to incorporate 2 

palaeodrainage geographical distance data in an NCPA phylogeographic framework.  3 

Harris et al. (2005) provided a broad-scale overview of palaeodrainages on the 4 

Australian continental shelf.  My GIS-calculated palaeodrainages are consistent with 5 

theirs but my implementation means that I can extract pairwise inter-locality distance 6 

matrices from the drainage models at any simulated sea level.  7 

If palaeodrainages provided favourable freshwater habitat during times of lowered 8 

sea level, then my inferred drainages were likely to have influenced the present day 9 

distribution of freshwater crayfish in southwestern Victoria, Australia.  Indeed, if 10 

catchment boundaries are considered an obstacle to dispersal, which is often the case for 11 

freshwater-dependent species (Unmack 2001; Fetzner and Crandall 2003; Murphy and 12 

Austin 2004), then coastal samples in the southeastern clade (3-3; occupying the 13 

Curdies/Gellibrand and Barwon River systems) show a more obvious connection in the 14 

context of palaeodrainages than they do in the context of present-day drainages 15 

(Figure 8).  Under a palaeodrainage model samples either side of Cape Otway are 16 

within the same catchment boundary (with only three bp difference), but under the 17 

present day drainage model the easternmost and westernmost coastal samples are 18 

separated by 31 coastal catchments.  Sea levels as low as 140 metres below the present 19 

are required to connect the palaeo-drainages on either side of Cape Otway.  Sea level 20 

oscillations of this magnitude are known to have occurred numerous times in the last 10 21 

million years (Haq et al. 1987; Lambeck and Chappell 2001).  Expansion of effective 22 

population size of the E. sericatus-complex over the last 25,000 years coincides with the 23 

most recent post-glacial sea level rise in which sea levels rose from a level that was low 24 

enough to allow linkage of palaeodrainages around Cape Otway to the present day level 25 
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that completely isolates rivers either side of Cape Otway (Lambeck and Chappell 2001).  1 

Data from additional loci are needed to further explore this finding as multiple loci are 2 

better at recovering rapid successions of fluctuations in population size (Drummond et 3 

al., unpublished data).  The palaeodrainage model offers much to explaining the present 4 

day distribution of haplotypes in the southeastern clade (3-3). 5 

In Chapter 3, I found a similar distribution of the closely related freshwater crayfish 6 

species Geocharax gracilis around Cape Otway to that which I found for the 7 

southeastern clade (3-3) of the E. sericatus-complex in this chapter.  Of particular note 8 

is the finding from Chapter 3 that the Bryant Creek (Gellibrand River, Victoria) G. 9 

gracilis and King Island (Tasmania) G. gracilis (Figure 13 and Figure 14, Chapter 3) 10 

were very similar genetically, despite being separated by Bass Strait.  In the context of 11 

my palaeodrainage model, the Gellibrand River and river systems on King Island are 12 

connected within (i.e. headwaters of) the Cape Otway palaeo-catchment.  To further 13 

explore this observation, I calculated a TCS haplotype network from the G. gracilis 16S 14 

rDNA sequences in Chapter 3, and I rooted the network using the closely related 15 

ancestral lineage “G. sp. nov. 2” (based on Figure 14, Chapter 3).  Interestingly, I found 16 

the root, or oldest haplotype, of the G. gracilis lineage was represented by a sample 17 

from Kennedy Creek.  This creek is a tributary of the Gellibrand River.  The second 18 

oldest haplotype in the G. gracilis network was represented by a sample from the 19 

Curdies River.  The Gellibrand and Curdies rivers drain from or are geographically 20 

proximal to the Otways Ranges, and these rivers are also the inferred root localities of 21 

the E. sericatus haplotype network.  Spatial concordance of the oldest haplotypes across 22 

two genera and three species is consistent with the hypothesis of Horwitz (1988a) that 23 

refugia in the mountainous Cape Otway regions have played an important role during 24 

the evolution of freshwater crayfish in southeastern Australia. 25 
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The palaeodrainage model does not, however, always provide the more parsimonious 1 

explanation of genetic relationships.  For example, it does not always reduce the number 2 

of catchment boundaries between geographic extremes of the southwestern clade (i.e. 3 

coastally in clade 3-1) or of the central clade (3-2); and there are instances where 4 

riverine connections between localities are the same for both the present-day and 5 

palaeodrainage models.  Overland (great-circle) dispersal can also effectively explain 6 

some aspects of present-day distributions.  For example, within the central clade, two 7 

sub-clades occur: one surrounding Lake Corangamite and another in the northwest 8 

(Penshurst) region.  Palaeodrainage connections place samples from the northwest over 9 

1000 kilometres from the samples west of Lake Corangamite, and present-day river 10 

connections show a distance of more than 850 kilometres.  A great-circle connection 11 

between these areas is approximately 90 kilometres across flat and historically moist 12 

and swampy terrain (Ollier and Joyce 1964).  The relatively low genetic divergence and 13 

the substantially shorter great circle distance between crayfish from these two areas 14 

indicate that this connection most likely arose through overland expansion or dispersal.   15 

Lake Corangamite is the largest permanent lake on the Australian mainland and is 16 

the largest permanent saline lake in the country (Williams 1995).  In the pre-basaltic 17 

period (lower Pleistocene, ~1.6 Ma; Ollier and Joyce 1964; Douglas et al. 1976 ), Lake 18 

Corangamite was far more extensive than it is today covering an area of up to 1800 19 

square kilometres.  The lake extended westwards to meet the upper reaches of Mt Emu 20 

Creek and eastwards to the upper reaches of the Barwon River (Currey 1964).  The 21 

extent of this large palaeo-lake provides an explanation for the secondary contact shown 22 

between the central clade and the southwestern clade at Mt Emu Creek.  Between the 23 

recent and early (lower) Pleistocene times (~0.01 Ma to ~1.6 Ma), volcanism poured out 24 

lava over much of the western plains, altering drainage patterns of the lake catchment 25 
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(Currey 1964; Ollier and Joyce 1964; Jenkin et al. 1976).  In the post-basaltic period 1 

(< ~0.01 Ma), lake levels receded and connections with Mt Emu Creek ceased; 2 

however, flows continued intermittently between Lake Corangamite and the upper 3 

reaches of the Barwon River (Currey 1964; Williams 1995).  The former lake extent and 4 

the more recent intermittent flows provide an explanation for genetic similarities across 5 

the Lake Corangamite / Barwon River catchment-divide.  The Otways ranges are much 6 

older than, external to and higher than the neighbouring volcanic province (Ollier and 7 

Joyce 1964; Douglas et al. 1976).  These factors offer further support to the hypothesis 8 

that the Otways Ranges have been an important refuge/locus during the evolution of 9 

southwestern Victorian freshwater crayfish.   10 

The southwestern clade (3-1) generally follows low-lying terrain from the Portland 11 

region in the west to the Curdies River in the east.  The submerged palaeodrainages in 12 

the Portland region are also across flat terrain.  Low-level sister clades nested within the 13 

southwestern clade are either widely spread throughout the present-day coastal region or 14 

concentrated in the west.  Flat terrain and numerous low-lying wetlands in the region 15 

have likely facilitated dispersal (see Horwitz 1988a).  The phylogeographic signal of 16 

16S haplotypes in clade 3-1 is weak, making it difficult to recover the demographic 17 

history of this clade so more data are required in this regard.  It is noteworthy, however, 18 

that the genetic boundary at the eastern edge of the southwestern clade (near the Curdies 19 

River) is supported by an almost identical genetic boundary between two members of 20 

the freshwater crayfish genus Geocharax (Figure 13, Chapter 3).  Spatial concordances 21 

across two genera and three species indicate the presence of a significant barrier 22 

(possibly a geographical barrier) to gene flow rather than an apparent barrier detected 23 

purely as an artefact of coalescent stochasticity.  The barrier has likely been in effect for 24 

considerable time; still acting in the present, because within Geocharax it acts at the 25 
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interspecific level and in the Engaeus sericatus-complex it acts nearer the intraspecific 1 

level. 2 

 3 

Modes of dispersal in Engaeus sericatus 4 

Although difficult to model within a statistical framework, there remains the 5 

possibility that the strong burrowing habit of Engaeus species affords the genus special 6 

opportunities in terms of cross-catchment dispersal and habitat exploitation.  Engaeus 7 

species often construct burrows independent of the water table (Horwitz and Richardson 8 

1986) in a wide range of soil types and drainage environments (Horwitz 1990a).  9 

Specifically, E. sericatus constructs burrows connected to the water table (type 2) – 10 

though sometimes the species is found above the water table – deriving water from both 11 

groundwater and surface runoff (Horwitz and Richardson 1986; Horwitz 1990a).  12 

During times of high rainfall and major episodic flooding events, especially in low- 13 

lying swampy environments subject to inundation, the species will emerge from 14 

burrows possibly to traverse catchment boundaries of limited relief (Horwitz 1985; 15 

Horwitz 1988a).  My data support greater dispersal capacities for this species in flatter, 16 

swampier terrain (e.g. around Lake Corangamite in the central clade) and, though not 17 

statistically supported by the NCPA or cross-validations, widespread haplotypes in the 18 

southwestern clade seem to adhere to this hypothesis of a recent rapid dispersal (see 19 

Excoffier and Ray 2008).  This contrasts with the more likely mode of dispersal via 20 

ancient riverine connections in highly dissected terrain, which is apparent from the 21 

distribution of Engaeus sericatus across the western and eastern side of the 22 

mountainous Otway Ranges.  Dispersal across catchment boundaries has been 23 

documented in other freshwater crayfishes (Lodge et al. 2000), such as in species of the 24 
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genus Cherax (Nguyen et al. 2004; Gouws et al. 2006) and Paranephrops White, 1842 1 

(Apte et al. 2007).  Euastacus, on the other hand, shows a high degree of drainage 2 

endemicity (Ponniah and Hughes 2006), as does Orconectes luteus (Creaser, 1933) 3 

(Fetzner and Crandall 2003).  It is possible that for coastally distributed freshwater 4 

crayfish (and other freshwater dependent species), the incidence of cross catchment 5 

dispersal has previously been overemphasised due to the absence of information on 6 

marine-inundated palaeodrainage connections (e.g., Gouws et al. 2006; Apte et al. 7 

2007), which may provide equally plausible or more parsimonious explanations for 8 

migration pathways. 9 

Dispersal via river drainages typically occurs over a much larger geographical 10 

distance than via more direct, swampy routes.  And changes in sea level occur on a time 11 

scale of tens of thousands of years with large-magnitude fluctuations occurring less 12 

frequently than small-magnitude fluctuations (Haq et al. 1987; Yokoyama et al. 2000; 13 

Lambeck and Chappell 2001; Rabineau et al. 2006).  Therefore, it is expected that the 14 

time required for dispersal around the mountainous Cape Otway should be far greater 15 

than the time required for dispersal across the flatter southwestern and central regions, 16 

and the former event is expected to have occurred less often than the latter.  Future 17 

studies should investigate migration rates of these and similarly distributed taxa, using 18 

multiple loci, to explore the period required for migrations via palaeodrainages around 19 

Cape Otway.  Falling sea levels are expected to leave at least partly saline habitats in 20 

their wake, which might be expected to block dispersal in freshwater distributed taxa.  21 

However, the salinity tolerance detected in Engaeus and other closely related freshwater 22 

crayfishes (Suter 1975; Mills and Geddes 1980; Kefford et al. 2003; Pinder et al. 2005) 23 

implies that short-term, mildly saline environments are not likely to block dispersal in 24 

E. sericatus. 25 
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Conclusions 1 

By quantitatively examining phylogenetic relationships in the context of palaeo- and 2 

present-day geography, I am helping to answer the call in the recent literature asking 3 

researchers to put the geography into phylogeography (Kidd and Ritchie 2006; Storfer 4 

et al. 2007; Kozak et al. 2008).  My phylogeographic study demonstrates a novel 5 

application of GIS for modelling palaeo-ranges and historical dispersal pathways, using 6 

as a model a freshwater-limited organism (Engaeus sericatus) that has limited gene 7 

flow and a largely coastal distribution in southeastern Australia.  Digital elevation and 8 

bathymetric data were highly successful for quantitatively reconstructing probable 9 

palaeo-habitat networks, providing a framework to evaluate genealogical relationships 10 

of present-day crayfish populations residing in these networks.  The combination of GIS 11 

and phylogenetic analysis in this study allowed the testing of a qualitative 12 

biogeographic hypothesis proposed by Horwitz (1988a), that posits that the disjunct 13 

present day distribution of freshwater crayfish circum-Bass Strait is the result of 14 

widespread ancestral lineages being recently fragmented by rising sea levels.  This 15 

hypothesis was strongly supported by identification of the large southwesterly flowing 16 

palaeodrainage system that linked a large part of central west-coast Victoria with 17 

northwestern Tasmania and nearby islands, implicating the Otway Ranges as a likely 18 

historical refuge area. 19 

My results support the conclusions of Fetzner and Crandall (2003) that the NCPA 20 

framework for freshwater species does best to include both great circle and present-day 21 

riverine distances as neither model of population connectivity is likely to solely explain 22 

extant genetic variation. However, in addition, I recommend that for studies of coastally 23 

distributed freshwater species, marine-inundated palaeodrainage connections need to be 24 

considered too as these are likely to have contributed important historical dispersal 25 
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pathways.  In this regard, I found that a single network model did not explain ancestral 1 

linkages between E. sericatus samples overall.  Instead, I found that a combination of 2 

the three models was required.  Judging by concordance between the results of my 3 

cross-examinations, the Bonferroni-corrected NCPAs of 16S rDNA haplotypes 4 

performed well in terms of recovering the demographic history of E. sericatus (despite 5 

recent criticisms of NCPA).  This finding is in agreement with Garrick et al. (2008), 6 

who state that NCPA is a useful tool in the phylogeographers toolbox.  7 

My reconstructed coastline and palaeodrainage model can readily be expanded to the 8 

study of palaeo-ranges and phylogeography of other species in the Bass Strait region.  9 

Linking multiple organism studies within a single spatial framework will likely 10 

strengthen biogeographic hypotheses and the power to test biogeographic scenarios 11 

(Kidd and Ritchie 2006).  The integration of GIS and phylogenetics may also provide 12 

important insights into predicting species responses to climate change, helping to 13 

identify priority refuge areas for protection.  The method in this study is applicable to 14 

submerged landscapes in general, such as the Arafura Sea between northern Australia 15 

and New Guinea, through southeastern Indonesia, between the North Island and South 16 

Island of New Zealand, and southeastern USA.  Future studies incorporating multiple 17 

species and multiple genes (e.g. Burridge et al. 2007) using GIS-based palaeo-river and 18 

landscape models offer the prospect of new and exciting approaches to the study of 19 

evolutionary and earth history of freshwater species bordering shallow seas. 20 
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Introduction 1 

Freshwater crayfish are important elements of many inland aquatic communities and are 2 

highly vulnerable to a number of anthropogenic-mediated changes to their habitats 3 

(Horwitz 1994b; Horwitz 1995b; Richardson et al. 1999; Horwitz and Adams 2000; 4 

Whiting et al. 2000; Zaccara et al. 2005; Hansen and Richardson 2006; Buhay et al. 5 

2007).  Taxonomically, crayfish are placed in two superfamilies: Astacoidea, restricted 6 

to the northern hemisphere; and Parastacoidea, restricted to the southern hemisphere 7 

(Crandall et al. 2000).  The centre of diversity for Astacoidea is the southeastern United 8 

States, and the centre of diversity for Parastacoidea (containing one family: 9 

Parastacidae) is southeastern Australia (Victoria and Tasmania) (Crandall 2006).  10 

Despite increasing research attention, studies of the systematics of these superfamilies, 11 

focusing on taxa from the geographic regions of high diversity, are relatively limited.  12 

For the parastacids, the most recent published tally recognised nine genera and 13 

approximately 135 endemic species in Australia (Crandall et al. 1999).  However, 14 

molecular and morphological analyses have since raised this estimate to 10 genera 15 

(Hansen and Richardson 2006) and approximately 150 endemic species (e.g. Horwitz 16 

1990a; 1994a; Morgan 1997; Crandall et al. 1999; Horwitz and Adams 2000; Austin 17 

and Ryan 2002; Coughran 2005a; Coughran 2005b; Hansen and Richardson 2006; 18 

Lukhaup and Pekny 2006).  Many of these species have restricted distributions (e.g. 19 

Horwitz 1990a; Zeidler and Adams 1990; Horwitz 1994a; Horwitz and Adams 2000; 20 

Hansen and Richardson 2002; Hansen and Richardson 2006; Richardson et al. 2006) 21 

and are negatively impacted by factors such as habitat drainage (e.g. Zeidler and Adams 22 

1990), stock access, clearance of riparian vegetation, overfishing (e.g. Horwitz 1994b; 23 

Honan and Mitchell 1995; March and Robson 2006), translocation and genetic 24 

introgression (e.g. Horwitz 1990b; Nguyen et al. 2002; Nguyen 2005).  More than 23% 25 
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of Australian parastacid species are currently listed as threatened or worse (IUCN, 1 

2008, Department of Sustainability and Environment, 2004).   2 

Broad-scale molecular genetic studies of Australian crayfish have focused on inter- 3 

generic relationships using limited intra-specific sampling (e.g. Crandall et al. 1999), 4 

and in-depth molecular phylogenetic studies have focused primarily on the genera 5 

Cherax (e.g. Munasinghe et al. 2004a;b) and Euastacus (e.g. Shull et al. 2005; Ponniah 6 

and Hughes 2006).  Engaeus, Geocharax, and Gramastacus, have been little studied in 7 

recent years but contribute substantially to the crayfish species richness of southeastern 8 

Australia.  This region is also subject to significant urbanisation and agricultural activity 9 

(e.g. Ierodiaconou et al. 2005).  The three genera comprise approximately 38 species 10 

and there is good molecular evidence that they share a close relationship (Patak and 11 

Baldwin 1984; Patak et al. 1989; Crandall et al. 1995; Crandall et al. 1999).  12 

Morphological data suggest that the three genera are closely related to Engaewa, and 13 

Tenuibranchiurus (Horwitz 1988b). Therefore, the evolutionary and biogeographic 14 

relationships within and between these genera are of considerable interest.  15 

The geological record (Galloway and Kemp 1981; Haq et al. 1987; Veevers 1991) 16 

and the distribution of several freshwater taxa, including freshwater crayfish, provide 17 

evidence for a historical land-connection between the southeastern mainland Australia 18 

and northern Tasmania (e.g. Jackson and Davies 1982; Horwitz 1988a; 1990a; Horwitz 19 

et al. 1990; Waters and White 1997; Unmack 2001; Miller et al. 2004b).  This region 20 

has also been highlighted as a zone of conservation priority (Whiting et al. 2000).  21 

Supported by the fact that new species are continually being discovered, there is good 22 

reason to expand our understanding of the diversity and phylogenetic relationships of 23 

freshwater crayfish in southeastern Australia. 24 
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Geocharax was described by Clark (1936b, 1941a), who placed four species in this 1 

genus (G. gracilis, G. falcata, G. laevis and G. lyelli).  Without explanation, Riek 2 

(1969) transferred G. laevis and G. lyelli to Engaeus but this transfer is yet to be 3 

assessed using molecular data.  The remaining two species, G. gracilis and G. falcata, 4 

are difficult to distinguish using the characters in Riek’s (1969) diagnoses and doubts 5 

have been raised regarding the need to recognise more than a single species (Zeidler 6 

1982; Zeidler and Adams 1990).  Since Riek’s reassessment (1969), no names except G. 7 

gracilis or G. falcata have been applied to any population of Geocharax.  Geocharax 8 

species ranges are poorly known.  Riek (1972) described two species of Gramastacus, 9 

but Zeidler and Adams (1990) used allozyme and morphological evidence to collapse 10 

the genus to a single species, G. insolitus Riek, 1972.  Recently, an undescribed 11 

“species” of freshwater crayfish from the central coast of New South Wales was 12 

discovered, which may be a member of Gramastacus (Horwitz 1995a).  If confirmed, 13 

this has important implications for the biogeography and radiation of this group of 14 

crayfishes.   15 

The phylogenetic utility of 16S rDNA nucleotide sequence data has been 16 

demonstrated for freshwater crayfish (e.g. Munasinghe et al. 2003), so, in this study, I 17 

use 16S rDNA nucleotide sequence data to address the following questions: 1) do 18 

molecular data confirm the monophyly of Engaeus, Geocharax and Gramastacus? 2) do 19 

molecular data confirm the currently accepted species boundaries within Geocharax and 20 

Gramastacus? and 3) what are the taxonomic affinities of undescribed specimens of 21 

Parastacidae from the central coast of New South Wales?  I also use my molecular data 22 

to estimate dates of divergence for strongly supported lineages and, to investigate 23 

biogeographic relationships.   24 

 25 
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Materials and methods 1 

Sampling, laboratory procedures and data collection 2 

Specimens of Engaeus, Geocharax and Gramastacus were sampled from lentic and 3 

lotic waters by dip-net, hand or bait trap.  Live specimens or pereopod tissue samples 4 

were placed in labelled plastic vials or zip-lock bags, chilled on ice during transport and 5 

then frozen at -80˚C on return to the laboratory.  Field collections are housed at Charles 6 

Darwin University.  Cherax, Engaeus, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus 7 

tissue samples from private, university and museum collections, preserved in either a 8 

mixture of 75% ethanol and 5% glycerol (Horwitz 1990a), or 70 to 75% ethanol, were 9 

used to supplement field collections.  Four GenBank sequences were included in the 10 

datasets.  Positional locality data were recorded at all field sites using hand-held GPS, 11 

or, for previously collected specimens, locality descriptions were made GIS-compatible 12 

through retrospective georeferencing (using Geoscience Australia [www.ga.gov.au], 13 

Google Maps [www.maps.google.com] and Google Earth [version 4.0.2413 Beta]).  14 

Locality data for all samples used in this study, including the GenBank samples, are 15 

presented in Figure 11 and Table 8. 16 

A representative sample of Engaeus species (20 of the 35 currently recognised 17 

species) was chosen, which included samples of E. laevis and E. lyelli to test whether 18 

these species are appropriately placed in Engaeus rather than Geocharax (Clark 1936b; 19 

1941a).  Engaeus samples were identified to species-level using the keys of Horwitz 20 

(1990a; 1994a).  21 

Samples representing the two species of Geocharax recognised by Riek (1969) were 22 

obtained from the entire range of the genus and the species type localities.  The type 23 

 24 
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 1 

Figure 11.  Collection localities for samples used in this study.  Point symbols classify 2 
samples by genus: Cherax (!, samples 1 to 3), Engaeus (", 4 to 27), Geocharax (#, 3 

28 to 99), Gramastacus ($, 100 to 115), Tenuibranchiurus (%, 116 to 119).  Refer to 4 
Table 8 for locality descriptions. 5 

 6 



 

 

Table 8.  Specimen collection localities and NCBI GenBank Accession Numbers.  
†
sample obtained from Museum of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia; 1 

§
sample obtained from Australian Museum, Sydney, Australia; ¶sample obtained from Queensland Museum, Brisbane, Australia; 

*
nucleotide sequence 2 

obtained from NCBI GenBank, not generated by this study. 3 

ID N
o
 Taxon Locality Sample Identification GenBank 

Accession 

Number 

Latitude, S Longitude, E 

1 Cherax cainii Brennan Bridge, Type Loc., Western Australia BEB28 EF493070 -34.260350 115.270794 

2
*
 Cherax destructor Dwyers Creek, Victoria GenBank NC.011243 NC.011243 -37.475278 142.346389 

3 Cherax quadricarinatus Georgina River, Queensland GRG1.1 EF493080 -23.071667 139.512222 

4
†
 Engaeus cisternarius Magnet Creek, Tasmania  Mus Vic J45407; MV7 EF493110 -41.471258 145.434669 

5
†
 Engaeus disjuncticus Renison Bell, Tasmania  Mus Vic J45405; MV52 EF493102 -41.788914 145.457311 

6
†
 Engaeus fossor Marrawah, Tasmania  Mus Vic J45510; MV53 EF493103 -40.978736 144.667797 

7 Engaeus fultoni Aire River, Victoria AIR2.1 EF493042 -38.669865 143.578769 

8
†
 Engaeus hemicirratulus Bass River, Victoria  Mus Vic J14750; MV58 EF493104 -38.357608 145.714478 

9
†
 Engaeus karnanga Walkerville, Victoria  Mus Vic J45692; MV59 EF493105 -38.855983 145.995364 

10 Engaeus laevis Lake Elusive, Victoria LEL1.1 EF493088 -37.744840 149.454090 

11
†
 Engaeus laevis Curries River, Tasmania  Mus Vic J39380; MV63 EF493106 -41.059672 146.972856 

12 Engaeus lyelli Enfield, Victoria ENF1.2 EF493073 -37.748461 144.286435 

13
†
 Engaeus lyelli Gisborne, approx Type Locality, Victoria Mus Vic J14710; MV71 EF493107 -37.444167 144.524167 

14
†
 Engaeus lyelli Gisborne, approx Type Locality, Victoria  Mus Vic J14711; MV72 EF493108 -37.444167 144.524167 

15 Engaeus lyelli Naringhil Creek, Victoria NRN2.1 EF493121 -37.707513 143.476310 

16
†
 Engaeus mairener Surveyor Creek, Tasmania Mus Vic J45680; MV78 EF493109 -41.082564 147.602897 

17
†
 Engaeus mallacoota Double Creek, Victoria (Allotype) J14713; MV107 EF493096 -37.577133 149.741983 

18
†
 Engaeus martigener Flinders Island, Tasmania Mus Vic J45432; MV80 EF493111 -40.204569 148.048947 

19 Engaeus merosetosus Waurn Ponds Creek, Victoria WPC2.1 EF493153 -38.203018 144.302643 

20
†
 Engaeus nulloporius Frankford, Tasmania Mus Vic J4106; MV84 EF493112 -41.347694 146.696314 

21
†
 Engaeus orientalis Boulder Creek, Victoria  Mus Vic J14725; MV85 EF493113 -37.568136 148.900403 

22
§
 Engaeus phyllocercus Samsons Bridge, Victoria Aus Mus P67188; A27 EF493041 -38.372333 146.178167 

23 Engaeus sericatus Penshurst, Victoria  PEN1.4 EF493125 -37.873010 142.290512 

24
†
 Engaeus spinicaudatus Scottsdale, Tasmania Mus Vic J45696; MV89 EF493114 -41.082564 147.602897 

25 Engaeus strictifrons Tower Hill, Victoria TWH1.1 EF493149 -38.313661 142.312952 

26
†
 Engaeus urostrictus Sherbrooke Forest, Victoria  Mus Vic J45681; MV94 EF493115 -37.883328 145.351478 

27
†
 Engaeus yabbimunna Burnie Park, Tasmania (Allotype) Mus Vic J34475; MV116 EF493101 -41.048936 145.893917 

28 Geocharax falcata First Wannon Creek, ~ Type Locality, Victoria FWC1.1 EF493076 -37.297778 142.534722 



 

 

ID N
o
 Taxon Locality Sample Identification GenBank 

Accession 

Number 

Latitude, S Longitude, E 

29 Geocharax falcata First Wannon Creek, ~ Type Locality, Victoria FWC1.2 EF493077 -37.297778 142.534722 

30 Geocharax falcata Fyans Creek, approx Type Locality, Victoria FYN1.1 EF493078 -37.287222 142.538056 

31 Geocharax falcata Mount William Creek, Victoria  MWC1.1 EF493116 -37.321844 142.617644 

32 Geocharax falcata Redmans Track, Victoria RED1.1 EF493134 -37.248333 142.606389 

33 Geocharax falcata Redmans Track, Victoria RED1.2 EF493135 -37.248333 142.606389 

34 Geocharax falcata Second Wannon Creek, Victoria  SWC1.1 EF493144 -37.305833 142.533333 

35 Geocharax falcata Second Wannon Creek, Victoria  SWC1.2 EF493145 -37.305833 142.533333 

36 Geocharax falcata Troopers Creek, Victoria TRC1.1 EF493147 -37.016064 142.426564 

37 Geocharax falcata Troopers Creek, Victoria TRC1.3 EF493148 -37.016064 142.426564 

38 Geocharax gracilis Boggy Creek, approx Type Locality, Victoria BOG1.1 EF493046 -38.546597 143.420641 

39 Geocharax gracilis Bryant Creek, Victoria BRY1.2 EF493052 -38.652948 143.233037 

40 Geocharax gracilis Carlisle River, approx Type Locality, Victoria CLS1.2 EF493054 -38.556631 143.398931 

41 Geocharax gracilis Curdies River, Victoria CUR2.2 EF493058 -38.479549 142.950586 

42 Geocharax gracilis Curdies River, Victoria CUR4.2 EF493059 -38.342981 143.142817 

43 Geocharax gracilis Mount Emu Creek, Victoria EMU1.2 EF493072 -38.215904 142.985903 

44
†
 Geocharax gracilis King Island, Tasmania  Mus Vic Kane Coll 116; MV111 EF493098 -39.817775 144.099992 

45
†
 Geocharax gracilis Carpendeit, Victoria  Mus Vic Kane Coll 297; MV110 EF493097 -38.412000 143.288000 

46 Geocharax gracilis Kennedy Creek, Victoria  KCR1.2 EF493084 -38.595539 143.240291 

47 Geocharax gracilis Marrawah, Tasmania MAR1.1 EF493090 -40.996311 144.666683 

48 Geocharax gracilis Macks Creek, Victoria MCK1.1 EF493091 -38.344414 143.462394 

49 Geocharax gracilis Mosquito Creek, Victoria MSQ1.3 EF493095 -38.555470 142.878710 

50
†
 Geocharax gracilis King Island, Tasmania  Mus Vic J45682; MV113 EF493099 -39.883333 143.900000 

51
†
 Geocharax gracilis King Island, Tasmania  Mus Vic J45682; MV114 EF493100 -39.883333 143.900000 

52 Geocharax gracilis Peterborough, Victoria PET1.1 EF493129 -38.619586 142.945508 

53 Geocharax gracilis Pirron Yallock, Victoria PIY1.2 EF493130 -38.339936 143.457309 

54 Geocharax gracilis Salt Creek, Victoria SLC1.1 EF493140 -38.393900 144.148900 

55 Geocharax gracilis Spring Creek, Victoria SPC1.4 EF493141 -38.563929 142.901673 

56 Geocharax gracilis Ten Mile Creek, Victoria TMC1.1 EF493146 -38.461057 143.595736 

57 Geocharax gracilis Wallaby Creek, Victoria WAL1.3 EF493150 -38.583870 142.916886 

58 Geocharax gracilis Wallaby Creek, Victoria WAL1.5 EF493151 -38.583870 142.916886 

59 Geocharax gracilis Yaloak Creek, Victoria YAL1.3 EF493154 -38.297947 142.804471 

60 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Big Cord, Victoria  BIG1.1 EF493044 -37.312008 142.366156 

61 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Branch Creek, Victoria BRA1.1 EF493048 -37.431756 142.264842 



 

 

ID N
o
 Taxon Locality Sample Identification GenBank 

Accession 

Number 

Latitude, S Longitude, E 

62 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Boreang, Victoria BRN1.1 EF493050 -37.174681 142.417169 

63 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Boreang, Victoria BRN1.2 EF493051 -37.174681 142.417169 

64 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Boreang, Victoria BRN1.H113 EF493049 -37.174681 142.417169 

65 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Dergholm, Victoria DER1.1 EF493061 -37.296099 141.223479 

66 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Dwyers Creek, Victoria DWY1.1 EF493064 -37.475689 142.345217 

67 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Dwyers Creek, Victoria DWY2.1 EF493065 -37.490833 142.327778 

68 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Eel Drain, Victoria EEL1.1 EF493068 -37.715914 141.166953 

69 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Grampians Retreat, Victoria GRR1.1 EF493081 -37.614972 142.371183 

70 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Knights Bridge, Victoria  KNB1.1 EF493085 -37.430833 142.475000 

71 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Lynwood Park, Victoria LYN1.1 EF493089 -37.653671 140.954403 

72 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Penola Conservation Park, South Australia  PCP1.1 EF493122 -37.358384 140.700079 

73 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Rocklands Reservoir, Victoria ROC1.1 EF493137 -37.148167 142.250919 

74 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Branxholme, Victoria  BNX1.4 EF493045 -37.913449 141.899592 

75 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Boonawah Creek, Victoria BOO1.1 EF493047 -37.745061 142.298256 

76 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Caramut, Victoria CAR1.10 EF493053 -37.963876 142.517106 

77 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Coxs Creek, Victoria COX1.6 EF493056 -37.827017 142.230164 

78 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Crawford Regional Park, Victoria CRP3.1 EF493057 -37.931645 141.439014 

79 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Crawford River, Victoria CWF1.H118 EF493060 -37.929450 141.288575 

80 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Dunmore, Victoria DNM1.2 EF493062 -38.138428 142.097992 

81 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Duttons Creek, Victoria DUT1.H39 EF493063 -38.378319 141.636475 

82 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Ellerslie, Victoria ELL1.4 EF493071 -38.160035 142.689850 

83 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Fitzroy River, Victoria  FIT1.4 EF493074 -38.223095 141.761168 

84 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Fitzroy River, Victoria  FIT1.5 EF493075 -38.223095 141.761168 

85 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Gorae West, Victoria GOW1.1 EF493079 -38.287923 141.467604 

86 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Hawkesdale, Victoria HWK1.1 EF493082 -38.101244 142.283092 

87 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Johnstones Creek, Victoria JNS1.1 EF493083 -38.192925 141.319575 

88 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Kincaid Creek, Victoria  KNC1.1 EF493086 -38.229508 141.448614 

89 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Konongwootong, Victoria KON1.1 EF493087 -37.488287 141.655109 

90 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Moyston, Victoria MOY1.10 EF493092 -37.326944 142.675000 

91 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Moyston, Victoria MOY3.6 EF493093 -37.340556 142.671111 

92 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Myaring, Victoria MYA2.1 EF493117 -37.819623 141.202130 

93 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Penshurst, Victoria PEN2.1 EF493126 -37.849969 142.286067 

94 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Penshurst, Victoria PEN3.9 EF493128 -37.746944 142.302500 



 

 

ID N
o
 Taxon Locality Sample Identification GenBank 

Accession 

Number 

Latitude, S Longitude, E 

95 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Serra Road, Victoria SER1.1 EF493138 -37.348429 142.505334 

96 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Serra Road, Victoria SER2.3 EF493139 -37.348333 142.504722 

97 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Surrey River, Victoria SRY1.1 EF493142 -38.199654 141.614678 

98 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Stoneyford, Victoria STF1.1 EF493143 -38.328856 143.346539 

99 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Wattle Hill Creek, Victoria  WHC1.4 EF493152 -38.341817 141.562006 

100 Gramastacus insolitus Three Bridge Crossing, Victoria 3BX1.1 EF493040 -37.527222 142.203889 

101 Gramastacus insolitus Back Creek, Victoria BCK1.1 EF493043 -37.633450 142.263800 

102 Gramastacus insolitus Coxs Creek, Victoria COX1.1 EF493055 -37.827017 142.230164 

103 Gramastacus insolitus Dwyers Creek, Vic (G. gracilis syn Type Loc) DWY3.1 EF493066 -37.475278 142.346389 

104 Gramastacus insolitus Dwyers Creek, Vic (G. gracilis syn Type Loc) DWY3.2 EF493067 -37.475278 142.346389 

105 Gramastacus insolitus Eel Drain, Victoria EEL1.8 EF493069 -37.715914 141.166953 

106 Gramastacus insolitus Moyston, Victoria (G. insolitus Type Locality) MOY5.5 EF493094 -37.360000 142.671389 

107 Gramastacus insolitus Penola Conservation Park, South Australia PCP1.20 EF493123 -37.358384 140.700079 

108 Gramastacus insolitus Penshurst-Dunkeld Road, Victoria PDR1.2 EF493124 -37.826397 142.285356 

109 Gramastacus insolitus Penshurst, Victoria PEN3.1 EF493127 -37.746944 142.302500 

110 Gramastacus insolitus Redmans Track, Victoria RED3.1 EF493136 -37.255278 142.670556 

111
*
 Gramastacus sp. Myall Lakes, New South Wales GenBank AY223716 AY223716 -32.542339 152.311164 

112
*
 Gramastacus sp. Wyong Swamp, New South Wales GenBank AY223717 AY223717 -33.254268 151.417371 

113 Gramastacus sp. Myall Lakes, New South Wales MYL1.1 EF493118 -32.542339 152.311164 

114 Gramastacus sp. Myall Lakes, New South Wales MYL1.2 EF493119 -32.542339 152.311164 

115 Gramastacus sp. Myall Lakes, New South Wales MYL1.3 EF493120 -32.542339 152.311164 

116
*
 Tenuibranchiurus glypticus Bell Creek, Caloundra, Queensland GenBank AF135998 AF135998 -26.798422 153.048689 

117
¶
 Tenuibranchiurus glypticus Eumundi, Queensland Qld Mus W19346; Q68 EF493132 -26.466667 152.933889 

118
¶
 Tenuibranchiurus glypticus Kinkuna National Park, Queensland Qld Mus W20778; Q63 EF493131 -25.060339 152.397875 

119
¶
 Tenuibranchiurus glypticus Mooloolaba, Queensland Qld Mus W23444; Q69 EF493133 -26.700000 153.083333 

 1 
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locality for G. gracilis is broadly defined as the Gellibrand River, south of Colac (Clark 1 

1936b; Lew Ton and Poore 1987), and for G. falcata the type locality is a swamp at the 2 

head of the Wannon River and Fyans Creek at the top of the Great Divide, Grampians, 3 

Victoria (Clark 1941a; Lew Ton and Poore 1987).  The distribution of Geocharax was 4 

interpreted as southeastern South Australia (Zeidler 1982; Zeidler and Adams 1990), 5 

southwestern Victoria, King Island and northwestern Tasmania (Riek 1969; Hobbs 6 

1988; Zeidler and Adams 1990).  As the species of Geocharax are in need of revision 7 

(Zeidler 1982; Zeidler and Adams 1990), species designations were not made using 8 

morphological characters.  Instead, species designations were made a posteriori by 9 

comparing the geographical distribution of a genetic clade to the type locality of G. 10 

gracilis or G. falcata.  Samples representing Gramastacus insolitus were obtained from 11 

the entire range of Gramastacus and included the species G. gracilis, which was 12 

described by Riek (1972) and synonymised with G. insolitus by Zeidler and Adams 13 

(1990).  The type locality for G. insolitus is 8 km southwest of Moyston, Victoria (Riek 14 

1972), and that for G. gracilis is Dwyers Creek, Grampians, western Victoria (Riek 15 

1972).  The distribution and species designation of G. insolitus was inferred from 16 

Zeidler and Adams (1990) and Riek (1972).  Gramastacus samples were obtained from 17 

localities sampled by Zeidler and Adams (1990) to allow comparisons with the results 18 

of their allozyme study.   19 

Specimens of an undescribed parastacid with morphological affinity to Gramastacus 20 

(despite being found in central coastal New South Wales) were included in this study.  21 

Tenuibranchiurus glypticus Riek, 1951 (from the monotypic Tenuibranchiurus) 22 

samples were included for comparative purposes as Crandall et al. (1999) found T. 23 

glypticus to be closely related to Gramastacus and Geocharax.   24 

I used three species of Cherax (C. destructor Clark, 1936b, C. quadricarinatus (von 25 
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Martens, 1868), and C. cainii Austin & Ryan, 2002) as the outgroup (Crandall et al. 1 

1999).   2 

Using standard methods, total genomic DNA was isolated from specimens for use as 3 

template in PCR amplification of the mitochondrial 16S rDNA.  PCR products were 4 

sequenced directly.  Detailed laboratory procedures are as described in Chapter 2.  5 

 6 

Sequence alignment 7 

Raw nucleotide sequence data were edited and assembled in Codoncode Aligner 8 

v1.5.2 (Codoncode Corporation; Dedham, MA, USA).  Taxa were ordered randomly 9 

with MacClade v4.08 (Maddison and Maddison 2005) and aligned with Clustal X 10 

1.83.1 (Thompson et al. 1997) using default settings (gap opening: 15; gap extension: 11 

6.66; delay divergent sequences: 30%; and DNA transition weight: 0.50).  Ambiguously 12 

aligned sites were identified and excluded from analyses – ambiguous regions were 13 

identified by repeating the Clustal-alignment procedure with gap-opening penalties of 14 

12.5 and 17.5 (after Wiens et al., 2005) and excluding sites where the alignment 15 

changed.  All, but one, ambiguous sites were contained within inferred secondary 16 

structure loops (refer below).   17 

The alignment procedure resulted in 17.3% of the sites being excluded from the 18 

“combined” (Engaeus, Geocharax, Gramastacus, Tenuibranchiurus, Cherax-outgroup) 19 

dataset.  To determine whether these site-exclusions affected resolution and support 20 

within genera, the alignment procedure was repeated on reduced datasets.  Results from 21 

phylogenetic analyses of the combined dataset were used to select taxa to include in the 22 

reduced datasets, which were Engaeus + outgroup (dataset referred to herein as 23 
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“Engaeus”), Geocharax + outgroup (referred to herein as “Geocharax”), and 1 

Gramastacus + the undescribed species from New South Wales + outgroup (referred to 2 

as “Gramastacus”).  When aligning the Engaeus dataset, the number of ambiguous sites 3 

remained high (469 aligned sites, 31 ambiguous sites, or 6.61% ambiguous sites), and 4 

the intraspecific sample size was low (n between 1 and 4), so no further analyses of this 5 

dataset were undertaken.  For the Geocharax dataset and Gramastacus datasets, the 6 

intraspecific sample size was high and all sites could be unambiguously aligned so 7 

further phylogenetic analyses were performed.  The limited sample size (n=4) of 8 

Tenuibranchiurus did not warrant a reduced alignment and further analyses. 9 

 10 

Secondary structure prediction 11 

Ribosomal RNA molecules fold into a secondary structure that is directly dependent 12 

on the primary sequence (Noller 1984).  Secondary structure constrains the evolution of 13 

a molecule due to compensatory mutations between paired nucleotides, and stem and 14 

loop regions may evolve under different models (Muse 1995).  To incorporate 15 

secondary structure information in my analyses, I determined which sites formed part of 16 

stem- or loop-regions, and treated them as partitions evolving under different 17 

evolutionary models. 18 

Since there were no available estimates of the 16S rDNA secondary structure for 19 

Parastacidae, I performed a comparative analysis to infer the secondary structure of the 20 

frequently sequenced 3’ end of 16S rDNA for Cherax destructor (GenBank accession 21 

number NC.011243 [Miller et al., 2004a]).  Cherax destructor was chosen as the model 22 

organism because it was the only parastacid with a complete published nucleotide 23 

sequence for the region of interest.  To infer the structure, I made visual comparisons to 24 
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published secondary structures of shrimps (Machado et al. 1993; Cannone et al. 2002) 1 

and insects (Buckley et al. 2000; Cannone et al. 2002), using the programs RNAfold, of 2 

the Vienna RNA package (Hofacker et al. 1994; Hofacker 2003), and RnaViz v2.0 (De 3 

Rijk et al. 2003).  Based on the inferred secondary structure, clustal-generated sequence 4 

alignments were partitioned into stems and loops using the “charset” command.  5 

Positions that were difficult to allocate were coded conservatively as loops.  6 

 7 

Phylogenetic inference 8 

I used tree-searching (Bayesian and Maximum Parsimony) methods to identify 9 

optimal trees and to estimate confidence on the results.  All trees were illustrated using 10 

Treeview X v0.5.0 (Page 2005), Mesquite v1.12 (Maddison and Maddison 2006) and 11 

Treegraph v1.0rc4 (Müller and Müller 2004).   12 

 13 

Bayesian analyses 14 

Bayesian analyses were performed using MrBayes v3.1.2 (Huelsenbeck and 15 

Ronquist 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003).  To determine whether it was 16 

appropriate to apply different evolutionary models to stems and loops, all analyses were 17 

performed in both the presence and absence of secondary structure and the results 18 

statistically compared using Bayes factors (Kass and Raftery 1995; Ronquist and 19 

Huelsenbeck 2003).  The most appropriate model of evolution for each partition was 20 

selected using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974), as implemented 21 

in MrModeltest v2.2 (Nylander 2004) (Table 9).  My use and interpretation of the Bayes 22 

factor test followed Brandley et al. (2005) and Kass and Raftery (1995), where the 23 
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optimal strategy was considered the one with the least number of partitions that 1 

explained the data as well as more complex strategies (Brandley et al. 2005).  2 

 3 

Table 9.  Details of Bayesian analyses and Maximum Likelihood (ML) calculations. 4 

Alignment Model of Evolution, 

selected by AIC 

PAUP* ML settings based on AIC 

“Combined” GTR+I+G Lset Base=(0.3386 0.1038 0.2189) Nst=6 Rmat=(0.6414 15.1204 

0.8908 0.5820 6.8352) Rates=gamma Shape=0.4917 

Pinvar=0.4203 

“Geocharax” HKY+I+G Lset Base=(0.3321 0.0827 0.2226) Nst=2 TRatio=6.9194 

Rates=gamma Shape=0.6383 Pinvar=0.5374 

“Gramastacus” HKY+G Lset Base=(0.3401 0.0880 0.2335) Nst=2 TRatio=4.2484 

Rates=gamma Shape=0.1905 Pinvar=0 

 5 

Bayesian analyses of the combined and the Geocharax datasets initially failed to 6 

reach convergence, even after 4 ! 10
6
 generations – acceptance rates of the Metropolis 7 

proposals were lower than the recommended 10-70%, and acceptance rates for the 8 

swaps between adjacent Markov chains were low.  Following the recommendations of 9 

the MrBayes 3.1 user manual (Ronquist et al. 2005), the temperature setting (a MrBayes 10 

software setting) was decreased incrementally until the cold and heated chains changed 11 

states more easily.  A temperature setting of 0.01 allowed the analyses to reach 12 

convergence, so analyses of the combined and Geocharax datasets were run with this 13 

setting for 4.0 ! 10
6
 generations, sampling every 2000 cycles.  Analyses of the 14 

Gramastacus dataset reached convergence using the default temperature setting and 15 

were run for 1.35 ! 10
6
 generations, sampling every 100 cycles.  16 

For analyses of partitioned datasets, the following model parameters were unlinked 17 

across partitions: transition/transversion rate ratio (tratio), substitution rates of the GTR 18 

model (revmat), character state frequencies (statefreq), gamma shape parameter (shape) 19 

and proportion of invariable sites (pinvar).  Bayesian analyses were otherwise 20 

implemented as outlined in Chapter 2. 21 
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Maximum parsimony analysis 1 

Current implementations of parsimony do not allow for partitioned datasets; 2 

however, since the Bayesian analyses supported the use of non-partitioned data, I was 3 

able to use the Parsimony method.  Parsimony analyses were implemented in PAUP* 4 

4.0b10 (Swofford 2002), using a heuristic search with tree-bisection-reconnection 5 

(TBR), branch swapping and 1000 random taxon-addition sequence-replicates per 6 

search.  Gaps were treated as missing data.  A limit of 5 ! 10
6
 rearrangements was 7 

applied to each replicate.  After completing the search, the parsimony analyses were 8 

repeated using the trees in memory from the previous search as the starting trees for 9 

branch swapping.  Trees in memory were then filtered to retain only those trees with the 10 

best score, which were used to compute the strict consensus tree.  Support for clades 11 

was evaluated using nonparametric bootstrapping (Felsenstein 1985).  Bootstrap 12 

analyses were performed using 500 pseudoreplicates, each with TBR branch swapping, 13 

10 random taxon-addition sequence-replicates, and a limit of 5 ! 10
6
 rearrangements per 14 

replicate.  All characters were equally weighted.   15 

 16 

Genetic distances 17 

Using models of evolution as determined using the AIC (Akaike 1974) in 18 

MrModeltest v2.2 (Nylander 2004), Maximum Likelihood (ML) pairwise genetic 19 

distances (substitutions per site) were calculated in PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford 2002).  20 

Distance matrices were then simplified by calculating between-clade mean distances 21 

and standard errors.   22 

 23 
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Geographic mapping of clade-boundaries 1 

Based on the Bayesian and Parsimony phylogenetic reconstructions (see results, 2 

Figure 12 and Figure 14), clades were plotted geographically.  GIS vector layer data 3 

were obtained from Geosciences Australia (http://www.ga.gov.au/, verified October 4 

2007), and raster layer data were obtained from the CGIAR Consortium for Spatial 5 

Information (CGIAR-CSI; http://www.csi.cgiar.org/, verified October 2007).  A tab- 6 

delimited text layer was compiled, containing locality names and corresponding clade 7 

allocations, and locality co-ordinates in decimal degrees.  The three layer types were 8 

superimposed using ESRI ArcGIS and clade boundaries were outlined using Adobe 9 

Photoshop CS.   10 

 11 

Estimating times of divergence 12 

Times of divergence were estimated for well-supported nodes within the Geocharax 13 

lineage and for any nodes that spanned Bass Strait (the marine divide between Victoria 14 

and northern Tasmania) using the alignments and models of evolution as per the 15 

MrBayes Bayesian analyses (Table 9).  Divergence-time calculations were made within 16 

a Bayesian MCMC framework using BEAST v1.4 (Drummond and Rambaut 2006), 17 

which provides a powerful alternative to calculations made under local-clock or no- 18 

clock models (Drummond et al. 2006; Pybus 2006; Pulquério and Nichols 2007).  All 19 

sequence ages were set to zero (i.e. the present) because all sequences were sampled 20 

from extant taxa, and taxon sets were defined according to results of the MrBayes 21 

analyses.  Fossil calibrations were not available, so the dataset was calibrated by fixing 22 

the mean substitution rate to published rates (Drummond et al. 2007).  A fast (0.9% per 23 

m.y.; Sturmbauer et al., 1996) and a slow (0.53% per m.y.; Stillman and Reeb 2001) 24 
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rate were used to avoid placing too much confidence in just one estimate.  To determine 1 

the appropriate molecular clock model, Maximum Likelihood (ML) trees were 2 

calculated in PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford 2002) using the AIC-selected models for each 3 

alignment (Table 9) and the default settings of the “likelihood ratchet” (Vos, 2003, but 4 

also see Nixon, 1999).  A comparison of log likelihood scores of the resultant ML tree 5 

both with and without the molecular clock showed my 16S rDNA data to be non- 6 

clocklike, so the relaxed uncorrelated lognormal clock was employed for BEAST 7 

analyses (Drummond et al. 2006).  Since they were well supported, the trees from the 8 

MrBayes analyses were used as starting trees for BEAST analyses.  The Yule tree prior 9 

(speciation) was specified but all other priors were flat (default).  Monophyly of clades 10 

was not enforced.  Operators were auto-optimised for the first run of each analysis but 11 

on subsequent runs, operators were tuned according to BEAST-output performance 12 

suggestions.  For each run, the MCMC chain length was 5 ! 10
6
 and parameters were 13 

logged every 1000 cycles.  Log files were analysed using Tracer v1.3 (Rambaut and 14 

Drummond 2008) to ensure that runs were sampling from the same distribution.  Runs 15 

were then combined and Effective Sample Sizes (ESSs) were used to check efficiency 16 

of the Markov chain.  To obtain pooled post-burnin ESSs greater than 200 (after 17 

Drummond et al. 2007), more than seven runs were required for each dataset.  Average 18 

divergence dates were calculated from the pooled post-burnin results, and burnin was 19 

10% of the total chain length.  Before inferring dates, post-burnin majority-rule trees 20 

were inspected to check monophyly of the respective nodes.  21 

 22 
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Results 1 

In total, I obtained 115 new partial mitochondrial 16S rDNA nucleotide sequences – 2 

NCBI GenBank accession numbers EF493040 to EF493154 – comprising 2 Cherax, 24 3 

Engaeus, 72 Geocharax, 14 Gramastacus and 3 Tenuibranchiurus specimens (Table 8).  4 

I inferred the secondary structure of the 3’ end of the 16S molecule for Cherax 5 

destructor and found it to be largely consistent with published estimates of shrimps and 6 

insects (see Buckley et al., 2000; Machado et al., 1993; and Cannone et al., 2002).  7 

However, there were notable differences in the stem and loop regions of Helices 71 and 8 

84 (structure nomenclature after Buckley et al., 2000).  I found that these regions of my 9 

data were difficult to align across taxa, which resulted in generally larger loops. 10 

 11 

Combined dataset 12 

The combined dataset included all samples with Cherax as the outgroup.  13 

Exploration of gap-opening penalties indicated that 81 sites (17.3% of sites) were 14 

ambiguously aligned.  After excluding these sites, the final dataset included 387 aligned 15 

nucleotide positions of which 152 were variable and 120 were parsimony informative.  16 

Bayes factor analyses showed that secondary structure information did not significantly 17 

increase the fit of the model, so analyses were only undertaken for the non-partitioned 18 

dataset.  The resultant Bayesian tree is presented in Figure 12.  Parsimony analysis of 19 

the combined dataset recovered 239 most-parsimonious trees each of 602 steps, and the 20 

consistency and retention indices of these trees were 0.374 and 0.819 respectively.  21 

Nearly all nodes in the strict consensus MP tree were consistent with the Bayesian tree 22 

topology, so the MP tree is not presented.  Instead, parsimony bootstrap support-values  23 

 24 
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Figure 12.  Phylogeny (majority-rule consensus tree) of all samples, recovered from Bayesian analysis of 31 
387 nucleotide sites of the mitochondrial 16S rDNA.  Numbers above branches are Bayesian posterior 32 
probabilities (Pp) and numbers below branches are bootstrap support values for clades that were also 33 
found in the parsimony analysis.  Support values less than Pp 0.50 or bootstrap 50% are not shown.  Of 34 
the original 468 base pairs (including gaps), 81 base pairs were excluded due to ambiguity. 35 
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for clades recovered by the MP analyses that were also recovered by the Bayesian 1 

analyses are given in Figure 12.  2 

My analyses only weakly supported monophyly of all species of Engaeus, and 3 

suggested that species assigned to Engaeus may belong to two distinct lineages.  The 4 

Bayesian majority rule consensus (Figure 12) split Engaeus into two reciprocally 5 

monophyletic clades, with E. lyelli samples forming one clade (Pp 1.00) and the 6 

remaining Engaeus species forming the other (Pp 0.98); however, some of the Bayesian 7 

trees in the 95% confidence interval contained a monophyletic Engaeus, so I could not 8 

reject a monophyletic Engaeus.  The MP strict consensus topology placed the well- 9 

supported E. lyelli clade (BS 100%) inside the weakly monophyletic Engaeus (BS 10 

<50%) but showed non-monophyly of Engaeus by placing E. strictifrons Clark, 1936b 11 

as part of a polytomy including the otherwise monophyletic Engaeus and 12 

(Gramastacus, (Tenuibranchiurus, (Geocharax))).  Mean ML genetic distances indicate 13 

that the divergence of E. lyelli from any other Engaeus (0.2915 ±s.e. 0.0063 14 

substitutions per site) is consistent with other generic-level divergences found in this 15 

study (Table 10).  None of the analyses placed Engaeus lyelli or E. laevis within 16 

Geocharax.  The two samples of E. laevis were consistently placed by all analyses 17 

within Engaeus.  These Tasmanian and Victorian E. laevis samples are separated by 18 

Bass Strait and were more closely related to each other than to any other species 19 

(monophyletic, Pp 1.00, BS 97%).  BEAST calculations showed the age of the most 20 

recent common ancestor of the Victorian and Tasmanian (trans-Bass Strait) E. laevis 21 

samples to be between 1.5 Ma and 2.6 Ma (early Pleistocene to mid Pliocene – 22 

Table 11). 23 

 24 



 

 

 1 
 2 

Table 10.  All samples, mean pairwise between-clade Maximum Likelihood (ML) genetic distances.  Values represent substitutions per site (± standard 3 

error), and were calculated using the ML settings shown in Table 9.  Distances between clades are shown below the diagonal, and distances within 4 
clades are shown on the diagonal.  Number of specimens (n) = 119, alignment = 387 nucleotide sites (81 sites excluded as ambiguous), clades as 5 

defined in Figure 12.  “Engaeus spp” consists of 20 samples and 19 species, but excludes E. lyelli. 6 
n 

Clade [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 
14 

Geocharax sp. nov. 1 [1] 0.0019±0.0002         
26 

Geocharax sp. nov. 2  [2] 0.0523±0.0003 0.0068±0.0003        
22 

Geocharax gracilis  [3] 0.0657±0.0003 0.0510±0.0002 0.0071±0.0004       
10 

Geocharax falcata  [4] 0.0589±0.0004 0.0474±0.0007 0.0483±0.0002 0.0116±0.0013      
16 

Gramastacus insolitus  [5] 0.1575±0.0010 0.1815±0.0008 0.1999±0.0006 0.1877±0.0011 0.0191±0.0013     
4 

Tenuibranchiurus glypticus  [6] 0.1612±0.0021 0.1737±0.0018 0.1744±0.0017 0.1624±0.0028 0.2077±0.0027 0.0265±0.0052    
20 

Engaeus spp  [7] 0.2353±0.0036 0.2074±0.0009 0.2435±0.0032 0.2313±0.0046 0.2761±0.0035 0.3011±0.0086 NA   

4 
Engaeus lyelli [8] 0.2392±0.0017 0.2430±0.0009 0.2610±0.0012 0.2648±0.0013 0.3583±0.0018 0.3383±0.0060 0.2915±0.0063 0.0228±0.0060  

3 
Cherax spp  [9] 0.4502±0.0095 0.4745±0.0073 0.4624±0.0088 0.5186±0.0140 0.4843±0.0109 0.5519±0.0207 0.5333±0.0108 0.4736±0.0167 NA 

7 
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Table 11. Dates of divergence as millions of years before the present (Ma) are calculated at the 1 
parent node of all Geocharax species (Geocharax falcata, G. gracilis, G. sp. nov. 1, and G. sp. 2 
nov. 2), and at nodes spanning Bass Strait (the marine divide between Victoria and northern 3 
Tasmania) using a fast (0.9% per m.y.; Sturmbauer et al. 1996) and a slow (0.53% per m.y.; 4 
Stillman and Reeb, 2001) 16S rDNA substitution rate and a relaxed uncorrelated lognormal 5 
clock.  Refer to Figure 12 and Figure 14 for details of the nodes.  6 

Summary Statistic All Geocharax spp  Tasmanian & Victorian 

Geocharax gracilis 

 Tasmanian & Victorian 

Engaeus laevis 

 0.53%.m.y.
-1

 0.9%.m.y.
-1

  0.53%.m.y.
-1

 0.9%.m.y.
-1

  0.53%.m.y.
-1

 0.9%.m.y.
-1

 

Mean (Ma) 10.217 6.388  3.57 1.962  2.586 1.528 

St. dev. of mean (Ma) 0.192 0.615  0.131 6.264 ! 10-2  7.425 ! 10-2 5.760 ! 10-2 

Median (Ma) 8.618 4.626  2.921 1.61  2.136 1.250 

95% CI (Ma) 3.379 – 20.721 1.824 – 12.281  0.601 – 8.257 0.383 – 4.492  0.119 – 6.219 0.061 – 3.85 

St. Err. of mean (Ma) 0.003 0.013  0.007 0.003  0.003 0.002 

Effective Sample Size (n) 3502.243 2383.824  342.048 475.805  663.571 410.125 

 7 

 8 
All analyses showed Geocharax to be monophyletic and to consist of four distinct sub- 9 

clades.  Figure 12 shows Bayesian Pp and MP bootstrap support for a monophyletic 10 

Geocharax as 0.98 and 74%, respectively; and Pp and bootstrap support for each of the 11 

four sub-clades was at least 0.78 and 73%, respectively.  Samples placed in the 12 

monophyletic clade containing the samples from the approximate type locality of G. 13 

gracilis are referred to as G. gracilis; similarly, the samples placed in the monophyletic 14 

clade with samples from the G. falcata type locality are referred to as G. falcata.  The 15 

mean ML genetic distance separating Geocharax gracilis from G. falcata was 0.0483 16 

±s.e. 0.002 substitutions per site (Table 10).  The remaining two clades did not contain 17 

samples from either of the type localities, so are referred to as Geocharax sp. nov. 1 and 18 

Geocharax sp. nov. 2, and are separated from any other Geocharax clade by a distance 19 

of at least 0.0474 ±s.e. 0.0007 substitutions per site (Table 10).  Genetic divergence 20 

within clades, even when separated by significant geographic distances and by Bass 21 

Strait, was small compared to divergence between clades.  For example, the Bryant 22 

Creek (Otways, Victoria) sample of G. gracilis was more closely related to Tasmanian 23 

and King Island G. gracilis samples (trans-Bass Strait) than to adjacent to Victorian 24 
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samples (Pp 0.68, BS <50%).  Although all four sub-clades were reciprocally 1 

monophyletic in all analyses, there was some conflict in the branching order among 2 

sub-clades.  All analyses recovered a topology consistent with Geocharax sp. nov. 1 3 

being basal and sister to the clade containing G. sp. nov. 2, G. gracilis and G. falcata.  4 

Figure 13 shows this topology and the allopatric geographic distribution of these clades. 5 

 6 
 7 

 8 

Figure 13.  Collection localities of Geocharax samples (see Table 8 for locality details) 9 

used in the analysis, with genetic boundaries of Figure 12 and Figure 14 superimposed.  10 
Values above branches indicate Bayesian posterior probabilities and values below 11 

branches indicate Bootstrap support (from Figure 3).  KI = King Island; TAS = 12 
Tasmania.  Topography, bathymetry, rivers, creeks, water bodies, artificially 13 

constructed drainages and aqueducts are shown.  14 
 15 
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Victorian and South Australian samples of Gramastacus insolitus were 1 

monophyletic, and the undescribed parastacid specimens from central coastal New South 2 

Wales were placed within this genus.  Bayesian Pp and BS support for a monophyletic 3 

Gramastacus, including the New South Wales specimens, was 1.00 and 99%, 4 

respectively (Figure 12).  Hence, from a molecular perspective, these undescribed New 5 

South Wales specimens were deemed to be Gramastacus.  Bayesian analysis resolved all 6 

New South Wales specimens as a monophyletic clade (Pp 0.92) nested within the 7 

Victorian samples, and the Myall Lakes samples formed a sub-clade with Pp of 1.00 8 

(which is not surprising considering they are all from adjacent localities).  Parsimony 9 

analysis found a sister group relationship between the New South Wales and Victorian 10 

Gramastacus. 11 

Analyses showed the genetic distance between Tenuibranchiurus and all other 12 

species to be consistent with genus-level divergences (Table 10), and monophyly of 13 

Tenuibranchiurus was well supported (Pp 1.00, BS 1.00).  Tenuibranchiurus was 14 

placed sister to Geocharax.  15 

In summary, analyses of the combined dataset show reciprocal monophyly of all 16 

genera, except, perhaps, Engaeus.  Engaeus lyelli seems to be divergent from the 19 17 

other Engaeus species examined.  The undescribed New South Wales specimens are 18 

clearly Gramastacus, despite their geographic separation from the only currently 19 

recognised species in this genus.  Two new species of Geocharax are evident, and the 20 

branching order within Geocharax is not especially well supported.   21 

 22 
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Geocharax dataset 1 

The Geocharax dataset included all Geocharax samples plus an outgroup 2 

(Gramastacus from Victoria, South Australia and New South Wales and 3 

Tenuibranchiurus) based on the results of the combined analysis.  Exploration of gap- 4 

opening penalties revealed no ambiguities in the alignment so no sites were excluded.  5 

The Geocharax dataset contained 453 aligned nucleotide positions, with 117 variable 6 

and 97 parsimony informative sites. 7 

Bayes factor analyses showed that secondary structure information did not 8 

significantly increase the fit of the model; thus, analyses were only undertaken for the 9 

non-partitioned dataset.  Bayesian analysis of the Geocharax dataset resulted in tree 10 

topologies consistent with the larger combined dataset, but with stronger support for the 11 

major clades (Pp >0.99, BS>79%; Figure 14).  Bayesian and MP trees recovered a 12 

congruent topology, so the Bayesian tree is shown with Parsimony BS for clades 13 

recovered by both analyses (Figure 14).  The MP analysis recovered 1356 most- 14 

parsimonious trees, each 212 steps, and the consistency and retention indices of these 15 

trees were 0.698 and 0.935 respectively.   16 

Four monophyletic sub-clades of Geocharax were consistently recovered by all 17 

analyses, which have the geographic distribution shown in Figure 13.  The four clades 18 

were congruent with analyses of the combined dataset but mean genetic distances were 19 

larger (compare Table 12 with Table 10).  Since statistical support was greater for the 20 

Geocharax dataset than for the combined dataset, dates of divergence within Geocharax 21 

were calculated using the Geocharax dataset.  Time to the most recent common ancestor 22 

of all Geocharax spp was between 6.4 Ma and 10.2 Ma (late to mid Miocene) – Table 23 

11.  Consistent with the combined analysis, the Bryant Creek (Otways, Victoria) sample  24 

 25 
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Figure 14.  Phylogeny (majority-rule consensus tree) of Geocharax spp recovered from Bayesian 

analysis of 453 nucleotide sites of the mitochondrial 16S rDNA.  A reduced taxa set meant that no sites 

required exclusion due to ambiguity.  Numbers above branches are Bayesian posterior probabilities (Pp) 

and numbers below branches are bootstrap support values for clades that were also found in the 

parsimony analysis.  Support values less than Pp 0.50 or bootstrap 50% are not shown. 

1 
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of G. gracilis appears to be more closely related to Tasmanian and King Island G. 1 

gracilis samples (trans-Bass Strait) than to adjacent Victorian samples (Pp 0.69; 2 

BS<50%; Figure 13 and Figure 14).  The time to the most recent common ancestor of 3 

the Bryant Creek and Tasmanian G. gracilis samples was between 1.9 Ma and 3.6 Ma 4 

(late to mid Pliocene; Table 11), which was consistent with the time to the most recent 5 

common ancestor of trans-Bass Strait Engaeus laevis samples.  6 

 7 

Table 12. Geocharax spp mean pairwise between-clade Maximum Likelihood (ML) 8 
genetic distances.  Values represent substitutions per site (± standard error), and were 9 

calculated using the ML settings shown in Table 9.  Distances between clades are 10 

shown below the diagonal, and distances within clades are shown on the diagonal.  11 

Number of specimens (n) = 77, alignment = 453 nucleotide sites, clades as defined in 12 
Figure 14. 13 

n 
Clade [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 

14 
Geocharax sp. nov. 1 [1] 0.0016±0.0002      

26 
Geocharax sp. nov. 2  [2] 0.0657±0.0003 0.0087±0.0004     

22 
Geocharax gracilis  [3] 0.0738±0.0003 0.0598±0.0003 0.0115±0.0006    

10 
Geocharax falcata [4] 0.0695±0.0004 0.0628±0.0006 0.0540±0.0003 0.0128±0.0013   

3 
Gramastacus insolitus [5] 0.3426±0.0068 0.3647±0.0042 0.4054±0.0037 0.3612±0.0061 0.0409±0.0147  

2 
Tenuibranchiurus glypticus  [6] 0.3652±0.0094 0.3629±0.0065 0.4144±0.0099 0.3631±0.0066 0.4834±0.0214 0.0713 

 14 

Gramastacus dataset 15 

The Gramastacus dataset included all Victorian and South Australian Gramastacus 16 

samples (G. insolitus), the New South Wales Gramastacus specimens, and an outgroup 17 

(Victorian and South Australian Geocharax sp. nov. 1, and Tenuibranchiurus) based on 18 

the results of the combined analysis.  Exploration of gap-opening penalties revealed no 19 

ambiguous sites so no sites were excluded.  The analysis included 452 aligned 20 

nucleotide positions, with 102 variable and 84 parsimony informative sites. 21 

Bayes factor analyses showed that secondary structure information did not 22 

significantly increase the fit of the model, so analyses were undertaken only for the non- 23 

partitioned dataset.  Bayesian tree topology was slightly more resolved in this analysis 24 
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than in the Bayesian combined analysis (i.e. one extra clade was resolved), and 1 

statistical support for branches was improved.  The MP analysis recovered 10 most- 2 

parsimonious trees, each of 138 steps, with consistency and retention indices of 0.884 3 

and 0.923 respectively.  Bootstrap-support was better than in the combined analysis.  4 

All trees recovered a topology consistent with analyses of the combined dataset, so the 5 

tree is not presented. 6 

Analyses of the Gramastacus dataset did not resolve the New South Wales 7 

Gramastacus samples and the Victorian / South Australian G. insolitus samples as 8 

reciprocal monophyletic clades.  In all cases, the New South Wales samples were 9 

monophyletic (Pp 1.00, BS 91%); however, the Victorian and South Australian G. 10 

insolitus formed several polytomies basal to the New South Wales samples.   11 

 12 

Discussion 13 

In this study, I confirm some currently accepted systematic hypotheses and present new 14 

insights into the diversity and evolution of each of the crayfish genera studied.  Using 15 

mitochondrial 16S rDNA molecular data, I showed Geocharax and Gramastacus to be 16 

reciprocally monophyletic but I could not confirm a monophyletic Engaeus.  My data so 17 

far are unable to reject the hypothesis that Geocharax, Gramastacus, Tenuibranchiurus, 18 

Engaeus (and E. lyelli) together represent a monophyletic group, but this of course 19 

awaits a fuller treatment of Engaeus, Tenuibranchiurus and Engaewa.  The molecular 20 

data also reject the current species-level taxonomy for both Geocharax and 21 

Gramastacus.  22 

One of my most significant findings is the extent of diversity within Engaeus, with 23 

some analyses suggesting that Engaeus might be better represented as two genera, one 24 
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including E. lyelli and the other representing the remaining Engaeus samples used in 1 

this study (19 of the currently recognised 35 species).  Further research will be required 2 

to test this hypothesis, which should include complete taxon sampling for Engaeus, 3 

analysis of additional genes (e.g. nuclear loci), a re-analysis of morphology, and the 4 

inclusion of the Western Australian burrowing crayfish genus Engaewa.  Other 5 

members of Engaeus may be close relatives of E. lyelli but have not yet been analysed, 6 

and adequate data are not yet available to make predictions on which species may be 7 

placed in the new genus, if indeed a new genus is justified. 8 

Using allozyme electrophoretic techniques, Horwitz et al. (1990) found Engaeus 9 

lyelli to be one of the more divergent species of Engaeus, and my results are concordant 10 

with this finding.  Morphological characters further highlight the distinctiveness of E. 11 

lyelli – Horwitz (1990a) noted that the bullar lobes (posterior to the sternal processes) 12 

usually hold a common form in the genera Engaeus and Engaewa, but exceptions to the 13 

common form occur in Engaeus lyelli.  Using molecular data, my analyses confirm the 14 

rejection of Clark’s (1936b, 1941a) placement of Engaeus laevis and E. lyelli within 15 

Geocharax, affirm Riek’s (1969) transfer of E. laevis to Engaeus as appropriate, but 16 

raise serious doubts about Riek’s (1969) transfer of E. lyelli.  Based on my results, none 17 

of the sampled genera seem adequate to house E. lyelli.   18 

For Geocharax, thorough sampling allowed a robust test of taxonomic boundaries.  19 

The monophyly of this genus as designated by Riek (1969), but not of Clark (1936b, 20 

1941a), was strongly supported by my analyses but species boundaries within 21 

Geocharax did not conform to those determined by Riek (1969).  That is, my analyses 22 

supported the recognition of both species described by Clark (1936b, 1941a) and 23 

retained by Riek (1969) in Geocharax, viz. G. falcata and G. gracilis, but showed that 24 

Geocharax also comprises two additional and equally distinct monophyletic groups.  25 
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Each of the four groups (clades) showed largely allopatric distributions with genetic 1 

divergence within clades less than that between clades.  Therefore, each is appropriately 2 

recognised as a separate species following a genealogical approach to species 3 

recognition (sensu Baum and Shaw 1995; Shaw 1998; Shaw 2001; Wiens and Penkrot 4 

2002).  My study provides the first indication of geographic ranges for species in 5 

Geocharax. 6 

Geocharax gracilis and G. falcata are geographically separated by approximately 7 

100 km.  Geocharax gracilis occur in the extreme south of the distribution, including 8 

the Otway ranges (Victoria), King Island (the island northwest of Tasmania) and 9 

northwestern Tasmania.  In contrast, G. falcata has a distribution restricted to the 10 

eastern and northern part of the Grampians ranges, Victoria.  The remaining two 11 

undescribed species, Geocharax sp. nov. 1 and Geocharax sp. nov. 2, occur in 12 

southwestern Victoria and southeastern South Australia.  My results support Zeidler’s 13 

(1982) view that South Australian Geocharax specimens “may prove to be a new 14 

species when more material has been examined”.   15 

Although the evidence I present for four Geocharax species is strong, it is limited in 16 

that it is based on a single mitochondrial DNA locus.  My data do not yet include 17 

nuclear loci or a review of morphological characters, so I refrain from making formal 18 

species descriptions in this paper.  Of interest is that while no sites of sympatry were 19 

identified, three of these putative taxa (Geocharax falcata, G. sp. nov. 1 and G. sp. nov. 20 

2) were found at different sites in the upper reaches of the Wannon River.  Other 21 

combinations of species also occur: two Geocharax species were found in the Hopkins 22 

River / Mt Emu Creek catchment (G. sp. nov. 2 and G. gracilis), two species were 23 

found in the lower Glenelg River catchment (G. sp. nov. 1 and G. sp. nov. 2), and two 24 

were found in the Otways region (G. gracilis and G. sp. nov. 2).  Thus, more intensive 25 
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sampling in these regions and an analysis of nuclear markers would allow for a test of 1 

genetic isolation in sympatry to confirm the conclusions supported by this study.  2 

The restricted distribution of G. falcata in the Grampians Ranges, in the Wimmera 3 

River / Lake Hindmarsh catchment and the upper reaches of the Wannon River, 4 

Victoria, implies a need for conservation management.  A further issue of conservation 5 

significance, given the existence of hitherto unsuspected cryptic diversity in the genus, 6 

is the transfer or movement of Geocharax species between water bodies, due to water 7 

transfers for irrigation and the use of “black yabbies” as fish bait by anglers.  8 

Competition and hybridisation between translocated crayfish (and other freshwater) 9 

species is now recognised as a serious threat to local biodiversity (Horwitz 1990b; Jerry 10 

et al. 1999; Perry et al. 2001; Austin and Ryan 2002; Nguyen et al. 2002; Nguyen 11 

2005). 12 

Geocharax clades showed an apparent non-random distribution with respect to 13 

surface geology of the study area (i.e., rock/sediment type and age; geology data from 14 

Geosciences Australia [www.ga.gov.au] and Douglas et al., 1976); however, no formal 15 

statistical tests were performed and future studies might benefit from further exploring 16 

this observation. 17 

Extending the findings of the allozyme electrophoretic and morphological study of 18 

Zeidler and Adams (1990), my results showed Victorian, South Australian and New 19 

South Wales Gramastacus to be monophyletic.  This result is consistent with the 20 

morphological description of the distinctive male penes that characterise Gramastacus 21 

(Riek 1972).  A sister-taxa relationship between New South Wales Gramastacus and 22 

Victorian and South Australian Gramastacus was not always resolved, as would be 23 

expected considering the large geographic separation of populations and differences in 24 

ecology and morphology (P. Horwitz, unpublished data).  My results extend the known 25 
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range of Gramastacus by approximately 900 kilometres.  This distribution is strong 1 

support for a historical connection that requires at least one long-distance dispersal 2 

event either across or around the Great Dividing Range.  If a coastal path-distance is 3 

used, the distribution is extended by approximately 1100 km, spanning zero passes of 4 

the Divide.  The more likely path is one through the Murray-Darling Basin that crosses 5 

the Great Dividing Range near the Hunter River valley.  Other trans-divide movements 6 

have been postulated for or near this region (e.g. Jerry and Woodland 1997; Unmack 7 

2001; Munasinghe et al. 2004a; Jerry 2005; Thacker et al. 2007), and the low 8 

divergence level between Victorian and New South Wales Gramastacus samples is in 9 

support of this hypothesis.  A comparison of Cherax species pairs spanning this pass 10 

also shows low 16S divergence levels.  That is, C. destructor from 11 

Warracknabeel/Nurrabiel, Victoria, compared with C. setosus from Karuah, New South 12 

Wales, showed ~7% divergence (Austin et al. 2003).   13 

An undescribed species of Gramastacus has been recorded from Barmah forest on 14 

the Murray River (Horwitz 1995a).  Geological evidence – lunettes, dated from the 15 

Quaternary – shows that Lake Hindmarsh, on the Wimmera River, is an ancestral lake 16 

of the Murray Basin (Lawrence et al. 1976).  This implies that the Wimmera River was 17 

recently connected to the Murray River, thus facilitating the dispersal of Gramastacus 18 

to the Grampians and southwest Victoria.  Unmack’s (2001) findings support the 19 

hypothesis of a historical connection between the Murray-Darling Basin (MDB) and 20 

South Western Victorian (SWV) provinces, as do the close genetic relationships 21 

between other Murray River and Glenelg and Wimmera River aquatic taxa.  For 22 

example, the parastacids Euastacus (Miller et al. 2004b) and Cherax (Nguyen et al. 23 

2004), the blackfish Gadopsis Richardson (Miller et al. 2004b; Ryan et al. 2004), and 24 
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the freshwater shrimp Paratya australiensis (Kemp) (McClusky 2007), share close 1 

genetic relationships across the MDB-SWV divide.   2 

Engaeus cunicularius and E. laevis are the only two species of Engaeus with a 3 

circum- or trans-Bass Strait distribution, respectively (Horwitz and Richardson 1986; 4 

Horwitz 1988a; 1990a).  Horwitz et al. (1990) demonstrated that E. cunicularius 5 

samples from Victoria and Tasmania were genetically more closely related to each other 6 

than to other species of Engaeus.  However, they did not analyse trans-Bass Strait 7 

samples of E. laevis.  Complementing the findings of Horwitz et al. (1990), the two 8 

samples of E. laevis in my study were from either side of Bass Strait and were more 9 

closely related to each other than to other members of the genus.  Geocharax gracilis is 10 

the only Geocharax species with a trans-Bass Strait distribution, and my trans-Bass 11 

Strait samples of G. gracilis (Bryant Creek in the Otways, Victoria, and King Island and 12 

northwestern Tasmania), were more closely related to each other than other members of 13 

the genus (even more so than to other samples of G. gracilis).  My estimates of the time 14 

to the most recent common ancestor of Victorian and Tasmanian samples of Engaeus 15 

laevis and Geocharax gracilis (early Pleistocene to mid Pliocene) coincides with 16 

periods of lowered sea level, which occurred several times over the past 10 m.y. 17 

(approximately -100 m; Haq et al., 1987).  Lowered sea levels caused the formation of a 18 

land bridge that connected Victoria and Tasmania (Galloway and Kemp 1981; Veevers 19 

1991; Unmack 2001), and a chain of coastal lakes occurred along the continental 20 

platform 18,000 years ago (De Deckker 1986).  Throughout the Pleistocene, corridors 21 

would have existed for the coastwise movement of psammophilous biota (Galloway and 22 

Kemp 1981).  That the trans-Bass Strait parastacid specimens are consistently most 23 

closely related supports the distributional hypothesis of Horwitz (1988a).  Distributional 24 
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and genetic studies of several fish species offer further support for recent trans-Bass 1 

Strait connections (e.g. Waters and White 1997; Unmack 2001; Miller et al. 2004b). 2 

 3 

Conclusions 4 

I have contributed new knowledge in relation to understanding the diversity and 5 

evolution of the crayfish fauna of southeastern Australia.  Specifically, I have provided 6 

evidence for removing a species (Engaeus lyelli) from the genus Engaeus (and with no 7 

existing genus that it might go into); two new species of Geocharax and a restricted 8 

distribution of G. falcata; and, potentially one new species and a very substantial 9 

extension of the known distribution of Gramastacus.  Similar to other recent findings 10 

(e.g. Austin 1996; Austin and Knott 1996; Nguyen et al. 2002; Baker et al. 2004; Apte 11 

et al. 2007; Buhay et al. 2007), my data suggest that morphological-only estimates of 12 

species and generic boundaries are not sufficient for describing diversity or for inferring 13 

evolutionary processes of this fauna.  More-detailed studies are needed to further 14 

investigate the phylogenetic relationships within Engaeus and the species boundaries in 15 

Gramastacus.  This would require a more comprehensive sampling of species and 16 

analysis of additional genetic loci.  The morphology studies of Engaeus by Horwitz 17 

(1990a, 1994a) need extension, as do the morphology descriptions of Geocharax and 18 

Gramastacus, given the unanticipated diversity found in these genera.  Overall, my 19 

finding of cryptic taxa in freshwater crayfish has increased the biodiversity recorded 20 

from Australia.  Such knowledge will facilitate higher-level biodiversity analyses, 21 

which assume an accurate knowledge of species diversity (e.g. Whiting et al. 2000; 22 

Unmack 2001; Harvey 2002). 23 
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Introduction 1 

Freshwater crayfish are found on every continent except continental Africa, the Indian 2 

sub-continent and Antarctica (Crandall and Buhay 2008).  The consensus of 3 

geographical, morphological, molecular and palaeontological evidence strongly 4 

supports their monophyletic origin from marine ancestors (e.g. Scholtz 1993; Crandall 5 

et al. 2000; Sinclair et al. 2004; Tsang et al. 2008) sometime around 280 Ma (Porter et 6 

al. 2005).  Freshwater crayfish then dispersed throughout the Pangean supercontinent 7 

before it divided (~185 Ma) into the Laurasian (northern hemisphere) and Gondwanan 8 

(southern hemisphere) continents.  Reciprocal monophyly of the northern and southern 9 

hemisphere superfamilies – the Astacoidea and the Parastacoidea, respectively – support 10 

this model (Sinclair et al. 2004; Porter et al. 2005; Crandall and Buhay 2008).   11 

The Parastacoidea contains one family, the Parastacidae Huxley, 1878, and has its 12 

centre of species diversity in southeastern Australia where eight of the ten currently 13 

recognised extant Australian genera are found.  Four additional genera are scattered 14 

about the southern hemisphere with two in southern South America, one in Madagascar, 15 

and one in New Zealand.  Crayfish body and trace fossils (burrows) confirm a 16 

parastacid presence in southeastern Australia since at least 106 to 116 Ma (Martin et al. 17 

2008).  The distribution of extant Parastacidae remains consistent with ancient 18 

Gondwanan connections and fossils pre-date complete separation of Australia from 19 

Antarctica (Sampson et al. 1998; Veevers 2006; Bedatou et al. 2008; Crandall and 20 

Buhay 2008; Martin et al. 2008).  Many forms of evidence corroborate southeastern 21 

Australia as an important area for freshwater crayfish evolution.  Based on a 22 

phylogenetic assessment, Whiting et al. (2000) recommended southeastern Australia 23 

(including Tasmania) as a priority region for the conservation of  freshwater crayfish. 24 
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Since the 19
th

 century, various conflicting evolutionary scenarios for the Parastacidae 1 

have been assembled from morphological, geographical and/or palaeontological data 2 

(e.g. Huxley 1880; Ortmann 1902; Riek 1959; 1969; 1972; Rode and Babcock 2003).  3 

More recently, molecular data have been used, sometimes in combination with 4 

morphological and ecological data, to address questions of relationships between the 5 

Australian genera or between the Australian and New Zealand genera (e.g. Patak and 6 

Baldwin 1984; Patak et al. 1989; Austin 1995; Crandall et al. 1995; Crandall et al. 7 

1999).  From these studies, it is evident that many aspects of the phylogeny of the 8 

Australian Parastacidae remain unclear.  These uncertainties require resolution before a 9 

proper understanding of evolutionary diversification within the Parastacidae can be 10 

achieved.   11 

A conspicuous feature of Australian Parastacidae is their ecological and 12 

morphological diversity.  This principally relates to some genera having successfully 13 

radiated into semipermanent aquatic environments, evolving a largely underground 14 

lifestyle and an ability to construct large and often complex burrow systems (Horwitz 15 

1985; Horwitz and Richardson 1986).  Adaptation to burrowing has resulted in the 16 

evolution of unique or distinctive morphological features, such as the reduction of the 17 

size and width of the abdomen (Hobbs 1974; Suter 1977a;b; Horwitz and Richardson 18 

1986; Horwitz 1988b; 1990a) and vertically or sub-vertically inclined great chelae (the 19 

first pereopod) (Riek 1969; 1972).   20 

Based on orientation of the great chelae and burrowing habits, Riek (1972) denoted 21 

two divisions within Parastacidae: the moderate burrowers, which hold the great chelae 22 

and move the fingers in a horizontal or oblique plane, and the strong burrowers, which 23 

hold the great chelae and move the fingers in a vertical or sub-vertical plane.  Within the 24 

Australian genera, Riek (1972) classified moderate burrowers as Astacopsis Huxley, 25 
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1878, Euastacus, Cherax, Parastacoides (Erichson 1846) (now Ombrastacoides Hansen 1 

& Richardson, 2006 and Spinastacoides Hansen & Richardson, 2006), Geocharax and 2 

Gramastacus.  He proposed that these genera were monophyletic and sister to the strong 3 

burrowers, Engaeus, Engaewa and Tenuibranchiurus.  However, Engaeus, Engaewa 4 

and Tenuibranchiurus, together with Geocharax and Gramastacus, possess a distinctive 5 

abdominal anterolateral flap not found in any other genus of freshwater crayfish, and it 6 

is postulated that this character is a synapomorphic trait (Horwitz 1988b; but see also 7 

Horwitz 1985; 1990a; Horwitz and Adams 2000).  Horwitz’s (1988b) hypothesis is 8 

inconsistent with that of Riek’s (1972).  Of further note, Riek’s (1972) phylogenetic 9 

arrangement is not supported by mitochondrial 16S nucleotide data (Crandall et al. 10 

1999), which show non-monophyly of Engaeus, Engaewa and Tenuibranchiurus. 11 

Horwitz and Adams (2000) argued that the results of Crandall et al. (1999) were 12 

inconclusively presented and that additional sequence data are needed to readdress the 13 

relationships, especially in regards to the placement of Engaewa. 14 

This paper seeks to resolve the phylogeny of this group of genera (Engaeus, 15 

Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus), which is required to 16 

comprehend more fully their ecological, morphological, genetic and geographical 17 

diversification.  Such an objective necessitates a large nucleotide dataset from as near 18 

complete a taxon sample as possible.   19 

The distributions of these genera give rise to some intriguing biogeographic 20 

questions.  Engaewa has a very restricted distribution in the extreme southwest of 21 

Western Australia.  Engaeus, Geocharax and Gramastacus occur in the extreme 22 

southeast, and Tenuibranchiurus occurs along the central-east coast of Australia.  If 23 

they were indeed more related to one another than they are to other taxa, then 24 

assessments of divergence times between the genera Engaeus, Engaewa, Geocharax, 25 
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Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus would enable a better understanding of the 1 

evolutionary context of their successful adaptive radiation. 2 

Of the ten extant Australian genera, comprising approximately 150 species (Chapter 3 

3), Euastacus (~49 species), Cherax (~42 species) and Engaeus (~35 species) hold the 4 

most species diversity, with Engaeus being comparatively the least studied using 5 

nucleotide data.  Despite this, some key taxonomic studies of Engaeus have been 6 

performed, using electrophoretic, morphological and nucleotide data, which have 7 

revealed uncertainties in the relationships within and between species of Engaeus 8 

(Horwitz 1990a; Horwitz et al. 1990).  For example, preliminary mitochondrial 16S data 9 

suggest that Engaeus lyelli is highly divergent from the other Engaeus species and may 10 

in fact represent a new genus (Chapter 3).  This suggestion is not, in itself, entirely new, 11 

as nearly every author who has dealt with the taxonomy of E. lyelli has disagreed with 12 

regard to its designation (Clark 1936b; Kane 1964; Riek 1969; Horwitz 1990a).  Such 13 

findings still await a full treatment of Engaeus and phylogenetic analysis with the 14 

addition of nuclear nucleotide data.   15 

Engaeus has a relatively restricted distribution, occurring throughout the northern 16 

part of the island of Tasmania and the southeastern Australian mainland region.  The 17 

geographical density of species in this genus is very high (Horwitz 1990a), even in 18 

comparison to the more widespread and species-rich genera Cherax (e.g. see Riek 1969) 19 

and Euastacus (e.g. see Morgan 1997).  The habitats of Engaeus species have endured 20 

geological shifts (Horwitz 1988a; Lambeck and Chappell 2001) (Chapter 2) and 21 

contemporary anthropogenic impacts  – the latter providing conservation challenges 22 

(Horwitz et al. 1990; Ierodiaconou et al. 2005) (Chapter 3).   23 

From a conservational perspective, greater than 23% of known parastacid species (38 24 

of 177 recognised species) are already listed as vulnerable, endangered or critically 25 
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endangered and fourteen of these are Engaeus species (~40% of the genus) (Department 1 

of Primary Industries and Water 2002; Department of Sustainability and Environment 2 

2007; IUCN 2008).  Three of five Engaewa species are also listed as threatened (60% of 3 

the genus) (Horwitz and Adams 2000) and Gramastacus insolitus is listed as threatened 4 

(Department of Sustainability and Environment 2007). 5 

In this study, I build upon the phylogenetic information presented in Chapter 3, the 6 

molecular study of Crandall et al. (1999), the allozyme electrophoretic study of Horwitz 7 

et al. (1990) and the morphological studies of Horwitz (1990a) and Riek (1972).  I 8 

collect a substantial nucleotide-sequence dataset, comprising mitochondrial (ribosomal) 9 

and nuclear (protein-coding) markers, and use this to test phylogenetic hypotheses of 10 

Crandall et al. (1999), Horwitz (1988b) and Riek (1972) and to establish relationships 11 

among the Australian genera of burrowing crayfish: Engaeus, Engaewa, Geocharax, 12 

Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus.  Additionally, I use mitochondrial nucleotide data 13 

and a near-complete taxon sampling of Engaeus to perform a phylogenetic-based 14 

analysis, inferring inter- and intra-specific taxonomic relationships in Engaeus.  This 15 

study is the first to use nucleotide data from the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 16 

dehydrogenase (nuclear) gene to examine phylogenetic and taxonomic relationships 17 

within the southern hemisphere freshwater crayfish family, the Parastacidae.   18 

In addition to providing a rich source of data for phylogenetic analysis, nucleotide 19 

data are useful for dating speciation and evolutionary events and radiations (e.g. 20 

Drummond et al. 2006).  Porter et al. (2005) estimated divergence times within the 21 

Decapoda Latreille, 1802 using a combined geological, geographical, palaeontological 22 

and molecular dataset; however, the only samples of parastacid crayfish included in 23 

their study were single representatives of the genera Cherax and Astacopsis.  Various 24 

other estimates of divergence times within Parastacidae have also been made but are 25 
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limited to intrageneric estimates for Cherax, Euastacus or Geocharax (Munasinghe et 1 

al. 2004a; Ponniah and Hughes 2004; Gouws et al. 2006; Ponniah and Hughes 2006) 2 

(Chapter 3).  Since no assessments of divergence times between the genera Engaeus, 3 

Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus have yet been made, I 4 

estimate divergence times among these genera in this study.  5 

 6 

Materials and methods 7 

Sampling, laboratory procedures and data collection 8 

Samples representing six genera of burrowing freshwater crayfish were obtained for 9 

this study: Engaeus, Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus, with 10 

Cherax included for comparative purposes.  One species from each of the genera 11 

Euastacus and Paranephrops were also included but as outgroup taxa.  The outgroup 12 

taxa were selected after a preliminary analysis during this study and the results of 13 

Crandall et al. (1999).  In total, 124 specimens were included, representing 58 nominal 14 

species (i.e. ~31% of recognised Cherax spp., ~94% of recognised Engaeus spp., 60% 15 

of recognised Engaewa spp., 100% of recognised Geocharax spp., 100% of recognised 16 

Gramastacus spp. and 100% of recognised Tenuibranchiurus spp.).  Samples were 17 

collected opportunistically in the field by dip-net, bait trap or by excavating burrows.  18 

Live specimens or pereopod tissue samples were placed in labelled plastic vials or zip- 19 

lock bags, chilled on ice during transport and then frozen at -80˚C on return to the 20 

laboratory.  Field collections were supplemented by tissue samples obtained from 21 

private, university and museum collections and sixty-six publicly available GenBank 22 

sequences were added to the dataset.  Positional data were recorded at all field sites 23 

using hand-held GPS, or locality descriptions were made GIS-compatible through 24 
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retrospective georeferencing (using Geoscience Australia [www.ga.gov.au], Google 1 

Maps [www.maps.google.com] and Google Earth [version 4.2.0198.2451 beta]).  Figure 2 

15 and Table 13 give details of all samples used in this study. 3 

For some species, museum holdings were scarce (e.g. Engaeus spp., Engaewa spp.) 4 

with only very limited tissue sources available and, since several species are vulnerable 5 

or endangered (Horwitz and Adams 2000; Department of Primary Industries and Water 6 

2002; Department of Sustainability and Environment 2007; IUCN 2008), tissue for 7 

some species was difficult to obtain.  A large proportion of museum specimens were at 8 

least 10 years old and/or poorly preserved for DNA analyses.  Aged or poorly preserved 9 

tissue typically contains only degraded DNA (Sanchez and Endicott 2006), making it 10 

difficult to obtain DNA sequences from the desired fragment and often requiring 11 

modifications to standard extraction or sequencing protocols (see below). 12 

Using a high salt precipitation method or, for degraded museum preserved tissues, 13 

Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue kits with double PBS-buffer rinses (www.qiagen.com), 14 

total genomic DNA was isolated from specimens for use as template in PCR 15 

amplification and PCR products were sequenced directly.  Detailed laboratory 16 

procedures are described in Chapter 2.  Approximately 540 base pairs (bp) of DNA 17 

from the mitochondrial 16S rDNA were sequenced (59 samples) or obtained from 18 

GenBank (65 samples) for all samples in this study.  Tsang et al. (2008) highlighted the 19 

importance of using nuclear protein-coding genes for systematic studies of decapods; in 20 

addition to the 16S rDNA, I amplified approximately 872 bp of the nuclear protein- 21 

coding GAPDH gene for 53 of these samples.  Primers (oligonucleotides) are given in 22 

Table 14.  High-quality DNA was amplified with primer combinations 1471 23 



 

 

 1 

Figure 15.  Collection localities for samples used in this study.  Locality numbers are described in Table 13.  Papua New 2 

Guinea and New Zealand are not shown. 3 



 

 

Table 13.  Specimen collection localities and NCBI GenBank Accession Numbers.  
*
Sequences obtained from NCBI GenBank, not generated by this 1 

study; 
**

Sequences generated in Chapter 2 or Chapter 3.  New South Wales, Australia, NSW; Northern Territory, Australia, NT; New Zealand (North 2 

Island), NZ; Papua New Guinea, PNG; Queensland, Australia, Qld; Tasmania, Australia, Tas; Victoria, Australia, Vic; Western Australia, WA; 3 
A
sample obtained from Australian Museum, Sydney, Australia; 

Q
sample obtained from Queensland Museum, Brisbane, Australia; 

V
Sample obtained 4 

from Museum Victoria, Melbourne, Australia; 
I
Incomplete nucleotide sequence.  ! indicates that the taxon is listed as threatened or worse (Horwitz 5 

and Adams 2000; Department of Primary Industries and Water 2002; Department of Sustainability and Environment 2007; IUCN 2008). 6 

ID 

No. 

Taxon 

 

Locality Sample identification GenBank 

accession No. 

16S 

GenBank 

accession 

No. 

GAPDH 

Latitude, ºS Longitude, 

ºE 

16S 

analysis 

Combined 

analysis 

(GAPDH 

and 16S) 

1 Cherax albidus Dwyers Creek, Vic DWY AF500610* EU977401 -37.475689 142.345217 No Yes 

2 Cherax cainii Brennan Bridge, Type Loc., WA BEB28 EF493070** EU977402 -34.260350 115.270794 No Yes 
3 Cherax crassimanus Donnelly River, WA DON219 AF492806* EU977403 -34.448600 115.776000 No Yes 

4 Cherax crassimanus Turner Brook, WA TUB215 AF492805* EU977404 -34.250500 115.060000 No Yes 
5 Cherax cuspidatus Bell Creek site 2, Caloundra, Qld BEL2.3 EU977342 EU977405 -26.863667 153.096278 No Yes 

6 Cherax destructor! Finke River, NT FIN AF500601* EU977406 -24.000000 134.200000 No Yes 
7 Cherax dispar Maryborough, Qld MAR AY191772* EU977407 -25.441900 152.635000 No Yes 

8 Cherax preisii Canning River, Cannington, WA CAN (H133) AF492807* EU977408 -32.066300 116.002000 No Yes 
9 Cherax quadricarinatus! Georgina River, Qld GRG1.1 EF493080** EU977409 -23.071667 139.512222 No Yes 

10 Cherax quinquecarinatus Red Gully Road, N of Gingin, WA REG (H146) AF492801* EU977410 -31.086300 115.762000 No Yes 

11 Cherax robustus Bribie Island, Bongaree, QLD BRB1.4 EU977343 EU977411 -27.045722 153.175556 No Yes 
12 Cherax robustus Bribie Island, Bongaree, QLD BRI AY191759* EU977412 -27.045722 153.175556 No Yes 

13 Cherax rotundus Barmah State Forest, Vic BAR AF500617* EU977413 -36.016700 144.967000 No Yes 
14 Cherax setosus Karuah, NSW KAR AY191769* EU977414 -32.649500 151.927000 No Yes 

15 Cherax setosus Uffington State Forest, NSW UFF AY191770* EU977415 -32.580200 151.726000 No Yes 
16 Cherax sp. nov. Aquarium trade at market, Southern PNG  NEG AY191775* EU977416 -9.480860 147.192000 No Yes 

17 Engaeus affinis Cement Creek, Warburton East, Vic CCE1.2 EU977344 n/a -37.712639 145.746583 Yes No 
18 Engaeus affinis Cement Creek, Warburton East, Vic CCE1.3 EU977345 n/a -37.712639 145.746583 Yes No 

19 Engaeus affinis Cement Creek, Warburton East, Vic CCE1.4 EU977346 n/a -37.712639 145.746583 Yes No 
20 V Engaeus affinis Kinglake West, Vic Mus Vic J3840; MV1 EU977347 n/a -37.478300 145.235000 Yes No 

22 V Engaeus australis! Mount Ramsay, Wilsons Promontory, Vic Mus Vic J3909; MV6 EU977348 n/a -39.012500 146.384000 Yes No 
27 V Engaeus cisternarius Magnet Creek, Tas  Mus Vic J45407; MV7 EF493110** n/a -41.471258 145.434669 Yes No 

28 V Engaeus cisternarius Warners Landing, Gordon River, Tas Mus Vic J45408; MV9 EU977349 n/a -42.569000 145.690000 Yes No 

29 Q Engaeus cisternarius Savage River, Tas  Qld Mus W23980; Q75 EU977350 n/a -41.583300 145.133000 Yes No 
35 V Engaeus curvisuturus! Toorongo River, Noojee, Vic Mus Vic J45502; MV43 EU977351 I n/a -37.877200 146.035000 Yes No 

36 A Engaeus cymus Bago State Forest, Batlow, NSW Aus Mus P53211; A29 (K3?) EU977352 EU977417 -35.534700 148.155000 Yes Yes 
37 Engaeus cymus Buccleuch State Forest, Tumut, NSW K4 AY223709* EU977418 -35.426400 148.510000 Yes Yes 

38 V Engaeus disjuncticus! Holwell Gorge, Tas Mus Vic J45405; MV51 EU977353 n/a -41.264400 146.768000 Yes No 
39 V Engaeus disjuncticus! Renison Bell, Tas  Mus Vic J45405; MV52 EF493102** n/a -41.788914 145.457311 Yes No 

40 V Engaeus fossor Marrawah, Tas  Mus Vic J45510; MV53 EF493103** n/a -40.978736 144.667797 Yes No 
41 Engaeus fossor Dip Falls, Tas KC620 AF135979* I n/a -41.036000 145.375000 Yes No 

42 Engaeus fultoni Aire River, Vic AIR2.1 EF493042** EU977419 -38.669865 143.578769 Yes Yes 
43 Engaeus fultoni Paradise, Barham River East Branch, VIC PDS1.1 EU977354 n/a -38.745475 143.624106 Yes No 

44 Engaeus fultoni Lake Elizabeth Ck car park, Upper Barwon R., Vic ELZ1.1 EU977355 n/a -38.551814 143.743410 Yes No 
45 V Engaeus fultoni Mt Sabine, Vic Mus Vic J45703; MV56 EU977356 n/a -38.596755 143.802724 Yes No 

46 Engaeus fultoni Stevensons Falls, Olangolah Creek, Vic STV1.1 EU977357 n/a -38.573128 143.657276 Yes No 
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47 Engaeus fultoni Gellibrand River, 9 km E of Gellibrand, Vic GEL1.1 EU977358 EU977420 -38.542756 143.604298 Yes Yes 

48 V Engaeus granulatus! Paratype.  Little Browns Creek, Port Sorrell, Tas Mus Vic J14702; MV98 EU977359 n/a -41.183200 146.620000 Yes No 
49 V Engaeus hemicirratulus Bass River, Vic  Mus Vic J14750; MV58 EF493104** n/a -38.357608 145.714478 Yes No 

33 V Engaeus karnanga   Walkerville, Vic Mus Vic J56537; MV10 EU977360 EU977421 -38.855983 145.995364 Yes Yes 
50 V Engaeus karnanga  Walkerville, Vic  Mus Vic J45692; MV59 EF493105** n/a -38.855983 145.995364 Yes No 

51 Engaeus laevis Lake Elusive, Vic LEL1.1 EF493088** n/a -37.744840 149.454090 Yes No 
52 V Engaeus laevis Curries River, Tas  Mus Vic J39380; MV63 EF493106** n/a -41.059672 146.972856 Yes No 

53 V Engaeus lengana Rocky Cape, Tas Mus Vic J45515; MV67 EU977361 n/a -40.879400 145.451000 Yes No 
54 V Engaeus lengana Geales Creek, SW of Smithton, Tas Mus Vic J45516; MV224 EU977362 n/a -40.875800 145.065000 Yes No 

55 V Engaeus lengana NW Hunter Island, Tas Mus Vic J45516; MV66 EU977363 n/a -40.504200 144.735000 Yes No 

56 V Engaeus leptorhynchus Ruby Flats, near Branxholm, Tas Mus Vic J39364; MV69 EU977364 I n/a -41.187000 147.744000 Yes No 
57 Engaeus lyelli Dunkeld, Vic DUN1.1 EU977365 EU977422 -37.491689 142.545739 Yes Yes 

58 Engaeus lyelli Enfield, Vic ENF1.2 EF493073** EU977423 -37.748461 144.286435 Yes Yes 
59 Engaeus lyelli Moyston, Vic MOY2.1 EU977366 n/a -37.329167 142.693333 Yes No 

60 Engaeus lyelli Moyston, Vic MOY3.1 EU977367 n/a -37.340556 142.671111 Yes No 
61 Engaeus lyelli Moyston, Vic MOY5.1 EU977368 n/a -37.360000 142.671389 Yes No 

62 Engaeus lyelli Moyston, Vic MOY5.4 EU977369 n/a -37.360000 142.671389 Yes No 
63 V Engaeus lyelli Gisborne, approx Type Locality, Vic Mus Vic J14710; MV71 EF493107** n/a -37.444167 144.524167 Yes No 

64 V Engaeus lyelli Gisborne, approx Type Locality, Vic  Mus Vic J14711; MV72 EF493108** n/a -37.444167 144.524167 Yes No 
65 Engaeus lyelli Naringhil Creek, Vic NRN1.1 EU977370 EU977424 -37.780629 143.462133 Yes Yes 

66 Engaeus lyelli Naringhil Creek, Vic NRN2.1 EF493121** n/a -37.707513 143.476310 Yes No 
67 Engaeus lyelli Redmans Track, Vic RED2.1 EU977371 n/a -37.248056 142.649167 Yes No 

68 Engaeus lyelli Mt Stapylton, Grampians, Vic STA1.1 EU977372 n/a -36.924442 142.381606 Yes No 

69 Engaeus lyelli Boreang Vic ? AY223711* n/a -37.174681 142.417169 Yes No 
70 V Engaeus mairener Surveyor Creek, Tas Mus Vic J45680; MV78 EF493109** n/a -41.082564 147.602897 Yes No 

71 V Engaeus mallacoota! Allotype, Double Creek, Vic  Mus Vic J14713; MV107 EF493096** n/a -37.577133 149.741983 Yes No 
72 V Engaeus martigener! Flinders Island, Tas Mus Vic J45432; MV80 EF493111** n/a -40.204569 148.048947 Yes No 

73 Engaeus merosetosus Barwon River, S of Stonehaven, Vic BAR1.1 EU313347** n/a -38.135927 144.264229 Yes No 
74 Engaeus merosetosus Winchelsea, Barwon River, Princes Hwy, Vic WIN1.1 EU313417** n/a -38.242588 143.992018 Yes No 

75 Engaeus merosetosus Waurn Ponds Creek, Deakin Uni, Vic WPC2.1 EF493153** n/a -38.203327 144.302672 Yes No 
76 V Engaeus nulloporius! Frankford, Tas Mus Vic J4106; MV84 EF493112** n/a -41.347694 146.696314 Yes No 

77 V Engaeus orientalis Boulder Creek, Vic  Mus Vic J14725; MV85 EF493113** n/a -37.568136 148.900403 Yes No 
78 A Engaeus phyllocercus! Samsons Bridge, Vic Aus Mus P67188; A27 EF493041** EU977425 -38.372333 146.178167 Yes Yes 

30 Engaeus quadrimanus Moriac, Vic MOR1.2 EU977373 n/a -38.236069 144.198140 Yes No 
31 Engaeus quadrimanus Moriac, Vic MOR1.3 EU977374 n/a -38.236069 144.198140 Yes No 

32 Engaeus quadrimanus Moriac, Vic MOR2.2 EU977375 n/a -38.262023 144.126426 Yes No 

34 Engaeus quadrimanus Dandenong Creek, Mansons Nature Res., Wantirna, Vic WAN1.1 EU977376 n/a -37.840694 145.233417 Yes No 
79 V Engaeus quadrimanus Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne, Vic Mus Vic J42306; MV187 EU977377 n/a -38.128889 145.281389 Yes No 

80 V Engaeus rostrogaleatus! Allotype.  Ryton Junction, Vic  Mus Vic J14734; MV99 EU977378 I n/a -38.526000 146.375000 Yes No 
81 Engaeus sericatus Aire River, Hordern Vale, Vic AIR3.1 EU313346** EU977426 -38.801258 143.480266 Yes Yes 

82 Engaeus sericatus Curdies River tributary, 3 km W of Timboon, Vic CUR2.1 EU313368** EU977427 -38.479549 142.950586 Yes Yes 
83 Engaeus sericatus Merri Cutting, Dennington, Vic GenBank AY223713* n/a -38.374201 142.439743 Yes No 

84 Engaeus sericatus Panmure, Mt Emu Creek, Vic PAN1.3 EU313402** EU977428 -38.336897 142.727216 Yes Yes 
85 Engaeus sericatus Penshurst, Vic  PEN1.4 EF493125** n/a -37.873010 142.290512 Yes No 

86 Engaeus sericatus Wallaby Creek, 2 km S of Lower Heytesbury, Vic WAL1.1 EU313411** EU977429 -38.583870 142.916886 Yes Yes 
87 V Engaeus spinicaudatus! Scottsdale, Tas Mus Vic J56981; MV198 EU977379 n/a -41.082564 147.602897 Yes No 

88 V Engaeus spinicaudatus! Scottsdale, Tas Mus Vic J45696; MV89 EF493114** n/a -41.082564 147.602897 Yes No 
89 Engaeus sternalis! Labertouche Creek, Old Telegraph Rd, Vic Mus Vic J56980; MV90 EU977380 I n/a -38.047711 145.831417 Yes No 
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90 Engaeus strictifrons Crawford River, Vic  CRP1.1 EU977381 n/a -37.934131 141.440090 Yes No 

91 Engaeus strictifrons Darlots Creek, Vic DTS1.1 EU977382 n/a -38.220888 141.768347 Yes No 
92 Engaeus strictifrons Fitzroy River, Vic  FIT1.3 EU977383 n/a -38.223095 141.761168 Yes No 

93 Engaeus strictifrons Kirkstall, Vic  KRK2.1 EU977384 n/a -38.294983 142.248958 Yes No 
94 Engaeus strictifrons McClennans Punt Campground, Glenelg R, Vic MCP1.1 EU977385 n/a -38.029800 141.140000 Yes No 

95 Engaeus strictifrons Myaring, Vic MYA2.7 EU977386 n/a -37.819623 141.202130 Yes No 
96 Engaeus strictifrons Tower Hill, Vic TWH1.1 EF493149** n/a -38.313661 142.312952 Yes No 

97 Engaeus strictifrons Spring Creek, Woolsthorpe, Vic  WOO1.1 EU977387 n/a -38.186176 142.428787 Yes No 
98 V Engaeus tayatea 8 km West of Mt Horror, Tas Mus Vic J45690; MV92 EU977388 n/a -41.062800 147.639133 Yes No 

24 Engaeus tuberculatus Muddy Creek, Selby, Vic MCS1.2 EU977389 EU977430 -37.919861 145.388639 Yes Yes 

26 Engaeus tuberculatus Sassafras Creek, Monbulk, Vic MON1.4 EU977390 n/a -37.885139 145.416722 Yes No 
99 Engaeus urostrictus! Hardys Creek, Sherbrooke Forest, Vic  HAR1.1 EU977391 EU977431 -37.890000 145.374722 Yes Yes 

100 V Engaeus urostrictus! Sherbrooke Forest, Vic  Mus Vic J45681; MV94 EF493115** n/a -37.883328 145.351478 Yes No 
23 Engaeus victoriensis Bayswater, Vic BAY1.2 EU977392 n/a -37.843889 145.268333 Yes No 

25 Engaeus victoriensis Yarra Glen, Vic YRG1.1 EU977393 n/a -37.824722 145.470000 Yes No 
101 V Engaeus yabbimunna! Allotype, Burnie Park, Tas Mus Vic J34475; MV116 EF493101** n/a -41.048936 145.893917 Yes No 

102 Engaewa similis! ? ? AF135982* n/a   Yes No 
103 Engaewa subcoerulea Inlet River, South Western Hwy, Walpole, WA 805 2L EU977394 EU977432 -34.913889 116.690000 Yes Yes 

104 Engaewa subcoerulea Cnr Railway Pde & Sth Wstrn Hwy, Walpole, WA RPD2 EU977395 EU977433 -34.959722 116.599167 Yes Yes 
105 V Engaewa walpolea! Paratype, Valley of Giants Rd, Bowbridge, WA Mus Vic J39560; MV179 EU977396 I n/a -34.951206 116.934597 Yes No 

106! Euastacus bispinosus Burrong Falls, Boreang, Grampians, Vic H101 AF044244* EU977434 -37.145000 142.375000 No Yes 
107 Geocharax falcata First Wannon Creek, Type Locality, Vic FWC1.1 EF493076** EU977435 -37.297778 142.534722 No Yes 

108 Geocharax falcata Redmans Track, Vic RED1.1 EF493134** EU977436 -37.248333 142.606389 No Yes 

109 Geocharax falcata Second Wannon Creek, Vic  SWC1.1 EF493144** EU977437 -37.305833 142.533333 No Yes 
110 Geocharax gracilis Bryant Creek, Vic BRY1.2 EF493052** EU977438 -38.652948 143.233037 Yes Yes 

111 Geocharax gracilis Mosquito Creek, Vic MSQ1.3 EF493095** EU977439 -38.555470 142.878710 No Yes 
112 Geocharax gracilis Ten Mile Creek, Vic TMC1.1 EF493146** EU977440 -38.461057 143.595736 No Yes 

113 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Eel Drain, Vic EEL1.1 EF493068** EU977441 -37.715914 141.166953 No Yes 
114 Geocharax sp. nov. 1 Knights Bridge, Vic  KNB1.1 EF493085** EU977442 -37.430833 142.475000 No Yes 

115 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Kincaid Creek, Vic  KNC1.1 EF493086** EU977443 -38.229508 141.448614 No Yes 
116 Geocharax sp. nov. 2 Serra Road, Vic SER2.3 EF493139** EU977444 -37.348333 142.504722 No Yes 

117 Gramastacus insolitus! Three Bridge Crossing, Vic 3BX1.1 EF493040** EU977445 -37.527222 142.203889 No Yes 
118 Gramastacus insolitus! Dwyers Creek, Vic (G. gracilis syn insolitus Type Loc.) DWY3.1 EF493066** EU977446 -37.475278 142.346389 Yes Yes 

119 Gramastacus sp. nov. Myall Lakes, NSW MYL1.1 EF493118** EU977447 -32.542339 152.311164 No Yes 
120 Gramastacus sp. nov. Myall Lakes, NSW MYL1.3 EF493120** EU977448 -32.542339 152.311164 No Yes 

121 Paranephrops planifrons Hamilton, NZ H89 AF135995* EU977449 -37.683300 175.133000 No Yes 

122 Tenuibranchiurus glypticus Bell Creek site 1, Caloundra, Qld, Type locality BEL1.2 EU977397 EU977450 -26.855306 153.091861 No Yes 
123 Tenuibranchiurus glypticus Bell Creek site 2, Caloundra, Qld, Type locality BEL2.2 EU977398 EU977451 -26.863667 153.096278 No Yes 

124 Tenuibranchiurus glypticus Bribie Island, Bongaree, Qld BRB1.1 EU977399 EU977452 -27.045722 153.175556 Yes Yes 
125 Tenuibranchiurus glypticus Tewantin Forest Reserve, Qld TEW1.1 EU977400 EU977453 -26.377000 152.979444 No Yes 

1 
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Table 14.  Primers used for PCR amplification and direct DNA sequencing.  Thermal 1 

cycling for all primer combinations for both the 16S and GAPDH genes was 94°C for 3 2 
min; 40 cycles of 94°C for 30 s., 50°C for 30 s., 72°C for 30 s.; final extension of 72°C 3 

for 5 min.  During PCR amplification, 2 mM (reaction concentration) of MgCl2 was 4 
used for the 16S rDNA fragment, and 1.5 mM MgCl2 was used for the GAPDH 5 

fragment.   6 

Gene  Primer  Sequence (5’ to 3’) Source 

16S 1471 CCT GTT TAN CAA AAA CAT (Crandall et al. 1995; Crandall and Fitzpatrick 1996) 

 1472 AGA TAG AAA CCA ACC TGG (Crandall et al. 1995; Crandall and Fitzpatrick 1996) 
 SASp3-16SF GAA TTT AAC TTT TAA GTG This study. 

 SASp4-16sR TCA ACA TCG AGG TCG CAA AC This study. 
 16S.73-74H ACT TTA TAG GGT CTT ATC GTC (D. Rowe and C. Burridge, pers. comm.) 

 16S.73-74L GGG ACG ATA AGA CCC TAT AAA (D. Rowe and C. Burridge, pers. comm.) 
 16S.74'-89L TTA CTT TAG GGA TAA CAG CGT AA (D. Rowe and C. Burridge, pers. comm.) 

 16S.74'-89H TTA CGC TGT TAT CCC TAA AGT AA (D. Rowe and C. Burridge, pers. comm.) 
GAPDH G3PCq157F TGA CCC CTT CAT TGC TCT TGA CTA (Buhay et al. 2007) 

 G3PCq981R ATT ACA CGG GTA GAA TAG CCA AAC TC (Buhay et al. 2007) 

 7 

and 1472 (~540bp fragment) for 16S rDNA, or G3PCq157F and G3PCq981R (~872bp) 8 

for GAPDH.  Poor-quality DNA (highly fragmented) was amplified with 16S rDNA 9 

primer combinations: i) 1471 and 16S.73-74H (~200bp); ii) 16S.73-74L and SASp4- 10 

16sR (~225bp), and; iii) 16S.74'-89L and 1472 (~140bp).  These fragments are near 11 

contiguous (i.e. because primer sites are excluded from the sequences), allowing their 12 

approximate end-to-end alignment to obtain the sequence covered by primers 1471 and 13 

1472.  A number of studies have shown that if phylogenetic signal is strong, incomplete 14 

sequences can still be accurately placed in a phylogenetic analysis (e.g. Wiens 2003; 15 

Driskell et al. 2004; Philippe et al. 2004; Wiens 2006); therefore, I included five 16 

incomplete sequences from degraded tissue samples or from GenBank, representing 17 

important taxa for which tissues could not be obtained from other sources (i.e. samples 18 

numbered 35, 41, 56, 80, 89, 105 – refer to Table 13 for details).  Internal primers 19 

designed for the GAPDH fragment did not successfully amplify degraded DNA, likely 20 

because of the low copy-number of nuDNA.   21 

 22 
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Analysis 1 

In phylogenetic studies of divergent taxa, use of length-variable markers (e.g. 16S 2 

rDNA) results in a reasonable degree of alignment uncertainty (Wong et al. 2008), so it 3 

is common practice to filter (e.g. Castresana 2000) ambiguously aligned regions prior to 4 

analysis (Rokas 2008).  Wong et al. (2008) argue that throwing away ambiguous 5 

regions potentially excludes useful information content and does not necessarily solve 6 

the problem of alignment uncertainty.  Including ambiguous regions is one way to 7 

acknowledge alignment uncertainty and valid conclusions can still be drawn when an 8 

appropriate statistical method is applied (Lunter et al. 2005; Wong et al. 2008); 9 

therefore, I chose to include all nucleotide characters in my analyses.  This is a different 10 

approach to that taken in Chapter 3, which excluded ambiguous sites; however, the 11 

findings of Wong et al. (2008) are persuasive, and a preliminary analysis with and 12 

without ambiguous nucleotide sites showed stronger statistical support for clades when 13 

ambiguous sites were included.   14 

Raw 16S sequence data were edited and assembled in Codoncode Aligner ver. 2.0.1 15 

(Codoncode Corporation; Dedham, MA, USA).  Taxa were ordered randomly with 16 

MacClade ver. 4.08 (Maddison and Maddison 2005) and nucleotides were aligned with 17 

the MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) web-based server (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/ 18 

sequence.html, verified March 3rd, 2008).  Manual corrections of obvious 19 

misalignments were made following MUSCLE alignment.  Alignment of the nuDNA 20 

GAPDH fragment was straightforward as no indels were observed.  GAPDH sequences 21 

were translated using the extended universal genetic code in MacClade, from putative 22 

first, second and third codon positions, to screen for premature stop codons and to 23 

ensure an open reading frame for the alignment.  24 
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After alignment, two separate analyses were performed.  The first was a broad scale 1 

analysis to establish generic-level relationships, to re-examine some of the species 2 

boundaries suggested by Chapter 3 and, to test the taxonomic hypotheses of Crandall et 3 

al. (1999), Horwitz (1988b) and Riek (1972).  The taxon set for the first analysis 4 

comprised a representative selection of species from in-group genera Engaeus, 5 

Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus with Cherax included for 6 

comparative purposes.  Outgroup genera were Paranephrops and Euastacus, selected 7 

from Crandall et al. (1999) and from a preliminary analysis during this study.  The 8 

alignment for this analysis consisted of concatenated nucleotide sequences from the 16S 9 

and GAPDH genes (hereafter “combined”).  Table 13 gives details of samples used in 10 

the combined analysis.  11 

The second analysis was an investigation of finer scale relationships within Engaeus 12 

and between Engaeus and Engaewa.  The taxon set was a near complete representation 13 

of Engaeus (33 of 35 species, see Horwitz 1990a; 1994a, for full Engaeus species lists) 14 

and Engaewa (3 of 5 species, see Horwitz and Adams, 2000 for full Engaewa species 15 

list).  Outgroup genera were Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus, selected 16 

from results of the combined dataset.  The nucleotide alignment for the second analysis 17 

was formed from 16S sequences only (hereafter “16S”).  Table 13 gives details of 18 

samples used in the 16S analysis.  19 

For each analysis (combined or 16S), Bayesian phylogenetic inference, Maximum 20 

Parsimony and non-parametric bootstrapping were performed (see below for details).  21 

Phylogenetic trees were illustrated using FigTree ver. 1.1.2 (Rambaut 2008), Mesquite 22 

ver. 1.12 (Maddison and Maddison 2006), and Treegraph ver. 1.0rc4 (Müller and 23 

Müller 2004).  24 

 25 
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Bayesian analyses 1 

Bayesian analyses were implemented in MrBayes v3.1.2 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2 

2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003), essentially as outlined in Chapter 2 and 3 

Chapter 3. 4 

Bayesian analysis of the combined dataset was performed with the model of 5 

evolution partitioned by gene (hereafter “partitioned”), then repeated with a single 6 

model of evolution for the concatenated genes (hereafter “non-partitioned”).  The 7 

partitioned strategy employed the SYM+I+G model of evolution for the GAPDH 8 

partition and the HKY+I+G model for the 16S rDNA partition.  The non-partitioned 9 

strategy of the combined dataset used the model GTR+I+G.  All models of evolution 10 

were selected using the Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike 1974) in MrModeltest 11 

ver. 2.2 (Nylander 2004), implemented in PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford 2003).  The 12 

optimal partitioning strategy was determined using Bayes factor analysis (Kass and 13 

Raftery 1995; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003; Nylander et al. 2004; Brandley et al. 14 

2005).  15 

Bayesian analysis of the 16S dataset used the HKY+I+G model.  Prior to performing 16 

tree searches, all but one representative of each 16S rDNA haplotype was filtered from 17 

the alignment using Collapse ver. 1.2 (Posada 2004).  Bayesian analyses ran for 4 ! 10
6
 18 

generations with a temperature setting of 0.1 and flat default priors.  Analyses were 19 

started from a random tree and were set to perform four searches (nruns = 4).  Trees 20 

were sampled every 1000 cycles.  Phylogenies were estimated from the majority rule 21 

consensus of the pooled post-burnin trees.  Filtered taxa were added to the trees after 22 

performing the analyses.  Bayesian posterior probabilities greater than 0.95 were 23 

considered significant support for a clade (Huelsenbeck and Rannala 2004). 24 

 25 
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Maximum parsimony analysis 1 

Maximum parsimony (MP) heuristic searches were performed as described in 2 

Chapter 3.  Confidence in the resulting clades was estimated using the bootstrap 3 

(Felsenstein 1985), as described in Chapter 3.  Bootstrap support (BS) higher than 70% 4 

was considered significant support for a clade (Hillis and Bull 1993).  5 

 6 

Alternative topologies hypothesis testing  7 

Bayesian and MP tree topologies recovered from the combined analysis were 8 

statistically compared to alternative topologies (phylogenetic hypotheses) of Crandall et 9 

al. (1999), Horwitz (1988b) and Riek (1972).  Crandall et al. (1999) suggested that 10 

Engaewa is monophyletic to the exclusion of all other Australian and New Zealand 11 

genera.  Horwitz (1988b) suggested that Engaeus, Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus 12 

and Tenuibranchiurus form a monophyletic clade to the exclusion of all other parastacid 13 

genera.  And Riek (1972) concluded that Engaeus, Engaewa and Tenuibranchiurus 14 

form a monophyletic clade to the exclusion of all other parastacid genera.  15 

To perform the tests, backbone constraint trees were constructed based on the above 16 

hypotheses and then loaded into PAUP*.  Bayesian trees within the 95% credible set of 17 

trees were then filtered to retain only those trees compatible with the constraints.  If the 18 

filter retained at least one tree within the 95% credible set of trees, then the null 19 

hypothesis that the constraint tree and the Bayesian trees are equal could not be rejected 20 

(applying a significance cut-off value of 0.05) (Huelsenbeck and Rannala 2004).   21 

Additionally, MP heuristic searches were performed (as outlined above) under the 22 

criterion of retaining only those trees compatible with the backbone constraint trees.  23 

The best constraint-compatible trees were statistically compared to the best 24 
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unconstrained trees using the Shimodaira-Hasegawa test (SH test) (Shimodaira and 1 

Hasegawa 1999).  The SH test is safe to use when the trees being compared are 2 

estimated directly from the data (a posteriori), it minimises bias arising from repeated 3 

pairwise comparisons and is a good option when the number of candidate trees is not 4 

very large (Shimodaira and Hasegawa 1999; Goldman et al. 2000; Shimodaira 2002).  5 

The SH test was implemented in PAUP*, using the RELL bootstrap with 1000 6 

replicates.   7 

 8 

Estimating times of divergence 9 

Divergence-time estimates were made within a Bayesian MCMC framework using 10 

BEAST v1.4.7 (Drummond and Rambaut 2007).  Divergence times were calculated as 11 

95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals on a time-measured phylogeny.  The 12 

95% HPD is the shortest interval that contains 95% of all values sampled from the 13 

posterior.  The analysis was performed for the 16S rDNA partition of the combined 14 

dataset (using the model HKY+I+G) and was calibrated by fixing the mean substitution 15 

rate of 16S rDNA to published rates (Drummond et al. 2007).  A fast (0.9% per m.y.; 16 

Sturmbauer et al. 1996) and a slow (0.53% per m.y.; Stillman and Reeb 2001) 17 

substitution rate were used to avoid placing too much confidence in just one estimate.  18 

The GAPDH partition was excluded from the BEAST analysis because a substitution 19 

rate is not published for this gene and fossil calibrations are not available.  I employed 20 

the relaxed uncorrelated lognormal (UCLN) molecular clock model (Drummond et al. 21 

2006), which is a powerful alternative to calculations made under local-clock or no- 22 

clock models when no other calibration data are available (Drummond et al. 2006; 23 

Pybus 2006; Pulquério and Nichols 2007).  Use of this clock also allows BEAST to 24 
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estimate parameters that describe the molecular clock-likeness of the data: if the 1 

ucld.stdev and the coefficient of variation parameter estimates are close to 0.0 then the 2 

data are approximately clock like, but if the values are much greater than 1.0, then the 3 

data display substantial rate heterogeneity among lineages (Drummond et al. 2007). 4 

For the relaxed-clock BEAST analysis, all sequence ages were set to zero (i.e. the 5 

present) because all sequences were sampled within the last 100 years and I assumed a 6 

100 year time period to be negligible on the scale of parastacid evolution (see Porter et 7 

al. 2005; Martin et al. 2008).  The Yule tree prior (speciation) was specified but all other 8 

priors were flat (default).  Monophyly of clades was not enforced and operators were 9 

auto-optimised.  The tree from the Bayesian combined analysis was used as the starting 10 

tree (i.e. that shown in Figure 16) because this tree was statistically well supported.  11 

Two runs were conducted per substitution rate with MCMC chain lengths of 10 ! 10
6 

12 

generations per run.  Parameters were logged every 1000 generations.  Log files were 13 

analysed using Tracer v1.4 (Rambaut and Drummond 2008) to determine the 14 

appropriate burnin and to ensure that runs were sampling from the same distribution.  15 

The burnin phase (conservatively, 10% of total chain length) was discarded from each 16 

log and tree file.  Runs were then combined using LogCombiner ver. 1.4.7 (a module in 17 

the BEAST software package).  Effective Sample Sizes (ESSs) were used to check the 18 

efficiency of the Markov chain.  All pooled post-burnin ESSs for parameters of interest 19 

were much greater than 1000 (after Drummond and Rambaut 2007).  Divergence times 20 

were calculated from these pooled post-burnin results.  BEAST analyses were repeated 21 

for each substitution rate without data to determine the influence of the priors on the 22 

outcome of the analyses, which indicated that the priors alone did not produce the 23 

outcomes (Drummond et al. 2007).  To simplify presentation of the data, the post- 24 

burnin trees from each substitution-rate run were pooled into a single file using 25 
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LogCombiner and the pooled maximum-clade-credibility tree was calculated using 1 

TreeAnnotator ver. 1.4.7 (another BEAST module).  The maximum-clade-credibility 2 

tree is not necessarily the majority-rule consensus tree but is the tree in the posterior 3 

sample that has the maximum sum of posterior clade probabilities on its n-2 internal 4 

nodes (Drummond et al. 2007).  Parsimony and non-parametric bootstrapping were also 5 

performed on the 16S rDNA partition, as described above.   6 

 7 

Genetic distance calculations 8 

To allow at least some comparison of pairwise genetic distances between taxa across 9 

datasets, or between this study and earlier studies, I calculated genetic distances in the 10 

form of p-distances (proportion of nucleotide differences) using MEGA ver. 3 (Kumar 11 

et al. 2004).  Understandably, p-distances and other genetic distance measures have 12 

been criticised as rather crude indicators of evolutionary history, as small distances are 13 

consistent with a recent common ancestor but also consistent with a more ancient 14 

common ancestor and a slower rate of sequence change (Pybus 2006).   15 

Taxa with incomplete nucleotide sequences were excluded from p-distance 16 

calculations (i.e. samples numbered 35, 41, 56, 80, 89, 105 – refer to Table 13 for 17 

details).  Between-clade and within clade p-distances were calculated for major clades 18 

recovered by the combined and 16S Bayesian analyses. 19 

 20 

Results 21 

I obtained 59 new 16S rDNA sequences comprising 2 Cherax, 3 Engaewa, 50 Engaeus 22 

and 4 Tenuibranchiurus specimens; and 53 new GAPDH sequences comprising 16 23 
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Cherax, 15 Engaeus, 2 Engaewa, 1 Euastacus, 11 Geocharax, 4 Gramastacus, 1 1 

Paranephrops and 4 Tenuibranchiurus specimens.  Sixty-four previously published 16S 2 

GenBank sequences were also included in the analyses, comprising 14 Cherax, 34 3 

Engaeus, 1 Euastacus, 10 Geocharax, 4 Gramastacus, and 1 Paranephrops.  NCBI 4 

GenBank accession numbers for all nucleotide sequences are presented in Table 13.  All 5 

newly generated nucleotide sequences are deposited in NCBI GenBank under accession 6 

numbers EU977342-EU977453. 7 

Combined analysis (GAPDH combined with 16S; Bayesian and MP) 8 

The “combined” analysis was performed on nucleotide data from the mitochondrial 9 

16S rDNA (469 bp, including gaps) and nuclear GAPDH (648 bp) genes for 53 10 

samples.  Of the aligned 1117 bp, 373 nucleotide sites were variable and 312 were 11 

parsimony informative.  Bayes Factor analysis showed that partitioning the model of 12 

evolution by gene gave a very strong improvement in overall fit of the model.  Tree 13 

topologies, however, did not differ between the partitioned and non-partitioned 14 

strategies and Bayesian posterior probabilities (Pp) were generally higher for the 15 

partitioned strategy.  Parsimony analysis recovered two most parsimonious trees, each 16 

of 1285 steps, with consistency and retention indices of 0.436 and 0.794, respectively.  17 

The resultant strict-consensus tree topology was broadly consistent with the Bayesian 18 

tree.  In Figure 16, I present the Bayesian tree with Pp from the partitioned strategy and 19 

bootstrap support (BS) values for clades found in both the Bayesian analyses and 20 

parsimony analyses.   21 

Bayesian and parsimony analyses strongly support monophyly of all genera except 22 

Engaeus, suggesting instead that Engaeus comprises two divergent lineages with  23 

 24 
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 1 

Figure 16.  Phylogeny (majority-rule consensus) of all genera (combined analysis), 2 

recovered from Bayesian analysis of 469 bp of the mitochondrial 16S rDNA and 648 bp 3 
of the nuclear GAPDH using a model of evolution partitioned by gene.  Branch labels in 4 

bold type are Bayesian posterior probabilities (Pp) and branch labels in regular type are 5 
bootstrap support values for clades that were also found in the strict-consensus tree of 6 

the parsimony analysis.  Support values less than Pp 0.50 or bootstrap 50% are not 7 

shown.  Sample numbers following taxon names (in parentheses) are described in Table 8 

13.  New South Wales, NSW; Victoria, Vic. 9 
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Engaeus lyelli seemingly closer to Engaewa than to other Engaeus species.  Engaeus 1 

lyelli is monophyletic (Pp 1, BS 100%) and sister to Engaewa (Pp 0.56, BS <50%).  2 

Support for a monophyletic Engaewa is high (Pp 1, BS 100%), but this is to be expected 3 

since only two samples of one species (Engaewa subcoerulea Riek, 1967) are 4 

represented in the tree.  Engaeus “sensu stricto” samples are monophyletic (Pp 1, BS 5 

96%) and the sister relationship between these samples and the Engaeus lyelli, Engaewa 6 

clade is only weakly supported (Pp 0.80, BS 55%).  Albeit with a very limited 7 

geographic representation of samples, Engaeus lyelli consists of two sub-clades that 8 

correspond to an eastern (samples numbered 58 and 65) and a western (sample 57) 9 

lineage.  The monophyly of Engaeus sensu stricto, Engaeus lyelli, Engaewa, 10 

Gramastacus, Geocharax and Tenuibranchiurus is strongly supported (Pp 1, BS 95%).   11 

Geocharax comprises four lineages: G. falcata Clark, 1941a (Pp 0.99, BS 88%), G. 12 

gracilis Clark, 1936b (Pp 1, BS 97%), G. sp. nov. 1 (Pp 1, BS 100%) and G. sp. nov. 2 13 

(Pp 0.99, BS 97%).  Further, I find two strongly supported lineages within 14 

Gramastacus: G. insolitus Riek, 1972 (Pp 1, BS 100%) and G. sp. nov. (Pp 1, BS 15 

100%).  No notable phylogenetic structure was found among the Tenuibranchiurus 16 

samples. 17 

Cherax is supported as monophyletic (Pp 1, BS 100%) with three geographically 18 

based sub-clades that broadly correspond to a northern (Pp 1, BS 99%), an eastern (low 19 

support, Pp 0.57, BS 70%) and a western (Pp 1, BS 99%) lineage.  A sister relationship 20 

between Cherax and the remaining genera is not well supported (Pp 0.66, BS <50%).   21 

Genetic p-distances (Table 15) show that distances within genera (excluding the 22 

outgroup: min. 0.005 ±s.e. 0.002, max. 0.059 ±s.e. 0.004) are less than distances 23 

between genera (excluding the outgroup: min 0.062 ±s.e. 0.006, max 0.141 ±s.e. 0.009).   24 

 25 
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Table 15.  “Combined” analysis (GAPDH and 16S rDNA), mean pairwise between- 1 

clade genetic p-distances.  Values represent the proportion (p-distance) of nucleotide 2 
differences (± standard error).  Distances between clades are shown below the diagonal 3 

and distances within clades are shown on the diagonal.  Clades definitions are based on 4 
Figure 16.  Total number of specimens (n) = 53. 5 

n Clade  [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 

16 Cherax spp [1] 0.059±0.004        

12 Engaeus sensu stricto [2] 0.125±0.009 0.047±0.004       

3 Engaeus lyelli [3] 0.132±0.010 0.102±0.007 0.033±0.004      

2 Engaewa subcoerulea [4] 0.141±0.009 0.108±0.008 0.124±0.009 0.005±0.002     

10 Geocharax spp [5] 0.120±0.009 0.085±0.007 0.104±0.008 0.099±0.008 0.021±0.003    

4 Gramastacus spp [6] 0.116±0.009 0.080±0.006 0.105±0.009 0.107±0.009 0.062±0.006 0.015±0.003   

4 Tenuibranchiurus glypticus [7] 0.127±0.009 0.106±0.008 0.120±0.009 0.126±0.010 0.083±0.007 0.085±0.008 0.021±0.003  

2 Outgroup [8] 0.110±0.007 0.106±0.008 0.128±0.009 0.130±0.009 0.110±0.008 0.103±0.008 0.127±0.009 0.088±0.008 

 6 

Notably, the genetic distance separating Engaeus lyelli and Engaeus sensu stricto  7 

(0.102 ±s.e. 0.007) is consistent with other generic-level distances in this study.   8 

 9 

Alternative topologies hypothesis testing (combined analysis) 10 

The phylogenetic hypothesis of Crandall et al. (1999), that Engaewa is monophyletic 11 

to the exclusion of all other Australian and New Zealand genera (i.e. of all genera in the 12 

present study), was rejected by the Bayesian analysis.  Similarly, parsimony analysis 13 

also rejected this hypothesis: p-values for the SH tests were between 0.005 and 0.007. 14 

The phylogenetic hypothesis of Horwitz (1988b), that Engaeus (i.e. Engaeus sensu 15 

stricto and E. lyelli), Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus form a 16 

monophyletic clade to the exclusion of all other parastacid genera (i.e. all other genera 17 

in the present study) is consistent with the relationships recovered by my Bayesian and 18 

parsimony analyses.  19 

The phylogenetic hypothesis of Riek (1972), that Engaeus, Engaewa and 20 

Tenuibranchiurus form a monophyletic clade to the exclusion of all other parastacid 21 

genera (i.e. all other genera in the present study), was rejected by the Bayesian analysis.  22 
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Similarly, this hypothesis was also rejected by parsimony analysis: p-values for the SH 1 

tests were between 0.012 to 0.018 2 

Estimates of divergence times (16S partition of the combined analysis) 3 

Figure 17 shows the maximum-clade-credibility phylogeny overlain with the 4 

posterior distribution (95% HPD interval) of divergence times, Bayesian Pp and 5 

parsimony BS branch support.  Branching order of this tree was largely congruent with 6 

Figure 18 (the MrBayes tree from the combined analysis).  The parameter estimates for 7 

the ucld.stdev and the coefficient of variation were 0.33 and 0.32, respectively, 8 

indicating that the data were close to clock-like with only low rate-heterogeneity among 9 

lineages.  Parsimony analysis of the 16S partition (469 bp) showed 233 variable 10 

characters and 201 parsimony informative characters.  Eight equally most parsimonious 11 

trees were recovered, each having a length of 1010 steps.  The consistency and retention 12 

indices of these trees were 0.383 and 0.732, respectively.  The strict-consensus 13 

parsimony tree showed a number of dissimilarities to the maximum-clade-credibility 14 

phylogeny in terms of intergeneric branching order, though reciprocal monophyly of 15 

each genus was still recovered.  16 

Figure 17 shows strong statistical support for the reciprocal monophyly of Cherax 17 

(Pp 1, BS 98%), Engaeus sensu stricto (Pp 1, BS 77%), E. lyelli (Pp 1, BS 100%), 18 

Engaewa (Pp 1, BS 100%), Gramastacus (Pp 1, BS 100%), Geocharax (Pp 1, BS 97%) 19 

and Tenuibranchiurus (Pp 1, BS 100%).  Although it is not well supported, the sister 20 

relationship between Cherax and the remaining (monophyletic) in-group genera is 21 

concordant with the results of the combined analysis.  Further compatible with the 22 

combined analysis, strong support is shown for: three geographic divisions within  23 

 24 
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 1 
Figure 17.  BEAST analysis all genera (16S rDNA partition of combined analysis), 2 

showing 95% highest posterior density intervals of divergence times (node bars) on the 3 

maximum-clade-credibility phylogeny.  Tree recovered from analysis of 469 bp of the 4 
mitochondrial 16S gene, using substitution rates of 0.9% per m.y. (Sturmbauer et al., 5 

1996) and 0.53% per m.y.  (Stillman and Reeb, 2001) and a relaxed uncorrelated 6 
lognormal clock.  Divergence times scaled in millions of years (My).  Branch labels in 7 

bold type are Bayesian posterior probabilities (Pp) and branch labels in regular type are 8 
bootstrap support values for clades also found in the strict-consensus tree of the 9 

parsimony analysis.  Support values less than Pp 0.50 or bootstrap 50% not shown.  10 

Sample numbers following taxon names (in parentheses) are described in Table 13.  11 

New South Wales, NSW; Victoria, Vic.   12 
 13 

Cherax, two species of Gramastacus, four species of Geocharax and, deep-level 14 

divergence between Engaeus sensu stricto and E. lyelli.   15 

Node bars in Figure 17 are highly variable, but less so toward the tips of the tree than 16 

toward the root.  Estimates of divergence times were not statistically valid for some 17 

nodes in the phylogeny, shown as nodes without node bars.  Engaeus lyelli appears to 18 
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be one of the older lineages in the phylogeny, older than Engaeus sensu stricto, 1 

diverging from the other in-group genera ~37 Ma.  Engaeus sensu stricto diverged from 2 

Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus ~32 Ma.  Gramastacus diverged from 3 

Geocharax and Tenuibranchiurus ~25 Ma.  Tenuibranchiurus and Geocharax likely 4 

diverged from one another ~20 Ma.  The age of Cherax is incalculable from the data but 5 

it appears that a split between eastern and northern/western Cherax lineages occurred 6 

~25 Ma whereas the northern and western Cherax lineages diverged from one another 7 

~20 Ma. 8 

 9 

16S analysis (focusing on Engaeus and Engaewa) 10 

The “16S” analysis was performed using nucleotide data from the mitochondrial 16S 11 

rDNA locus (478 bp, including gaps) for 91 samples, comprising 33 of 35 recognised 12 

Engaeus species (i.e. inclusive of E. lyelli), representing ~94% of species in the genus, 13 

and three of five species of Engaewa, representing 60% of the genus (Table 13).  14 

Engaeus orramakunna Horwitz, 1990a, and E. cunicularius were not represented in the 15 

taxon set because tissue obtained from museum specimens failed to yield useable DNA.  16 

For the same reason, samples of Engaewa reducta Riek, 1967 and Engaewa 17 

pseudoreducta Horwitz and Adams, 2000 were not included.  Samples for which only 18 

part of the 16S rDNA sequence was obtained include the sole representatives of 19 

Engaeus curvisuturus Horwitz, 1990a (291 bp fragment including gaps, sample number 20 

35, Table 13), E. leptorhynchus Clark, 1939 (450 bp including gaps, sample 56), E. 21 

rostrogaleatus Horwitz, 1990a (471 bp including gaps, sample 80), E. sternalis (Clark, 22 

1936b) (291 bp including gaps, sample 89), and Engaewa walpolea Horwitz & Adams, 23 
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2000 (269 bp including gaps, sample 105).  One of the two samples of Engaeus fossor 1 

(Erichson, 1846) (444 bp including gaps, sample 41) was also an incomplete sequence.   2 

In Figure 18, I present the tree and Pp from the 16S Bayesian analysis, with BS 3 

values for clades found in both the parsimony and Bayesian analyses.  Parsimony 4 

analysis recovered 691 most-parsimonious trees, each of 1323 steps.  The consistency 5 

and retention indices of these trees were 0.317 and 0.707, respectively.  Of the aligned 6 

478 bp, 250 nucleotide sites were variable and 206 were parsimony informative.  The 7 

parsimony tree was similar to the Bayesian tree only at low divergences, mostly at the 8 

intraspecific level.  Parsimony analysis failed to recover many of the interspecific 9 

branches shown by the Bayesian analysis and there was no resolution in the parsimony 10 

tree between the out-group and in-group taxa or between the out-group taxa.   11 

Applying cut-off values of Pp >0.95, BS >70% (Hillis and Bull 1993; Huelsenbeck 12 

and Rannala 2004), monophyly of Engaeus is not statistically supported and none of the 13 

branches dividing Engaeus sensu stricto from Engaeus lyelli or Engaewa are 14 

significant.  Although without significant statistical support, the deeper branching 15 

structure is concordant with the tree recovered from the combined dataset in that there 16 

occurs a sister relationship between Engaewa and Engaeus lyelli, and these clades, 17 

together, are sister to Engaeus sensu stricto.  Monophyly of Engaeus lyelli is strongly 18 

supported (Pp 1, BS 100%) and monophyly of Engaewa is reasonably well supported 19 

(Pp 1, BS 63%).  Table 16 shows that mean genetic distance within Engaeus sensu 20 

stricto (0.118 ±s.e. 0.008) or within Engaeus lyelli (0.057 ±s.e. 0.007) is less than that 21 

between Engaeus sensu stricto and E. lyelli (0.187 ±s.e.0.014); thus, consistent with 22 

generic level divergences in the dataset.  Two sub-clades are found within Engaeus 23 

lyelli and these appear to correlate geographically to an eastern (Pp 0.50, BS <50%) and  24 

 25 
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 1 

Figure 18.  Phylogeny (majority-rule consensus) of Engaeus and Engaewa (16S 2 
analysis), recovered from Bayesian analysis of 478 bp of the 16S rDNA.  Thirty-three 3 
of 35 currently recognised Engaeus species are represented in this tree, as are three of 4 

the five currently recognised Engaewa species.  Branch labels in bold type are Bayesian 5 
posterior probabilities (Pp) and branch labels in regular type are bootstrap support 6 

values for clades that were also found in the strict-consensus tree of the parsimony 7 
analysis.  Support values less than Pp 0.50 or bootstrap 50% are not shown.  Sample 8 

numbers following taxon names (in parentheses) are described in Table 13.  Geographic 9 

regions are indicated by C (central), N (north), E (east), S (south), W (west), NE, NW, 10 

SE, SW, WSW and ESW.  Flinders Island, FI; New South Wales, NSW; Tasmania, Tas; 11 
Victoria, Vic; Western Australia, WA.  12 

 13 
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Table 16.  “16S” (Engaeus, Engaewa) analysis, mean pairwise between-clade genetic 1 

p-distances.  Values represent the proportion (p-distance) of nucleotide differences (± 2 
standard error).  Distances between clades are shown below the diagonal and distances 3 

within clades are shown on the diagonal.  Clade definitions are based on Figure 18, with 4 
Engaeus sensu stricto indicating all Engaeus spp. except E. lyelli.  Number of 5 

specimens (n) = 86.  Taxa with incomplete nucleotide sequences were excluded from 6 
calculations (refer to Table 13 for details).  7 

n Clade  [1] [2] [3] [4] 

68 Engaeus sensu stricto [1] 0.118±0.008    

12 Engaeus lyelli [2] 0.187±0.014 0.057±0.007   
3 Engaewa spp [3] 0.193±0.014 0.226±0.016 0.119±0.012  

3 Outgroup [4] 0.151±0.011 0.189±0.015 0.190±0.014 0.134±0.012 

 8 

a western (Pp 0.64, BS 92%) lineage in southwestern Victoria.  Table 17 shows genetic 9 

distance between the eastern (“E”) and western (“W”) E. lyelli clades (0.08 ±s.e. 0.01) 10 

is consistent with other species-level distances in the dataset.  11 

My data show eight major clades within Engaeus sensu stricto but one of these 12 

clades is represented only by a single sample of a single taxon (E. rostrogaleatus 13 

Horwitz, 1990a).  Three of the clades contain species from both Victoria and Tasmania, 14 

spanning the Bass Strait marine-divide (see Horwitz 1988a; 1990a; 1994a, for Engaeus 15 

spp distribution maps).  The two most basal clades contain northeastern Tasmanian and 16 

southeastern Victorian species.  Within the Tasmanian fauna, a division is broadly 17 

apparent between eastern and western species, as no single clade contains both eastern 18 

and western Tasmanian species.  Six clades contain more than one recognised species, 19 

and four species represented by multiple samples do not form clades as anticipated by 20 

the current taxonomy: E. merosetosus is nested within E. sericatus; and E. tuberculatus 21 

Clark, 1936b is nested within E. victoriensis Smith & Schuster, 1913.  That the single E. 22 

curvisuturus sample is nested within the E. affinis Smith & Schuster, 1913 samples 23 

could be an artefact of E. curvisuturus being represented by a single, incomplete 24 

25 



 

 

Table 17.  “16S” (Engaeus, Engaewa) analysis, mean pairwise between-clade genetic p-distances.  Values represent the proportion (p-distance) of 1 
nucleotide differences (± standard error).  Distances between clades are shown below the diagonal and distances within clades are shown on the 2 

diagonal.  Only species represented by more than one individual with complete nucleotide sequences (refer to Table 13 for details) were included in the 3 
calculations; however, the single representative of Engaewa similis was included as was one of the two Engaeus fossor sequences (which was only 4 

93% complete).  Number of specimens (n) = 74. 5 
 6 
n Species  [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 

4 Engaeus affinis [1] 0.01±0.00                      

3 Engaeus cisternarius [2] 0.13±0.01 0.03±0.01                     

2 Engaeus cymus [3] 0.10±0.01 0.15±0.02 0.02±0.01                    

2 Engaeus disjuncticus [4] 0.14±0.01 0.10±0.01 0.16±0.02 0.03±0.01                   

2 Engaeus fossor [5] 0.13±0.01 0.14±0.01 0.15±0.02 0.14±0.01 0.06±0.01                  

6 Engaeus fultoni [6] 0.08±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.11±0.01 0.13±0.02 0.11±0.01 0.00±0.00                 

2 Engaeus karnanga [7] 0.07±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.11±0.01 0.14±0.02 0.12±0.01 0.03±0.01 0.00±0.00                

2 Engaeus laevis [8] 0.10±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.14±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.13±0.01 0.09±0.01 0.10±0.01 0.02±0.01               

3 Engaeus lengana [9] 0.14±0.02 0.13±0.01 0.18±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.12±0.01 0.11±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.14±0.01 0.02±0.01              

3 Engaeus merosetosus [10] 0.08±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.11±0.01 0.14±0.02 0.13±0.01 0.06±0.01 0.06±0.01 0.11±0.01 0.13±0.02 0.00±0.00             

5 Engaeus quadrimanus [11] 0.08±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.14±0.02 0.13±0.01 0.03±0.01 0.04±0.01 0.10±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.05±0.01 0.00±0.00            

6 Engaeus sericatus [12] 0.08±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.11±0.01 0.14±0.02 0.13±0.01 0.06±0.01 0.06±0.01 0.11±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.01±0.00 0.05±0.01 0.01±0.00           

2 Engaeus spinicaudatus [13] 0.13±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.13±0.01 0.13±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.13±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.12±0.02 0.13±0.02 0.13±0.02 0.00±0.00          

8 Engaeus strictifrons [14] 0.13±0.01 0.16±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.16±0.02 0.14±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.15±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.12±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.14±0.02 0.01±0.00         

2 Engaeus tuberculatus [15] 0.12±0.01 0.18±0.02 0.13±0.01 0.18±0.02 0.17±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.13±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.16±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.02±0.01        

2 Engaeus urostrictus [16] 0.11±0.01 0.17±0.02 0.13±0.01 0.17±0.02 0.16±0.02 0.13±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.15±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.12±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.12±0.01 0.15±0.02 0.16±0.02 0.08±0.01 0.02±0.01       

2 Engaeus victoriensis [17] 0.11±0.01 0.18±0.02 0.14±0.01 0.19±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.14±0.01 0.14±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.14±0.01 0.14±0.01 0.14±0.01 0.16±0.02 0.16±0.02 0.05±0.01 0.08±0.01 0.05±0.01      

5 Engaeus lyelli (E) [18] 0.17±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.17±0.02 0.16±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.18±0.01 0.16±0.02 0.17±0.02 0.17±0.02 0.17±0.01 0.19±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.21±0.02 0.05±0.01     

8 Engaeus lyelli (W) [19] 0.18±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.21±0.02 0.21±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.17±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.21±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.22±0.02 0.08±0.01 0.00±0.00    

1 Engaewa similis [20] 0.19±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.17±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.17±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.21±0.02 0.22±0.02 0.21±0.02 0.23±0.02 0.24±0.02 n/c±n/c   

2 Engaewa subcoerulea [21] 0.20±0.02 0.21±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.20±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.21±0.02 0.22±0.02 0.21±0.02 0.21±0.02 0.23±0.02 0.17±0.02 0.01±0.00  

3 Outgroup [22] 0.14±0.01 0.16±0.01 0.16±0.01 0.17±0.02 0.15±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.16±0.01 0.16±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.14±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.17±0.02 0.15±0.01 0.19±0.02 0.17±0.01 0.19±0.02 0.19±0.01 0.19±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.13±0.01 

 7 
 8 
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nucleotide sequence.  Genetic distance (Table 17) within E. merosetosus (0.00 ±s.e. 1 

0.00) or E. sericatus (0.01 ±s.e. 0.00) is approximately equivalent to distance between 2 

E. merosetosus and E. sericatus (0.01 ±s.e. 0.00), and distance within E. tuberculatus 3 

(0.02 ±s.e. 0.01) or E. victoriensis (0.05 ±s.e. 0.01) is similar to the mean distance 4 

between E. tuberculatus and E. victoriensis (0.05 ±s.e. 0.01).  All other species that are 5 

represented by more than one sample form monophyletic lineages consistent with 6 

morphology. 7 

 8 

Discussion 9 

In this paper, I present the first comprehensive molecular phylogenetic and systematic 10 

treatment of a taxonomically challenging and conservationally important group of 11 

Australian burrowing freshwater crayfish using nucleotide sequence data from a 12 

combination of mitochondrial and nuclear genes.  This study is the first to explore the 13 

use of the single-copy, nuclear, protein-coding GAPDH gene for a phylogenetic 14 

assessment of southern hemisphere freshwater crayfish (superfamily Parastacoidea).  15 

Buhay et al. (2007) used GAPDH to delineate species boundaries in the northern 16 

hemisphere freshwater crayfish (superfamily Astacoidea), genus Cambarus (Erichson, 17 

1846), subgenus Aviticambarus Hobbs 1969, and, concordant with their findings, I find 18 

GAPDH to be useful for supporting species-level divisions (i.e. Gramastacus, 19 

Geocharax) in Parastacidae; however, I also find GAPDH to be ideal for resolving even 20 

deeper, generic-level divisions.  Concatenation of GAPDH nucleotide data with those 21 

from the mitochondrial 16S rDNA gene provide more robust estimates of taxonomic 22 

and phylogenetic relationships than has previously been achieved for this group of 23 

parastacid crayfish.  In summary, the combined-gene analysis shows that Engaeus, 24 
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Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus are a monophyletic group, 1 

which is a finding that is in contrast to earlier studies (Riek 1972; Crandall et al. 1999) 2 

but is supported by morphological traits (as discussed below).   3 

A major additional finding is the confirmation that Engaeus contains extreme genetic 4 

diversity, with E. lyelli warranting taxonomic recognition as a new genus.  This helps to 5 

resolve the confusion that has surrounded E. lyelli since its description (Clark 1936b; 6 

Kane 1964; Riek 1969; Horwitz 1990a) and highlights the extraordinary freshwater 7 

crayfish genetic diversity of southwest Victoria.  In light of my results, the southwest of 8 

Victoria now contains representatives of six (previously five) genera of freshwater 9 

crayfish within a relatively confined geographic area, increasing the total number of 10 

genera in southeastern Australia (Victoria and Tasmania) from eight to nine, and the 11 

total number of genera in Australia to eleven.  Therefore, in taxonomic and genetic 12 

terms, southeastern Australia contains a degree and density of freshwater crayfish 13 

generic-level diversity that is unrivalled anywhere in the world (Crandall and Buhay 14 

2008).  15 

Further, this study provides a much better understanding of intra-generic nucleotide 16 

variation in Engaeus.  Of the three most diverse parastacid genera (Euastacus, Cherax 17 

and Engaeus), Engaeus has been the least studied from a modern-day molecular-genetic 18 

perspective.  Earlier, sequences were only available for less than 35% of the recognised 19 

Engaeus species.  My research now makes sequence data available for more than 94% 20 

of the known Engaeus species, and thirteen of fourteen threatened, vulnerable or 21 

endangered Engaeus species are included in this study (Department of Primary 22 

Industries and Water 2002; IUCN 2008).  23 

 24 
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Evaluation of phylogenetic hypotheses 1 

Bayesian and parsimony analyses of the combined mitochondrial and nuclear 2 

nucleotide data reject the hypothesis proposed by Riek (1972) that Engaeus, Engaewa 3 

and Tenuibranchiurus form a monophyletic clade exclusive of all other parastacid 4 

genera.  Riek (1972) proposed this grouping based on a putative synapomorphic, 5 

vertical orientation of the great chelae, but my analyses show chelae orientation to be 6 

homoplasious.  Therefore, vertical chelae orientation has either been partially or largely 7 

lost in some genera (i.e. Gramastacus and Geocharax) or gained independently at least 8 

twice (i.e. once in the Tenuibranchiurus lineage and again in the lineage containing 9 

Engaeus sensu stricto, E. lyelli and Engaewa spp).  10 

The combined-gene Bayesian and parsimony analyses also reject the hypothesis 11 

proposed by Crandall et al. (1999) that Engaewa is monophyletic to the exclusion of all 12 

other Australian and New Zealand genera.  My analyses show instead that Engaewa, 13 

Engaeus sensu stricto, E. lyelli, Gramastacus, Geocharax and Tenuibranchiurus form a 14 

strongly supported monophyletic lineage. 15 

The uniting of Engaeus sensu stricto (and E. lyelli), Engaewa, Gramastacus, 16 

Geocharax and Tenuibranchiurus within a monophyletic clade by the combined-gene 17 

Bayesian and parsimony analyses is in support of Horwitz’s (1988b) hypothesis.  That 18 

these genera form a monophyletic clade is also in support of assumptions made by 19 

Horwitz (1990a) and Horwitz and Adams (2000).  Horwitz’s (1988b) hypothesis is 20 

based on the possession of a morphological synapomorphy consisting of the presence of 21 

a flap on the second abdominal pleonite in reproductively active females.  Adaptation to 22 

burrowing is thought to have resulted in overall reduction in size of the abdomen, with a 23 

narrowing of the first abdominal somite (Riek 1969; Suter 1977a; Horwitz and 24 

Richardson 1986; Horwitz 1988b; 1990a) and the flap serves well to shield the eggs 25 
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(Horwitz 1988b; 1990a).  Other studies of freshwater crayfish have found a number of 1 

morphological features associated with burrowing to be plastic but other less 2 

conspicuous traits to be phylogenetically informative (e.g. see Austin and Knott 1996; 3 

Horwitz and Adams 2000).   4 

 5 

Taxonomic implications 6 

The addition of nuclear, protein-coding data helps to corroborate important 7 

taxonomic findings of Chapter 3 that were based on ribosomal mtDNA information 8 

only.  That is, the combined-gene data confirm that: Geocharax does indeed comprise 9 

four species including two newly discovered cryptic species (G. falcata, G. gracilis, G. 10 

sp. nov. 1 and G. sp. nov. 2); Gramastacus comprises two species including one newly 11 

discovered species (G. insolitus and G. sp. nov.); and Engaeus lyelli is so divergent 12 

from Engaeus sensu stricto that it warrants recognition as a new genus.  In addition, the 13 

mitochondrial and nuclear data suggest the presence of two species within E. lyelli, 14 

consisting of what appears to be allopatric eastern and western lineages.  Horwitz et al. 15 

(1990) detected eastern, central and western variants in the divergent E. lyelli lineage 16 

using allozyme data, so the number and distributions of these putative species needs to 17 

be clarified with further collecting and sequencing.   18 

The mitochondrial 16S rDNA data in this study confirm, or are at least consistent 19 

with, the majority of currently recognised Engaeus species, but they highlight a number 20 

of uncertainties with respect to the taxonomy of several other Engaeus species.  Under a 21 

genealogical species concept (sensu Baum and Shaw 1995; Shaw 1998; 2001; Wiens 22 

and Penkrot 2002) and on the presumption that morphologically defined species 23 

represent real biological entities, molecular phylogeny should reflect morphological 24 
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classification; however, this is not the case for at least two sets of species.  Engaeus 1 

sericatus and E. merosetosus are indistinguishable from one another, and E. 2 

tuberculatus is nested within E. victoriensis.  The allozyme study of Horwitz et al. 3 

(1990) showed some samples of E. merosetosus to be indistinguishable from E. 4 

sericatus, and some samples of E. tuberculatus when compared to E. victoriensis were 5 

noted as inconclusively delineated.  Therefore, until further research has been conducted 6 

– and by virtue of chronology of species description – I suggest reference to the first 7 

group as the “Engaeus sericatus-complex” and, to the second group as the “Engaeus 8 

victoriensis-complex”.  My finding of E. curvisuturus being nested within E. affinis – 9 

although possibly an artefact of E. curvisuturus being represented by a single, 10 

incomplete nucleotide sequence – is also consistent with that of Horwitz et al. (1990); 11 

there appears also, then, to exist an “E. affinis-complex”.  This latter statement needs to 12 

be tempered by noting the occurrence of fixed allozyme differences between E. affinis 13 

and E. curvisuturus where they occurred in sympatry (Horwitz et al. 1990).   14 

Horwitz et al. (1990) also showed inconclusively delineated species boundaries in 15 

comparisons of E. fultoni with E. cunicularius, and E. karnanga with E. quadrimanus.  16 

Horwitz (1990a) resolved these species using independent morphological data.  17 

Mitochondrial 16S rDNA data in this study show E. quadrimanus, E. karnanga and E. 18 

fultoni to be more closely related to each another than they are to other species in the 19 

genus (and the 16S rDNA data show this lineage to include E. tayatea); and during 20 

morphological identification of samples during this study, some samples of E. 21 

quadrimanus (especially the samples from the Wantirna, Victoria site, WAN1) were 22 

found to share taxonomic characters with E. cunicularius.  Therefore, the close and 23 

potentially indeterminate relationships among E. quadrimanus, E. karnanga, E. fultoni 24 

and E. cunicularius calls for a more comprehensive evaluation of this group using 25 
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additional samples and nuclear nucleotide data from the full geographic ranges of these 1 

species.  The molecular 16S data otherwise support existing taxonomic treatments, with 2 

samples of putative species forming monophyletic groups consistent with each of the 3 

morphologically diagnosed species.   4 

Two additional findings should be highlighted with regard to lineages within 5 

Engaeus sensu stricto.  The first is that E. rostrogaleatus is the only species in the genus 6 

without the anterolateral flap on the abdomen of females (Horwitz 1990a) and this 7 

species falls into a clade of its own at the base of the Engaeus sensu stricto clade (I do 8 

not attribute the unique placement of E. rostrogaleatus to the seven indeterminate 9 

nucleotides (NNNs) in the 16S sequence as these occur in an invariable region of the 10 

alignment).  The second finding is that Engaeus laevis was placed in the middle of the 11 

Engaeus sensu stricto clade despite this species having reproductive morphologies 12 

similar to Gramastacus (i.e. the size of penes) (Horwitz 1990a).  The overall claw and 13 

abdomen features of E. laevis are not characteristically burrowing ones, suggesting that 14 

these and the reproductive morphologies are secondarily derived.  The placement of E. 15 

laevis using 16S rDNA data is reasonably consistent with the findings of Horwitz et 16 

al.’s (1990) allozyme study. 17 

 18 

Evolutionary and biogeographical implications 19 

Estimates of divergence times indicate that significant, largely geographically based 20 

diversification occurred in these crayfish between 20 Ma (early Miocene) and 37 Ma 21 

(late Eocene).  The major geographical divisions within the group are between the 22 

southwesterly Engaewa, the southeasterly Engaeus and Geocharax and the central- 23 

eastern coastal Tenuibranchiurus.  Gramastacus holds an intermediate distribution 24 
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being found in the southeast in sympatry with Geocharax and Engaeus lyelli and along 1 

the central-coast of eastern Australia near Tenuibranchiurus.  The centre of diversity of 2 

Geocharax is further north (i.e. in the Grampians Mountains/National Park [Gariwerd]) 3 

than the centre of diversity of Engaeus, which is apparently more to the south and east 4 

of The Grampians; thus, the current overlapping distribution (summarised in Figure 19) 5 

might be the result of secondary dispersal.  6 

The most geographically disjunct genus of burrowing crayfish is Engaewa (Horwitz 7 

and Adams 2000), currently isolated by a barrier of more than 3000 km of arid and 8 

semi-arid land from its nearest relatives in southeastern Australia.  Evidence from my 9 

study also suggests that Engaewa is probably one of the oldest lineages in the 10 

burrowing group.  Combined with my finding that Cherax species from the southwest 11 

are monophyletic but similarly isolated from the other major Cherax lineages, the 12 

presence of ancient habitable connections between the southwestern and southeastern 13 

regions is required to explain the distribution of these crayfish.  Various other lines of 14 

enquiry corroborate an historical connection between the regions (e.g. see Unmack 15 

2001; Toon et al. 2003; Crisp and Cook 2007).  Reasonably consistent with my date 16 

estimate for the split between eastern and western Cherax species (early Miocene to late 17 

Oligocene), Munasinghe et al. (2004a) loosely dated an east to west disjunction in 18 

Cherax at the mid to late Miocene.  This period corresponds with a palaeoclimatic 19 

transition from wet to arid conditions that may have divided widespread ancestral 20 

lineages, driving vicariant diversifications.  Morgan et al. (2007) found divergence 21 

between southeastern and southwestern frogs of the genus Heleioporus Gray, 1841 to 22 

have occurred 25.6 Ma (late Oligocene).   23 

 24 

 25 



 

 

 1 
Figure 19.  Updated distribution map of (A) Cherax, (B) Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus, (C) Engaeus sensu stricto, (D) Engaewa, (E) Geocharax and 2 
(F) Engaeus lyelli.  The distribution of each genus is summarised in (A).  The distribution of Cherax is sourced from Crandall et al. (1999), the distributions 3 
of Engaeus sensu stricto and Engaeus lyelli are sourced from Horwitz (1990a), and the distribution of Engaewa is sourced from Horwitz and Adams (2000).   4 
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The early Oligocene (~33 Ma) to late Eocene (~37 Ma) was a cool and very wet period 1 

in southeastern Australia.  Mid Oligocene (~30 Ma) saw lowering of sea levels (Martin 2 

2006) to between 100 and 150m below the present-day level (Haq et al. 1987).  Over a 3 

geological time-frame, low-lying terrain combined with high rainfall and lowered sea 4 

levels probably provided favourable swampy habitat, facilitating a widespread dispersal 5 

of freshwater crayfish throughout the region (e.g. see Horwitz 1988a).  In the early 6 

Miocene the climate then shifted to warm and wet and by the mid Miocene Australia 7 

experienced the first major step towards aridity (Martin 2006).  Sharp increases in 8 

temperature are recorded in the mid Miocene (Zachos et al. 2001; Glikson 2008).  9 

Unmack (2001) concluded that the Miocene is most likely the minimum age that 10 

freshwater fishes could migrate east-west across southern Australia.  11 

While this study shows Engaewa, from the southwest, to share a sister relationship 12 

with Engaeus lyelli and E. sensu stricto, from the southeast, the relationships among the 13 

three genera remains unclear since statistical support was not conclusive; however, it is 14 

highly probable that divergences among these taxa are quite ancient.  Despite the 15 

present-day close geographical proximity of E. sensu stricto and E. lyelli in western and 16 

central Victoria, there remains the possibility of a geographical basis to their evolution.  17 

Engaeus lyelli has a distribution generally encompassing the upper tributaries of 18 

northerly flowing rivers (Murray River catchment) in western and central Victoria, to 19 

the exclusion of E. sensu stricto species, which tend to inhabit southerly or easterly 20 

flowing rivers in Victoria.  One exception is E. cymus (Clark, 1936b), which shares an 21 

overlapping distribution with E. lyelli in central Victoria and inhabits the upper reaches 22 

of the Murray River.  As this study shows overlapping geographical distributions 23 

between E. lyelli and E. sensu stricto species to be in combination with high levels of 24 

genetic divergence, secondary contact might explain the present day distribution of 25 
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these lineages.  Large genetic divergences are also evident between sympatric species 1 

within E. sensu stricto.  For example, in southwestern Victoria, E. sericatus and E. 2 

strictifrons are sympatrically distributed but highly divergent from one another.  3 

Additional samples are needed to detect similar patterns in other Engaeus lineages. 4 

Slightly more recently than the period of diversification among the Engaeus, E. lyelli 5 

and Engaewa lineages, Gramastacus, Geocharax and Tenuibranchiurus diverged from 6 

one another, and significant diversification occurred within Engaeus while continuing 7 

within the Cherax lineages.  Geographically widespread diversification in Cherax is 8 

consistent with the greater dispersal capacity of species of this genus compared to the 9 

species of burrowing genera.  Munasinghe et al. (2004a) recovered an eastern/northern 10 

grouping within Cherax, divergent from a southwestern grouping.  Their finding is in 11 

contrast to the phylogeny recovered by my analyses.  Therefore, relationships between 12 

the three geographic groupings of Cherax remain uncertain but suggest that 13 

diversification in the genus might have occurred contemporaneously.  Diversification of 14 

major lineages within Engaeus occurred over comparably much narrower geographic 15 

ranges – a result that is consistent with the more limited dispersal capacity and narrower 16 

habitat preferences seen in the genus today (Horwitz 1990a).   17 

The intermediate distribution of Gramastacus may largely be associated with the 18 

Murray-Darling River basin.  An undescribed species of Gramastacus occurs near 19 

Barmah, Victoria (Horwitz 1995a), indicating that the present day distribution probably 20 

arose via dispersal between The Grampians and the northeastern Hunter River coastal 21 

region via the Murray-Darling and Wimmera rivers (Chapter 3).  In both cases, these 22 

now-disjunct regions are recognised as historical dispersal corridors for other freshwater 23 

crayfish (Austin et al. 2003; Munasinghe et al. 2004a; Nguyen et al. 2004), fish (Jerry 24 
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and Woodland 1997; Unmack 2001; Miller et al. 2004b; Ryan et al. 2004; Jerry 2005; 1 

Thacker et al. 2007; Jerry 2008) and freshwater shrimp (McClusky 2007). 2 

Within Engaeus, using branch order as a proxy for timing of lineage diversification, 3 

ancestral lineages occupy Tasmania and southeastern Victoria.  Some clades contain 4 

both Victorian and Tasmanian representatives and these are generally linked through 5 

northeastern Tasmania and southeastern Victoria.  Such close genetic affinities trans- 6 

Bass Strait are consistent with geological evidence that shows historical, intermittent 7 

land-bridge connections between Victoria and Tasmania, occurring during glacial 8 

maxima and forming most recently (~14,000 years ago) through the Bassian Land 9 

Bridge on the east of the strait but also throughout the entire Bass Strait region 10 

(Lambeck and Chappell 2001).  Engaeus laevis samples spanning Bass Strait are more 11 

closely related to each other than to other members of the genus (Chapter 3); and, 12 

similarly, Horwitz et al. (1990) found trans-Bass Strait samples of E. cunicularius to be 13 

more closely related to each than to other members of the genus.  In support of the 14 

hypothesis of geographically derived lineages, I find that clades containing multiple 15 

species of Engaeus are groupings of species with geographically proximal or sympatric 16 

distributions, often spanning Bass Strait.  Marine species in Bass Strait are divided east 17 

to west, consistent with geography of the Bassian Land Bridge (Burridge et al. 2004; 18 

Waters, 2008).   19 

For Tasmanian Engaeus species, my data show east to west diversifications of 20 

lineages approximately consistent with predictions of “Tyler’s Line” (Shiel et al. 1989; 21 

Tyler 1992; Mesibov 1994).  Tyler’s line is a region of congruence in terrestrial 22 

Tasmania between climatic geologic, edaphic and vegetational transition running north 23 

to south through the centre of the island, aslant the 146
th

 meridian (Tyler 1992).  East to 24 

west transitions across this line are evident in many plant and animal taxa (Tyler 1992; 25 
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Mesibov 1994), including freshwater crayfish (Swain et al. 1977; Hamr 1992; Crandall 1 

et al. 1999) (Chapter 3), freshwater fish (Unmack 2001), rotifers (Shiel et al. 1989) and 2 

birds (Toon et al. 2003).   3 

 4 

Conclusions 5 

The hypothesis that Engaeus, Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and 6 

Tenuibranchiurus form a monophyletic clade is supported by Bayesian analysis of 7 

mitochondrial 16S and nuclear GAPDH nucleotide data.  An anterolateral flap on the 8 

second abdominal somite present in mature females of these genera independently 9 

supports their monophyletic relationship.  Engaeus lyelli warrants recognition as a new 10 

genus (comprising at least two species) so the number of genera included in this 11 

burrowing group should now be increased to six.  Engaeus can be regarded otherwise as 12 

a monophyletic genus.  Mitochondrial and nuclear DNA data show four species in 13 

Geocharax and two species in Gramastacus.  Thus, overall, and in addition to that of 14 

Chapter 3, this study advances our recent understanding of the overall biodiversity and 15 

relationships within and among Australia’s distinctive burrowing crayfish genera.  The 16 

testing of a number of taxonomic relationships has yielded five new species and a new 17 

genus of crayfish, which, whilst underscoring the value of conducting detailed 18 

molecular systematic studies, is a surprising result for a conspicuous fauna that has 19 

received significant taxonomic attention over the past century. 20 
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Research findings 1 

This thesis presents original research findings on understudied burrowing freshwater 2 

crayfish of the family Parastacidae.  Specifically this study uses mitochondrial and 3 

nuclear DNA sequence data to answer a number of taxonomic, systematic and 4 

biogeographical questions and expands our understanding of the evolutionary history of 5 

Engaeus and the closely related genera Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and 6 

Tenuibranchiurus.  This study provides support for the morphological hypothesis of 7 

Horwitz (1988b) and the biogeographical hypothesis of Horwitz (1988a).  8 

 9 

Molecular systematics and taxonomy 10 

Monophyly of the burrowing genera 11 

Molecular data confirm that Engaeus, Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and 12 

Tenuibranchiurus are a monophyletic lineage.  This finding is consistent with Horwitz’s 13 

(1988b) hypothesis that the abdominal anterolateral flap is a synapomorphy shared by 14 

these genera.  The combined mitochondrial and nuclear genes indicate reciprocal 15 

monophyly of all genera examined in this study, except for Engaeus.  Combined 16 

mtDNA and nuDNA data reveal cryptic generic-level diversity within Engaeus as two 17 

strongly supported, reciprocally monophyletic lineages: one lineage contains all species 18 

of Engaeus; the other contains all samples of Engaeus lyelli.  Using 16S rDNA from a 19 

near-complete sample of species in Engaeus, this division is also supported.   20 

Disagreement among taxonomists who have dealt with Engaeus lyelli (Clark 1936b; 21 

Kane 1964; Riek 1969; Horwitz 1990a) indicated a need to examine the phylogenetic 22 

position of E. lyelli from the perspective of nucleotide data.  My analyses using 16S 23 
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rDNA and GAPDH sequences reveal that Riek (1969) correctly removed Engaeus lyelli 1 

from Geocharax but inappropriately placed the species in Engaeus.  Engaeus lyelli is as 2 

distinct as the other genera examined and may be more closely related to Engaewa than 3 

to Engaeus sensu stricto.  Therefore, in light of the combined mitochondrial and nuclear 4 

data, a new genus should be erected to contain E. lyelli.  5 

The consensus of 16S rDNA and GAPDH data recovered eastern and western 6 

allopatric lineages within E. lyelli, suggesting two cryptic species; though, the 7 

geographical sampling density of E. lyelli was low (three specimens for combined 8 

GAPDH and 16S rDNA, and 13 specimens for 16S rDNA only).  Using allozyme 9 

electrophoresis, Horwitz et al. (1990) noted three geographical variants in E. lyelli, so 10 

there might in fact be more species than the two identified by this study within this 11 

complex. 12 

Using combined mitochondrial and nuclear sequences, previously undocumented 13 

diversity is revealed within Geocharax.  The analyses show two lineages that are 14 

consistent with the two described species, G. gracilis and G. falcata, and two additional 15 

lineages that are consistent with undescribed species.  Using the genealogical approach 16 

to species recognition (Baum and Shaw 1995; Shaw 2001), the two cryptic lineages are 17 

consistent with undescribed species as they are largely allopatrically distributed and 18 

reciprocally monophyletic for combined mitochondrial and nuclear sequence data.   19 

Consistent with the study of Zeidler and Adams (1990), my data show that 20 

Gramastacus insolitus and G. gracilis are synonymous (as G. insolitus) and that the 21 

undescribed species of crayfish from central coastal New South Wales is indeed a new 22 

species of Gramastacus.  23 

 24 
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Species complexes in Engaeus sensu stricto and a unique position for E. 1 

rostrogaleatus 2 

 3 

The allozyme electrophoretic study of Horwitz et al. (1990) noted a number of 4 

taxonomic uncertainties in Engaeus sensu stricto.  Consistent with that study, 5 

phylogenetic analyses of 16S rDNA sequences recover no clear distinction between 6 

Engaeus sericatus and E. merosetosus, between E. affinis and E. curvisuturus, or 7 

between E. tuberculatus and E. victoriensis.   8 

It is noteworthy that Engaeus rostrogaleatus was placed in a highly divergent clade 9 

stemming from the most basal position in the Engaeus 16S rDNA phylogeny, and 10 

Horwitz et al. (1990) noted that  E. rostrogaleatus is the only species of Engaeus 11 

without an abdominal anterolateral flap.   12 

 13 

Historical biogeography and phylogeography 14 

Given the largely disjunct distributions of the six genera, it is surprising to find that 15 

they are monophyletic.  Engaewa occurs over 3000 kilometres to the west of Engaeus 16 

lyelli, E. sensu stricto, Geocharax and Gramastacus insolitus in the southeast, and 17 

Tenuibranchiurus and Gramastacus sp. nov. occur over 1000 kilometres to the north 18 

east on the central east coast of Australia (New South Wales and Queensland).  Generic 19 

level divergences among the six genera likely occurred between 20 Ma (early Miocene) 20 

and 37 Ma (late Eocene).  The presence of ancient habitable freshwater connections is 21 

required to explain this distribution.  Over geological time, it is likely that a wet 22 

palaeoclimate combined with low-lying terrain was conducive to the existence of a 23 

widespread ancestral lineage of burrowing freshwater crayfish.  At the transition from a 24 
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wet to arid palaeoclimate towards the mid Miocene (Martin 2006), the ancestral lineage 1 

was probably divided, giving rise to the present day disjunct distribution of the genera.  2 

The burrowing habit of parastacid crayfish is shown to be at least 116 m.y. old (Martin 3 

et al. 2008); therefore, the burrowing habit may have aided survival and dispersal during 4 

aridification.  The present-day distribution of Gramastacus spp. and Tenuibranchiurus 5 

sp. indicates that the Murray-Darling River system has also provided an important 6 

dispersal pathway between the southeast and the central east coast of Australia.   7 

Fluctuating sea levels driven by glacial cycling (see Haq et al. 1987; Rohling et al. 8 

1998; Lambeck and Chappell 2001; Rabineau et al. 2006) have also played a role in 9 

shaping the present day distribution of freshwater crayfish (Horwitz 1988a).  In this 10 

study, GIS-calculated palaeodrainage models on the western half of the sea floor of 11 

Bass Strait show a network of palaeodrainages that link Cape Otway in Victoria with 12 

King Island in Tasmania.  King Island is of low elevation, low topographical relief and 13 

contains numerous wetland habitats.  An extension of the palaeodrainage model 14 

presented in Chapter 2 (data not shown) indicates that present-day drainages on King 15 

Island are, in turn, headwaters of the palaeo-catchment that extends to the northwest of 16 

Tasmania.  Therefore, it is probable that freshwater crayfish have dispersed among 17 

these regions via the drainages during times of lowered sea levels (after Horwitz 18 

1988a).  The phylogenetic relationships among Geocharax gracilis samples are 19 

consistent with this hypothesis as specimens from Tasmania and King Island are more 20 

closely related to specimens in Cape Otway, Victoria, than some Cape Otway 21 

specimens are to each other, suggesting recent connectivity.  Indeed, estimates show 22 

that the time to the most recent common ancestor of Victorian, King Island and 23 

Tasmanian samples is 1.9 Ma (late Pliocene) to 3.6 Ma (mid Pliocene).  24 
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Phylogeographic analyses of Engaeus sericatus haplotypes from Cape Otway 1 

provide independent corroboration of the above Bass Strait palaeodrainage model.  2 

Southeastern and southwestern drainages surrounding Cape Otway are geographically 3 

disjunct in the present day, but they too are headwaters of the palaeo-catchment that 4 

links Victoria with King Island; and my analyses of the geographical distribution of E. 5 

sericatus haplotypes indicate that dispersal likely occurred via the Cape Otway palaeo- 6 

drainage network, during times of lowered sea-level, probably more than 25,000 years 7 

ago.  Neither the palaeodrainage model nor any single drainage “snapshot” accounts for 8 

all variation seen in E. sericatus – the present day distribution of E. sericatus haplotypes 9 

is best explained as a product of dispersal via ancient and modern landscapes. 10 

In the recent geological past, sea levels have risen as well as fallen (Haq et al. 1987; 11 

Rabineau et al. 2006) and the elevated, mountainous Otways Ranges are likely to have 12 

provided refuge during times of elevated sea levels (Horwitz 1988a).  The analyses in 13 

this study are consistent with this hypothesis as ancestral haplotypes of E. sericatus and 14 

G. gracilis were detected in the Otways Ranges or in drainages that are geographically 15 

proximal to the Otways Ranges, suggesting refuge in then dispersal from these regions.   16 

The biogeographical history of the diverse Engaeus genus is rather complex and 17 

geographically proximate species of Engaeus are not necessarily genetically proximate.  18 

For example, E. sericatus and E. strictifrons are not each other’s nearest relatives, 19 

despite their sympatric distribution in southwestern Victoria.  And Tasmanian and 20 

Victorian Engaeus species are not reciprocally monophyletic, as might be deduced from 21 

the present day or trans-Bass Strait distribution of the genus.  Geographical distributions 22 

of lineages within Engaeus are consistent with palaeo-habitat connections (during times 23 

of lowered sea-levels) and these have likely played a fundamental role in the 24 

diversification of the genus.   25 
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Offering support to the trans-Bass Strait palaeo-habitat model, trans-Bass Strait E. 1 

laevis specimens are more closely related to each other than Tasmanian or Victorian E. 2 

laevis specimens are to geographically neighbouring species, indicating that Bass Strait 3 

has only recently become a barrier to dispersal.  Estimates of the time to the most recent 4 

common ancestor for trans-Bass Strait E. laevis is 1.5 Ma (early Pleistocene) to 2.6 Ma 5 

(late Pliocene).  Engaeus laevis is located within a lineage containing E. hemicirratulus 6 

Smith & Schuster, 1913, E. mallacoota Horwitz, 1990a, E. orientalis Clark, 1941a and 7 

E. sternalis.  The geographical distribution of this lineage (inferred from Horwitz 8 

1990a) is aligned with the sub-marine Bassian land bridge across the eastern portion of 9 

Bass Strait, which is the most recent portion of Bass Strait to be exposed during glacial 10 

periods, connecting Victoria and Tasmania (Lambeck and Chappell 2001).  11 

 12 

Distribution and conservation 13 

Through field collections and phylogenetic reassessments of species boundaries, this 14 

study provides an updated record of the distribution of species in Geocharax, 15 

Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus (Figure 19).  The discovery of cryptic species 16 

throughout the central and eastern portion of the range of Geocharax means that 17 

Geocharax gracilis and G. falcata are now far less widespread than previously realised.  18 

Notably, G. falcata is found to have a very narrow distribution, restricted to the 19 

Grampians Mountains and neighbouring lowlands, and a reassessment of the 20 

conservation significance of this species is now recommended.   21 

On the other hand, the range of Gramastacus is shown to be far greater than 22 

previously anticipated with a record of Gramastacus sp. nov. over 900 kilometres to the 23 

northeast of Gramastacus insolitus, which occurs in the Grampians Mountains and 24 
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neighbouring districts.  Specimens of an undescribed crayfish with morphological 1 

affinities to Gramastacus have also been documented from the Barmah Forest in New 2 

South Wales and Victoria (Horwitz 1995a).  If these are shown to be Gramastacus, this 3 

will further enlarge the recognised distribution of this genus.   4 

Additionally, this study provides the first record of Tenuibranchiurus from Bribie 5 

Island, off the coast of Queensland, Australia.  This may be a significant discovery 6 

given that this genus occurs in a region of high urban development (Riek 1951; Crandall 7 

et al. 1999; Phinn and Stanford 2001), and urgently requires a reassessment of its 8 

conservation status.    9 

 10 

Other contributions to the field of freshwater crayfish systematics and 11 

conservation 12 

This study increases the publicly available DNA sequence database by contributing 13 

DNA sequences from mitochondrial 16S rDNA for almost all (greater than 94%) 14 

described species of Engaeus, including 13 of 14 Engaeus species that are listed as 15 

threatened vulnerable or endangered (Department of Primary Industries and Water 16 

2002; IUCN 2008).  Previously, only 35% of Engaeus species were represented by 16S 17 

rDNA sequences on NCBI GenBank and none of these were threatened species.  18 

Furthermore, as a result of this research, mitochondrial 16S rDNA and nuclear protein- 19 

coding GAPDH sequences are available for all described species of Gramastacus, and 20 

one undescribed species and the threatened species G. insolitus (Department of 21 

Sustainability and Environment 2007), all species of Geocharax including two 22 

described species and two cryptic species, Tenuibranchiurus glypticus from the 23 

monotypic Tenuibranchiurus, and a sub-sample of Engaewa.  GAPDH data are now 24 
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also available for a sub-sample of Engaeus, including the divergent E. lyelli.  This study 1 

improves substantially the species and geographical representation of these six genera 2 

from the perspective of mitochondrial 16S rDNA and nuclear GAPDH.  Given that 3 

museum collections were utilised and that many of the species represented in this study 4 

are listed as vulnerable or endangered, I feel that I have made minimal negative impact 5 

on the populations of the taxa under examination and advanced information required to 6 

support conservation efforts. 7 

One finding with the potential for broader application in molecular systematics is 8 

that sequences from the nuclear GAPDH locus are useful for the examination of inter- 9 

specific and inter-generic relationships in Parastacidae, especially in combination with 10 

16S rDNA.  The GAPDH gene has elsewhere been implemented to resolve systematic 11 

and taxonomic issues in northern hemisphere freshwater crayfish of the family 12 

Cambaridae (Buhay et al. 2007). 13 

 14 

Further study 15 

In this study, I have provided a number of new insights into the evolution of a generally 16 

neglected group of Australian burrowing crayfish.  An analysis of combined 17 

mitochondrial and nuclear genes for all parastacid genera, including representatives of 18 

every species is required.  This may soon be a real possibility as sequence data from at 19 

least one gene region has been obtained for most or all species within the less-diverse 20 

genera, and at least 83% of species have now been sequenced from each of the three 21 

species-rich genera (Euastacus, Cherax and Engaeus).  22 

Future studies should add addtional loci from mitochondrial and nuclear genes and 23 

compare their findings to this study and previous allozyme electrophoretic and 24 
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morphological estimates.  My estimate of the timing of divergences and of population 1 

demographic events would be rendered more reliable with additional loci, particularly if 2 

they could be calibrated with fossils of known age or nucleotide substitution rates.  This 3 

study has consolidated a number of systematic uncertainties using Bayesian 4 

phylogenetic inference, however some relationships remain uncertain, so further 5 

research will be required to make a stronger appraisal of biogeographic hypotheses.  A 6 

larger geographical representation of Engaeus “species-complexes” (e.g. E. sericatus 7 

and E. merosetosus) in combination with more nucleotide data and morphology would 8 

allow more-robust appraisals.  A larger geographical representation of trans-Bass Strait 9 

species (i.e. E. laevis, E. cunicularius and Geocharax gracilis), would offer much to 10 

further advancing our understanding of historical biogeographical processes in the 11 

southeast of Australia.   12 

A remarkable outcome of this and recent studies is the increase in crayfish diversity 13 

at the species level within the Grampians National Park in western Victoria.  Before this 14 

study, the Grampians region was known to harbour the highest crayfish diversity in 15 

Australia, with five species (Geocharax falcata, Gramastacus insolitus, Cherax 16 

destructor, Euastacus bispinosus Clark, 1941b and Engaeus lyelli) in five genera.  17 

Because of this study, the number should now be expanded to seven species in five 18 

genera (i.e. adding two cryptic species of Geocharax, and moving Engaeus lyelli from 19 

Engaeus to a new genus).  It is also noteworthy that the spiny freshwater crayfish, 20 

Euastacus bispinosus is one of the world’s largest crayfish and the smooth-bodied 21 

Gramastacus insolitus is one of the world’s smallest crayfish – the Grampians region 22 

harbours both.  The status of the national park is extremely valuable in terms retaining 23 

the Grampians as a refuge area from negative anthropogenic impacts for this unique 24 

crayfish fauna of international significance.   25 
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Tenuibranchiurus glypticus is another of the world’s smallest crayfish.  Together 1 

with Gramastacus, these miniature taxa are especially interesting, as they appear to 2 

have evolved by undergoing paedomorphosis (progenesis) to exploit the niche utilised 3 

only by juveniles of competing genera (usually Cherax or Geocharax).  Future research 4 

into the evolution of these taxa might benefit from exploring this hypothesis as well as 5 

other notable life-history traits that are highly diverse among the parastacid crayfish 6 

(e.g. see Honan and Mitchell 1995).  Re-examination of the evolution of morphological 7 

traits (e.g. abdominal size, chelae orientation, pattern of branchiocardiac groove 8 

intersection) should be undertaken, but should await a full treatment of parastacid 9 

genera and add molecular data from additional genes.   10 

The taxonomy will need to be formalised for Engaeus lyelli (potentially containing 11 

more than two species), Geocharax sp. nov. 1, Geocharax sp. nov. 2, Gramastacus sp. 12 

nov. (from the central east coast of New South Wales).  The undescribed Barmah Forest 13 

crayfish (Horwitz 1995a) should also be investigated.   14 

Conclusion 15 

This research has demonstrated that Engaeus, as it is formally described, is a non- 16 

monophyletic genus containing two highly divergent lineages – one lineage, which 17 

contains Engaeus lyelli, should be formally described as a new genus.  The remaining 18 

lineage, which contains the other Engaeus species examined in this study should remain 19 

as Engaeus (sensu stricto).  This finding of non-monophyly in Engaeus is supported by 20 

mitochondrial 16S rDNA and nuclear protein-coding GAPDH nucleotide data; thus, 21 

Riek’s removal of E. lyelli from Geocharax was appropriate, but his placement of E. 22 

lyelli in Engaeus was inappropriate.  The 16S rDNA data indicate that Engaeus sensu 23 

stricto and E. lyelli diverged from one another approximately 36 Ma.   24 
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In addition to revealing cryptic generic-level diversity within Engaeus, the molecular 1 

approach to taxon diagnosis has revealed cryptic species level diversity.  Two cryptic 2 

species were found within E. lyelli, two cryptic species were found in Geocharax and 3 

one cryptic species was found in Gramastacus.  A number of taxonomic uncertainties 4 

with regard to described species in Engaeus sensu stricto have also been highlighted.  5 

At the recognition of E. lyelli as a distinct genus, the total number of genera in 6 

southeastern Australia should now be regarded as nine and the total in Australia should 7 

be eleven.  8 

Historical biogeographical and phylogeographical analyses indicate that the trans- 9 

Bass Strait distribution of Engaeus sensu stricto has arisen largely through dispersal via 10 

palaeodrainages during glacial periods, and vicariance of ancestral lineages at the 11 

flooding of Bass Strait during inter-glacials.  The analyses also show that trans-Bass 12 

Strait dispersal via similar palaeo-habitat pathways has occurred in Geocharax gracilis.  13 

These findings are in support of the biogeographical hypothesis of Horwitz (1988a).  14 

Analyses of mitochondrial 16S rDNA data indicate that trans-Bass Strait dispersals by 15 

Engaeus and Geocharax were restricted to within the last eight m.y., which is a finding 16 

supported by geological data.  17 

Analyses of mitochondrial 16S rDNA and nuclear GAPDH sequences show that 18 

Engaeus sensu stricto and E. lyelli are monophyletic with Engaewa, Geocharax, 19 

Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus.  This phylogeny rejects the molecular hypothesis 20 

of Crandall et al. (1999) that shows Cherax to be more closely related to Engaeus, 21 

Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus than Engaewa is.  The combined gene 22 

phylogeny in the present study also rejects the morphological hypothesis of Riek (1972) 23 

that shows Engaewa, Engaeus and Tenuibranchiurus should form a monophyletic clade 24 

to the exclusion of all other Australian genera based on their shared vertical chelae 25 
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orientation; therefore, vertical chelae orientation is a homoplasious trait.  In support of 1 

the morphological hypothesis of Horwitz (1988b), the combined gene phylogeny shows 2 

that the anterolateral flap, present in mature females of the genera Engaeus (i.e. E. sensu 3 

stricto and E. lyelli), Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus is a 4 

synapomorphic morphological trait.  5 

This study demonstrates that robust estimates of phylogeny are more obtainable 6 

using a combined approach to phylogenetic analysis, and that singular approaches using 7 

only morphological or molecular character sets are less than ideal. 8 

 9 
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Appendices 1 

Appendix 1 – Bibliographic reference and abstract for published version 2 

of Chapter 2 3 

Schultz, M. B., Ierodiaconou, D. A., Smith, S. A., Horwitz, P., Richardson, A. M. M., 4 

Crandall, K. A. & Austin, C. M. (2008) Sea-level changes and palaeo-ranges: 5 

reconstruction of ancient shorelines and river drainages and the phylogeography of the 6 

Australian land crayfish Engaeus sericatus Clark (Decapoda: Parastacidae). Molecular 7 

Ecology, 17, 5291-5314. doi: 10.1111/j.1365-294X.2008.03996.x. 8 

 9 

 10 

Abstract 11 

Historical sea levels have been influential in shaping the phylogeography of freshwater- 12 

limited taxa via palaeo-drainage and palaeoshoreline connections.  In this study I 13 

demonstrate an approach to phylogeographic analysis incorporating historical sea-level 14 

information in a Nested Clade Phylogeographic Analysis (NCPA) framework, using 15 

burrowing freshwater crayfish as the model organism.  My study area focuses on the 16 

Bass Strait region of southeastern Australia, which is marine region encompassing a 17 

shallow seabed that has emerged as a land bridge during glacial cycles connecting 18 

mainland Australia and Tasmania.  Bathymetric data were analysed using Geographical 19 

Information Systems (GIS) to delineate a palaeodrainage model when the 20 

palaeocoastline was 150 metres below present day sea level.  Such sea levels occurred 21 

at least twice in the past 500,000 years, perhaps more often or of larger magnitude 22 
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within the last 10 million years, linking Victoria and Tasmania.  Inter-locality distance 1 

measures confined to the palaeodrainage network were incorporated into an NCPA of 2 

crayfish (Engaeus sericatus Clark, 1936b) mitochondrial 16S rDNA haplotypes.  The 3 

results were then compared to NCPAs using present-day river drainages and traditional 4 

great circle distance measures.  NCPA inferences were cross-examined using frequentist 5 

and Bayesian procedures in the context of geomorphological and historical sea level 6 

data.  I found distribution of present day genetic variation in Engaeus sericatus to be 7 

partly explained by connectivity through palaeodrainages but also via present-day 8 

drainages or overland (great circle) routes.  I recommend that future studies consider all 9 

three of these distance measures, especially for studies of coastally distributed species.  10 
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Appendix 2 – Bibliographic reference and abstract for published version 1 

of Chapter 3 2 

 3 

Schultz, M. B., Smith, S. A., Richardson, A. M. M., Horwitz, P., Crandall, K. A. & 4 

Austin, C. M. (2007) Cryptic diversity in Engaeus Erichson, Geocharax Clark and 5 

Gramastacus Riek (Decapoda: Parastacidae) revealed by mitochondrial 16S rDNA 6 

sequences. Invertebrate Systematics, 21, 569-587. doi: 10.1071/IS07019. 7 

 8 

 9 

Abstract 10 

Nucleotide sequence data from the mitochondrial 16S rDNA region were utilised to 11 

investigate phylogenetic relationships and species boundaries among Australian 12 

freshwater crayfish belonging to the genera Engaeus Erichson, 1846, Geocharax Clark, 13 

1936b and Gramastacus Riek, 1972. Geocharax and Gramastacus were found to be 14 

monophyletic genera but one species currently assigned to Engaeus may belong to 15 

another genus. Relationships between the three existing genera were not resolved. 16 

Analysis of species boundaries within Geocharax suggests that there are an additional 17 

two species in this genus, and my analysis of Gramastacus indicates that undescribed 18 

populations from central New South Wales may comprise a second species. The data 19 

provide at least one instance of a taxon crossing the Great Dividing Range and provide 20 

confirmation of previously proposed hypotheses seeking to explain trans-Bass Strait 21 

distributions of species. 22 

 23 

24 
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Appendix 3 – Bibliographic reference and abstract for published version 1 

of Chapter 4 2 

 3 

Schultz, M. B., Smith, S. A., Horwitz, P., Richardson, A. M. M., Crandall, K. A. & 4 

Austin, C. M. (2009) Evolution underground: a molecular phylogenetic investigation of 5 

Australian burrowing freshwater crayfish (Decapoda: Parastacidae) with particular 6 

focus on Engaeus Erichson. Molecular Phylogenetics and Evolution, 50, 580-598. doi: 7 

10.1016/j.ympev.2008.11.025 8 

 9 

Abstract 10 

Phylogenetic relationships and species boundaries of Australian burrowing freshwater 11 

crayfish belonging to the genera Engaeus, Engaewa, Geocharax, Gramastacus and 12 

Tenuibranchiurus are investigated using combined mitochondrial and nuclear DNA 13 

sequence data and Bayesian and Maximum Parsimony methods.  Phylogenies are 14 

statistically compared to previously published hypotheses.  Engaeus, Engaewa, 15 

Geocharax, Gramastacus and Tenuibranchiurus form a strongly supported 16 

monophyletic clade.  This grouping is independently supported by morphology but 17 

unites geographically highly disjunct lineages.  My data show two cryptic species in 18 

Geocharax, one cryptic species in Gramastacus and two cryptic species within the 19 

highly divergent Engaeus lyelli lineage.  Using a Bayesian relaxed molecular clock 20 

method, the 16S rDNA data show generic-level diversification coinciding with the 21 

transition from a wet to arid palaeoclimate near the mid-Miocene. 22 

 23 

 24 
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